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O'Connor
dies at 80
NEW YORK (AP) — During 16 years at the helm of
the nation's most prominent
Catholic pulpit, Cardinal John
O'Connor inspired a flock of
millions by preaching compassion, helping the poor and fighting a brave public battle against
the brain tumor that would kill
him.
He also placed himself at
the center of some of the country's most heated debates,
angering many with his staunch
support of the Roman Catholic
church's positions on abortion
and homosexuality even as he
charmed many critics with his
warm wit.
O'Connor died Wednesday,
eight months after surgery to
remove a cancerous brain
tumor. He was 80.
His Eminence John Cardinal O'Connor has completed
his earthly journey and has gone
home to God," said Joseph
Zwilling, spokesman for the
Archdiocese of New York. "May
the Lord grant eternal peace
to the soul of our loving and
faithful archbishop."
O'Connor was the oldest
active bishop in the United
States and the most influential, leading more than 2 million Catholics in the nation's
media capital. He was close
ally of Pope John Paul II.

NRC looks
into alleged
violations
.ROCKVILLE, Md. (AP) —
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission held a meeting Wednesday to address possible violations by the U.S. Enrichment
Corp. at the Paducah and
Portsmouth gaseous diffusion
plants in Kentucky and Ohio.
USEC officials attended the
meeting and denied wrongdoing, Michael Weber, an NRC
director who was present at
the meeting, said in a telephone interview.
USEC did not return a telephone call for comment.
NRC is investigating whether
USEC made various changes
at the plants without first getting proper approval from the
commission.
Some of the apparent violations, if they occurred, could
have increased the potential
for a criticality, or an uncontrolled nuclear reaction, Weber
said.
One charge, outlined in an
NRC report, is that USEC
changed the required response
time of a criticality alarm system at the Paducah plant. It
said the change would cause
the system to sound an alarm
from detection of a criticality
event after two seconds instead
of half a second.
NRC will consider the
remarks of USEC officials who
attended Wednesday's meeting before deciding whether to
charge the company with violations, Weber said. A civil fine
could be imposed.

WILAI 111E12
Tonight...A chance of showers and thunderstorms: otherwise partly cloudy. Patchy fog
possible. Low in the middle
60s. Southeast wind 5 to 10
mph. Chance of rain 30 percent.
Friday...A chance of mainly
afternoon showers and thunderstorms: otherwise partly
cloudy. High 75 to 80. Chance
of rain 40 percent.
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Three MSU provost
applicants to visit

•No schedule
has been set
for a fourth
candidate.
By EDWARD SHERIDAN

Staff Writer
Dr. W. Hubert Keen, a special
assistant to the university provost
at the State University of New
York in Albany, will visit the campus of Murray State University to

interview for the position of doctorate
from Kent State Uniprovost/vice president of academ- versity.
ic affairs.
Keen will meet with MSU stuKeen's resume boasts nearly 20 dents Thursd
ay from 8:30-9:30
years of collegiate administrative p.m. in the
Curris Center Ohio
experience, including stints as inter- Room. He
will then meet with
im president at S.U.N.Y. College staff members
Friday from 1:30
at Old Westbury in 1998-99 and to 2:30 p.m.
in the Curris Center
as provost/vice president for aca- Barkley Room and
with faculty
demic affairs at York College. City members from 2-3
p.m., also in.
University of New York, from 1994 the Barkley
Room.
to 1998.
An open meeting with Keen is
Keen has a bachelor's degree scheduled Friday from
3-4 p.m.
from Pikeville College and a master's degree from Eastern Kentucky University. He also holds a II See Page 2

Law alters wet-dry votes
*Voters in dry

areas
including Murray can
approve alcohol sales
in certain restaurants.

we're probably going to win," Witt said in a telephone interview from Louisville.
'The tourism people and economic development
people have realized that same thing. They
have
changed their tactics on us. They have gone
after
these individual types of alcohol sales," Witt said.
The exception for restaurants was one of three
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The General Assemthe General Assembly carved into the law this year.
bly fundamentally altered "wet-dry" elections on
Other bills were crafted to permit sales at the Kenalcohol sales, the director of the Temperance League
tucky Speedway in Gallatin County and at some
of Kentucky said.
golf courses.
Under a new law, voters in a dry area will be
The bill that raised Witt's ire, Senate Bill 247,
able for the first time to legalize drinks at restau- began
as a run-of-the-mill regulation measure for
rants.
the Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission. The
Current law, which will be superseded July 14, House added
the language to let voters in a dry
did not allow alcohol sales restricted to a particu- city or
county approve drink sales in restaurants
lar business. A wet vote opened the area to pack- only.
age liquor and beer as well.
Witt said the bill did even more. Current law requires
That made it easier for dry forces to beat back approval in a county
wide election before alcohol
alcohol-sales initiatives in numerous cities and coun- can be sold in
a city smaller than fourth class. City
ties, the Rev. Claude Witt said Wednesday.
"When people
vote on alcohol as a whole, II See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
TWENTY "KILLED" ... Some of the 19
Murray High School students chosen to be
"killed" by a drunk driver Wednesday pass
the time while waiting for the afternoon
presentation of a program that raises aware
ness of the dangers of drinking and driving as graduation and prom nears. The stude
nts and a teacher represented the number killed on the nation's highways on an avera
ge day.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
ARTISTE AT WORK ... Workers align letter
s on the newly
renovated exterior of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce Wednesday.

Clinton visits
Owensboro,
restaurant
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
While other students at Audubon
Elementary School dressed more
casually for a 45-minute speech
there by President Clinton, Chase
Jourdan's appearance made a twoword fashion statement: Secret Service.
The fourth-grader was attired
Wednesday like a miniature version of the agents who shadow
the president's every public move.
Chase sported a black, doublebreasted suit, black loafers, a white
shirt, a silver-and-black tie and a
pair of dark shades that mostly
stayed in his pocket.
Picture Haley Joel Osment starring in "Men in Black."
When Chase told his family
that he wanted to dress up like a
Secret Service agent when the
president spoke at his school, they
went out Monday and bought the
entire outfit.
"The day that I thought of it,
we went right out to get it," said
Chase, who will turn 11 on Sunday.
Best of all, a real agent spotted Chase and gave him a Secret
Service pin that the boy affixed
to his lapel.
"It's pretty cool," Chase said.
He was among about 100 students — and about 550 people
altogether — who listened to Clinton speak in the Audubon gymnasium about education reform and
the need for turning around lowperforming schools.

Candidates for
MCCH CEO
visit hospital
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of
Commissioners has always said it would like to have
a new hospital CEO in place long before retiring CEO
Stuart Poston steps down in July.
Now, in early May, it looks like the board might
get its wish.
According to John Peck, commissioner and chair of
the board's CEO search committee, the final two applicants for the position have visited Murray for their
second interviews, and now his committee must decide
which applicant to recommend to the board for approval.
"Starting at the end of last week and the first of
this month, we had the final two candidates in, more
on a one-on-one basis because some of the board members were not yet familiar with them." Peck said

III See Page 2

Among those in attendance were
Education Secretary Richard Riley,
Gov. Paul Patton, Lt. Gov. Steve
Henry, former Gov. John Y. Brown
and former U.S. Sen. Wendell
Ford.
Owensboro was the first stop
on a two-day, four-city tour that
would take the president to Davenport, Iowa, later in the day and
to St. Paul, Minn., and Columbus. Ohio, today.
Clinton praised Kentucky for
its education reforms of the past
decade and singled out Audubon,
once a poorly performing school,
as a model to which underachieving
schools in other less-than-affluent
areas should aspire.
"This school is now the 18thbest performing school in the state
despite the fact that two-thirds of
your students qualify for free school
lunches," he said. "That is truly
amazing."
He called on Congress to support his $250 million educationaccountability program, saying it
would provide states and school districts with resources to help reverse
the direction of failing schools.
Afterward, Audubon principal
Diane Embry said she believes the
president feels strongly about
improving the nation's public
schools.
"I gathered that he really has
a passion that all kids should
achieve at high levels." she said.

II See Page 2

FCC: Time
Warner
broke rules

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
SHARING THE KNOWLEDGE...Zach Hawkins, a fourth
-grader at Southwest Elementary School, answers questions from his class
mates regarding a volcano model at a science fair Wednesday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Communications Commission determined Wednesday that
Time Warner violated a communications law when it dropped
ABC stations from its cable systems in some markets earlier this
week.
Acting on a petition filed by
ABC on Monday. the commission
found Time Warner breached a
provision that prohibits cable companies from deleting local signals
during the period known as
"sweeps."
The sweeps, a period when ratings are used to set local advertising rates, began Thursday and
runs until May 24.
The commission's decision

II See Page 2
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III FCC ...
From Page 1
comes a day after the two companies called a cease-fire and set
a new July 15 deadline for their
negotiations over compensation for
cable channels. FCC officials said
enforcement actions would be considered separately.
"Time Warner Cable committed a clear violation of FCC rules,"
FCC Chairman William Kennard
said. "Unfortunately, millions of
consumers paid the price. No company should use consumers as
pawns in a private contract dispute."
If the FCC decides on enforcement action, it could assess forfeitures of $7,500 per violation
per day up to a maximum of
$250,000, agency officials said.
ABC argued that Time Warner
overstepped the law when the cable
company stopped airing ABC programs in a number of markets at
12:01 a.m. Monday.
The FCC's cable service bureau
sided with ABC, asserting that the
law did cover the case even though

the dispute involved two companies engaged in private contractual negotiations over transmission.
"The clarification provided by
today's action will protect consumers from experiencing a disruption in viewing a local television station during the sweeps period," the FCC said.
Time Warner pledged to pursue further review of the order
and said it was disappointed that
the decision was made by the
cable bureau.
"While we agree this ambiguous rule needs clarification, it is
unfortunate that on an important
issue affecting the entire cable
industry, and where there was no
emergency, that this was done without the full commission being
involved," said Marc Apfelbaum,
senior vice president and general
counsel of Time Warner Cable.
The skirmish left 3.5 million
cable TV customers without the
ability to watch ABC for 39 hours.
The media giants have been
fighting over the money The Walt

Disney Co. — ABC's corporate
parent — wants for letting Time
Warner air some of its cable channels. When they face their new
July 15 deadline, the companies will
be in another sweeps months —
meaning that the FCC rule again
would apply.
"We appreciate the speed with
which the FCC acted, and are
obviously pleased with the decision," ABC spokeswoman Julie
Hoover said.
The National Association of
Broadcasters chief, Edward Fritts,
said Time Warner's action "once
again shines a spotlight on the
cable industry's gatekeeper power."
Also Wednesday, ABC stepped
up its battle with Time Warner by
offering a $198 rebate to certain
cable customers who want to switch
to satellite television.
The offer was made through
full-page newspaper ads to Time
Warner cable subscribers in New
York City, Houston and Los Angeles. They were among the 3.5 million customers around the country
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who lost ABC's signal for a day
and a half because of a battle
between the network and Time
Warner.
Rebates were made available to
the first 1,000 people to respond
by telephone in each city. Within
2 1/2 hours, all the rebate coupons
were gone, Hoover said.
Time Warner reacted angrily to
what an executive called "an assault
on our business."
Time Warner is preparing its
own offer to customers that will
demonstrate the company's regret
over what happened, Time Warner spokesman Michael Luftman
said. He would not offer details.
Disney's offer was made with
the satellite TV provider DirecTV.
EchoStar Communications, which
manufactures competing satellite
systems under the brand Dish Networks, has offered Time Warner
customers a free dish and installation if they agree to buy a year's
worth of programming for $40 a
month.

• Clinton ...
From Page 1
"That's a passion for education
that you have to have."
U.S. Rep. Ron Lewis, R-Ky.,
issued a statement saying local
schools need more local control
— not more federal bureaucracy.
"We all must be concerned with
education, but I am also concerned
with President Clinton's Washington-knows-best approach," Lewis
said. "While education is primarily a state and local responsibility,
federal funds account for about 7
percent of all education spending.
These dollars must be spent in
our classrooms, not bureaucracy,
and allow for more local control."
After visiting the school, Clinton and his entourage stopped by
the Moonlite Bar-B-Q Inn and left
with a giant carryout sampler of
barbecued mutton, ribs, chicken
and pork, complete with all the
trimmings.
The president was too pressed
fo'r time to eat, so he:instead
shook hands and posed for pictures with many of the restaurant's 325 lunchtime customers.
"He just visited with every single person in here," said Ken
Bosley, who co-owns the Moonlite with several family members.
"It was just unbelievable."
The president spent about an
hour at the restaurant before leaving Owensboro. When it became
known last week that Clinton would
be coming to town, it was widely assumed that he would drop in
for lunch at the Moonlite, which
is nationally known for its barbecued mutton.
But it wasn't until 11 a.m. CDT
Wednesday — 15 minutes after
Clinton arrived in Owensboro
that the Secret Service notified the
restaurant that Operation Barbecue was a "go."

Teen charged with break-in
Stall Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A city teen-ager is charged with
a pawn shop break-in, and three
Almo residents are charged with receiving stolen handguns taken from
the store.
Murray police arrested Carlie A.
Staples III, 19, of Doran Road, on a
charge of first-degree burglary
Wednesday following the break-in
at Pot 0' Gold on South 12th Street
earlier that day.
He remained in the Calloway
County Jail Thursday morning in
lieu of $20,000 bond.
Police also arrested Stacy Washburn, 41; Jimmy Stubblefield, 42;
and 16-year-old boy at the Almo
home where they all lived, according to Detective Sgt. Eddie Rollins.
The Calloway County Sheriffs Department and members of the Marshall County Tactical Response
Team assisted.
Investigators found the three
stolen handguns - two Sig Sauer
.45-calibers and a Sig Sauer .40caliber - beneath a snake aquarium, Rollins said.
Washburn, Stubblefield and the
boy were charged with receiving

stolen property (firearm) more than
$300. The adults remained in jail in
lieu of $2,500 bonds; the boy was
taken to a Paducah juvenile deten tion facility.
Rollins said he expected to file
more charges in the matter.
Elsewhere, the sheriffs department is investigating a fake $10 bill
that was passed Wednesday at Discount Tobacco City near Hazel.
The phony money was discovered at the store's bank, Sheriff
Stan Scott said. Investigators
planned to watch store videotape
today, he said.
Scott said details on the bill
were accurate, but the coloring was
off.
In other reports, city police returned James Oliver Nichols, 61, of
Camden, Tenn., to Calloway
County Wednesday on a 1998 warrant charging him with 17 counts ot
theft by deception. He allegedly
wrote checks to local businesses on
a closed Camden account.
He remained in jail in lieu of a
$1,000 local bond. He also was
served with Graves County warrants charging him with the same
crime; his bond on those charges
was $7,500.

Wendy's employee saves
baby born in bathroom
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Foot tickling is not often employed
as a life-saving method, but it
worked for a Wendy's employee
after a baby was born in one of the
restaurant's bathrooms.
Tiandra Porter, 24, gave birth to
the boy about 3:30 p.m. EDT
Wednesday. When Clinton Vestal
Jr., and his boss. Wendy's district
manager Ron Lewellen, entered the
bathroom, Porter was on the toilet
and the baby was submerged in the
water.

But the baby was still not
breathing, Vestal said.
He tried pushing on the newborn's chest and turning the baby
over and patting his back, but nothing seemed to work.
"I finally tapped him on his feet,
started tickling on his feet, and he
let out a holler," Vestal said.
Vestal said it took two to four
minutes to get the baby breathing.
The child was still blue when paramedics arrived, he said.
Porter, in an interview Wednesday night from Norton Hospital,
said the baby was not due for another five weeks. But she said both
she and the still-unnamed baby
were doing fine. This is Porter's
third child. -

Vestal fished the baby out with
gloves and towels. He then used a
mustard squeeze bottle to clear
fluid from the baby's nose and
mouth.

• Votes ...

r

CORRECTION

From Page 1
clotification will be moot under
tOc new law, Witt said.
In addition, it may be possible
to have the election in a single
precinct, Witt said. In a letter to
Witt, Gov. Paul Patton disagreed.
The bill "requires that the county or city, not the precincts, make
that decision," Patton's letter said.
But Witt said it remained to be
seen how the ABC Commission
would interpret the new law.
The Kentucky Restaurant Association lobbied for the bill. It was
passed Aptil 11, the next-to-last
day the legislature met. To qualify, a restaurant must seat at least
100 and derive at least 70 percent of its gross receipts from

food.
The current local-option process
has chafed the tourism industry
for years.
In Harrodsburg, where dry forces
prevailed in a countywide election
in September, the new law is eagerly anticipated at the stately Beaumont Inn.
The inn, which dates to 1918,
,loses customers to restaurants in
nearby Lexington, said Helen Dedman, wife of owner Charles Dedman.
"We've had people come in our
front door, find out we're dry and
turn around a leave," she said.
Witt said the Temperance League
may sue to challenge the law,
adding: "We aren't going to just
sit by and let this thing happen."

•Applicants

The meeting between the Murray City Council, Murray State
• ••
University officials and those affiliated with Sullivan's Par 3 Golf From Page 1
Dr. Robert L. Milam, provost
and vice chancellor for the UniCourse concerning the university's
organic pasteurization plant took in the Barkley Room. A public versity of Wisconsin-River Falls,
place Tuesday, not Thursday, as the reception will then be WO from will visit the MSU campus May
article in Wednesday's Ledger & 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in tre Curris 16.
Center Dance Lounge.
Milam holds a bachelor's degree
Times stated.
Other candidates will visit the from the University of Kentucky
university over the next two weeks. and doctorate from North CaroliDr. Ronald J. Ambrosetti, dean na State University.
of the Feinstein College of Arts
His administrative experience
and Sciences at Roger Williams includes serving as dean and proUniversity, will visit the MSU fessor of management in the colcampus May 11.
lege of business administration at
Ambrosetti's
administrative the University of Wisconsin
experience includes serving as asso- Oshkosh from 1984-1995.and dean
ciate dean of the faculty at S.U.N.Y. of the college of business and
College at Fredonia from 1993-1997 public administration at Governor
s
and assistant to the dean of instruc- State University in Illinois from
tion at Baylor University at San 1978-1984.
Antonio from 1974-1976.
Jack Rose, MSU dean of eduAmbrosetti holds a doctorate cation and chair of the universiEnjoy
from the University of Texas. He ty's provost search committe
e, said
is scheduled to meet with MSU one other person has
been conthe freedom and convenience of our
faculty from 2-3 p.m. May 11, firmed as a candidate,
but he
but no additional meeting times declined to release that
person's
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From Page 1
Wednesday.
Peck said the visits consisted
of the two candidates meeting with
not only board members, but also
hospital employees. He said a prepared form was handed out to
those who met with the candidates to provide a quick and easy
way of evaluation.
"The forms have already been
'collected," Peck said. "I can say
both candidates have rated very
well
What Peck would not say, however, is who the two candidates
are, a decision he said is moti-

vated by the fact that both candidates currently hold positions
elsewhere.
"There is going to be one successful candidate and both of them
are gainfully employed, and I would
not want to affect that for either
of them," he said.
Poston will end a 27-year term
as hospital CEO when his retirement takes effect July 16, 2000.
The board voted in November,
however, to retain his services as
a consultant to the incoming CEO
until July 15, 2001.
The board is scheduled to meet
again May 15, and Peck said he
is optimistic that -we could have
something by then."
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Vandals attack gay couple
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Vandals slashed the tires of an openly gay couple and spray painted
anti-gay slurs on the sides of their
cars in a crime that local police
plan to report as a hate crime.
Dan
Whitcomb and Jeff
Edwards, who share a house in
Frankfort, reported the damage to
their cars on Tuesday to Frankfort police. Anti-gay epithets were
spray painted in white on their
two cars and seven tires were
slashed.
"This is no different than burning a cross on someone's lawn or
shouting out anti-Semitic remarks,"
said Edwards, 32, who works for
the state Department of Public
Advocacy.
Frankfort police Maj. Mark Wilhoite said he will report the case
to the Kentucky State Police as a
hate crime. The report would then
be incorporated in the FBI Uni,form Crime Statistics report, said

state police spokesman Mal. Charles

Bowman.
Four hate crimes against gays
and lesbians have been reported
in Kentucky this year, said Maria
Price, executive director of the
Kentucky Fairness Alliance.
The Kentucky Criminal Justice
Council studied hate crimes in
1998 and classified 13 of 78 such
crimes against gays and lesbians.
But the council's executive director, Kim Allen, said many hate
crimes go unreported.
Wilhoite said the last such crime
in Frankfort motivated by a person's sexual orientation was about
10 years ago.
The two men said they have
been well-accepted in their neighborhood and don't know who committed the act.
Whitcomb said the act might
have been precipitated by a march
in Washington, D.C., on Sunda
involving thousands of gays and

Wreck injures two
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

A GRISLY REMINDER ... Murray High School safety officer Jerry Lee cordons off a wrecked
vehicle Wednesday as part of a display to warn students against drinking and driving.

Money impacts Senate races
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Only
three state senators and 10 representatives have opposition in this
month's primary elections, and
those races tend to be attracting
the most money, according to candidates' latest campaign finance
reports.
The two most expensive races
involve Democratic senators in
eastern Kentucky, Benny Ray Bailey of Hindman and his factional
ally Glenn Freeman of Cumberland.
Elsewhere in the state, money
is making a difference in many
legislative races, putting incumbents
at risk, ensuring their re-election
or indicating whom they will face
in the general election in November — and influencing which party
will control the state Senate.
There are primaries for only-.28
seats of the 119 legislative seats
that will be on the fall ballot.
The candidates' latest reports
to the state Registry of Election
Finance generally cover campaign
finances through late April.
Through April 21, Bailey had
spent more than $81,000, including $33,895 to the Hazard TV station for commercials and a World
Wide Web page, and still had more
than $42,000 in the bank.
Bailey's opponent, Johnny Ray
Turner of Drift in Floyd County,
had about $12,000 left after spending almost $46,000. Turner, a successful high school basketball coach
in Johnson County, raised at least
$12,500 from people in the coal
industry.
The challenger spending the
most is Hazard physician Daniel
Mongiardo, who put $61,000 into
his own campaign and raised
$28,223 from other health-care professionals.
Mongiardo is using the money
for a heavy TV buy, which shifted to an attack on Freeman this
week; a poll by a New York firm:
and a Web page that rivals those
of statewide candidates. He even
filed his finance report electronically.
Freeman, who stalled TV ads
just this week, reported spending
about $25,000 through mid-April
and had a bank balance of about
$8,800. Also in the race is Bruce
Hendrickson of Pineville, who has
raised,and spent far less money.
As incumbents, Freeman and
Bailey both find . it easy to raise
money from political action cornmittees of interests that lobby the
/
legislature. The leading PAC givers since
the last legislative elections in
1998 have been those of groups
dealers,
auto
representing
optometrists, teachers and nursing
homes, and BellSouth Telecommunications. Other big PAC givers
included lobbies for hospitals,
highway contractors, insurance
agents, bankers, doctors and dentists.
Money is the key to victory in
eastern Kentucky, according to
Democratic campaign consultant
Danny Briscoe, who has worked

extensively in the mountains.
"In the last seven years working in races in eastern Kentucky,"
Briscoe said, "the person with the
most money almost always wins."
In the 93rd House District in
Pike County, Democrats W. Keith
Hall and Wayne T. Rutherford had
raised more money than any other
opponents in a primary race for
state representative. They each have
consultants with statewide experience to help win the seat that
Republican Chris Ratliff is giving
up to run for the Senate seat being
given up by Democrat Gary Johnson. No Republican filed.
Hall's finance report showed he
had raised more than $30,000,
compared with just more than
$22,000 for Rutherford. Most of
Hairs money came out of his own
-pot:ker. *nd he has increakePtifs
spending since the report was filed,
Briscoe said. Hall has been running TV commercials for two
weeks, promoting himself as a
candidate who cares about coal miners.
In another race without an
incumbent, two relatively wellheeled Republicans are fighting
for the seat being given up by
GOP Rep. Stan Cave of Lexington. Stan Lee is backed by Cave,
who gave him $250. Former congressional candidate Jay Whitehead is backed by former state
GOP chairman Bob Gable, who
gave him $1,000.
One Republican primary will
decide who gets an open seat
because no Democrat filed. Donnie Polston of Tompkinsville is
running to succeed her husband,
Rep. Billy Polston. James Corner
of Tompkinsville has outraised her,
$6,300 to $3,000, and has been
endorsed by Progress PAC, a business group that uses its network
to steer contributions to pro-business candidates.
The only House member being
significantly outspent is first-termer Carolyn Belcher, D-Preston
(Bath County). She has spent $4,077

ab(Da Tlov

against Paige Shumate Short of
Paris, who has spent $35,755,
including $17,000 in debts.
Short, an executive in a family-owned textiles company, has
gotten money mainly from family and friends, including $1,000
from her father, Wayne Shumate.
Statewide, the most well-heeled
legislative candidate is Sen. Larry
Saunders, a Louisville Democrat
who cashed in last year while he
was president of the Senate. He
raised $132,235 last year, including $52,200 at a single fund-raising event held July 29 at the Governor's Mansion.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two drivers were slightly injured Wednesday afternoon in a
rear-end collision at least partially
blamed on wet roads.
Larry B. Stubblefield, 18, of
Almo, was treated for soreness and
scrapes, and Thomas E. Stalls, 32,
of Puryear, Tenn., for muscle strain
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, an MCCH spokesman
said.
Stubblefield was northbound on
Radio Road about 3 p.m. Wednesday when he came upon Stalls' car
stopped in traffic waiting to turn
into a parking lot, a Calloway
County Sheriffs Department report
said.
Stubblefield reportedly realized
too late that Stalls' car was stopped
and hit the brakes, but the car skidded on the wet road, sending him

into Stall's car.
Murray police also worked a
two-car accident Wednesday.
The drivers, Frances R. Walker,
64, and Ellen H. Haggard, 63, both
of Murray, reportedly received minor injuries in the accident at the
intersection of North 12th and Arcadia streets.
Haggard, who was trying to
cross North 12th just before noon.
said a van was in the turn lane and
that she tried to speed up to get in
front of it, the police report said.
Haggard didn't see _Walker's
northbound vehicle and pulled in
front of it, the report said.

lesbians, covered extensively by
the media. Neither man attended
the march, in which President Clinton called for the creation of a
federal Hate Crimes Prevention
Act.
"After the big march this weekend, I wonder if someone saw that
and ran with it," Whitcomb said.
Edwards said he intends to photograph the damage to the two
cars and post the pictures outside
his office.
"I want to let people know this
is what you deal with every day."
Edwards said.
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Senate leader struggles
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate Majority Leader Trent Lou had
just wrapped up a difficult session with Janet Reno and knew
that many of his colleagues were
steaming about the attorney general's decision to order a militarystyle seizure of young Elian Gonzalez.
So three days after the April
He omitted the Taiwan bill from
.list of measures he hoped to
22 raid, Lou rushed to announce
that the Senate Judiciary Com- -"tee passed this year.
But that upset some Senate conmittee would hold hearings on the
incident — and hinted that the servatives, including Foreign Relapanel's chairman, Sen. Orrin Hatch, tions Committee Chairman Jesse
might want to consider calling the Helms, R-N.C., who wants the
6-year-old refugee's Cuban father, Taiwan bill to come up as soon
Juan Miguel Gonzalez.
as possible.
Lott was quick to spread the
Lott called him "an interesting
word that he hadn't really decidwitness."
Hatch had other ideas.
ed one way or the other on timThe hearing — originally set ing for the Taiwan measure.
More recently, a proposed comto begin today — has since been
postponed, with Hatch, RAJtah, promise Lott helped broker to
blaming the Justice Department for increase trade benefits for Africa
dragging its feet on a request for and Central America appeared to
be falling apart.
documents.
"I've done about all I'm going
It was an announcement that
has come to haunt Lott — the to do on this issue, let me just
latest in a series of difficulties put it real blunt, point blank. You
he's encountered and another exam- know, there are other people that
ple of how difficult it is to lead need to quit being obstinate and
the Senate during an election year. bring this to a conclusion," he
"An enormous wave of emo- groused on Tuesday.
On the Elian Gonzalez heartion swept over conservatives. This
evoked for them everything bad ings, Lott on Tuesday sought to
about Bill Clinton and Janet Reno," clarify his position.
"It was never intended to be a
said Norman Ornstein, an analyst
with the American Enterprise Insti- long, drawn out, protracted heartute. "Lou not only felt that, but ing," Lott said. "It was always
saw it from his base — and imme- thought to be something that could
be handled in a day or two at
diately reacted."
The job of majority leader is the most."
Polls have shown that most
always difficult, but it may be
especially so for Lott "because we Americans supported the predawn
have rampant individualism dom- raid on the Miami home of Elian's
inating the Senate now," Ornstein great-uncle and the return of the
boy to his father — and don't
said.
Lott also tentatively agreed want to see congressional hearrecently to leave on the back burn- ings.
Many Republicans in both the
er a bill to boost U.S. military
ties with Taiwan, according to House and the Senate don't want
some Senate Republicans close to to be drawn into what they see
the legislation, to keep it from as a political minefield.
Sen. Chuck Nagel, R-Neb., a
getting tangled with legislation to
give China permanent trade ben- Foreign Relations subcommittee
chairman, has been among the
efits.

•,

most outspoken Republicans in
urging the Senate not to hold the
hearings — saying Congress should
leave the matter alone.
But some others want to press
ahead full speed.
Hatch is suggesting the Justice
Department's refusal to provide
his committee with documents is
why hearings have been postponed.
But Democrats see that as a cover.
"I think there are very few people in this city who believe that
their postponing of the hearing
has anything to do with documents arriving on the Hill," said
White House spokesman Joe Lockhart.
The panel still hopes to holj:1 a
limited hearing into the raid, Hatch
indicated Tuesday.
Lott has always been challenged
in attempting to run the Senate
while keeping his credentials intact
with the chamber's more conservative members. He also knows
that others have designs on his
job if he should stumble — including Majority Whip Don Nickles,
R-Okla., and Rules Committee
Chairman Mitch McConnell, RKy.
The usual snail's pace of Senate proceedings and the pressure
of election-year politics has made
it increasingly difficult for Lott to
move legislation, even bills that
he deems as essential.
Lott said on Tuesday that he's
still "very enthused" about holding hearings into the Elian Gonzalez matter. "But you know, there
are other people, including the
Judiciary Committee, that has to
make the final call on that."
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
talk from Vice President Al Gore
may be about George W. Bush's
policy — Social Security, the environment, the economy and nation
al security — but the words he
chooses are personal: "arrogant,"
"smug," "irresponsible," "noticeably blank."
As this presidential campaign
ripens into an increasingly personal contest, Gore, a deft linguist
who rarely tosses words around
carelessly or accidentally, appears
to be going after a two-for-one
deal: Hammer at Bush's agenda
in a way that imprints on his public image as well.
An easy enough recipe, said
City University of New York political scientist and psychoanalyst
Stanley Renshon, who said Gore
was essentially waging "a bootleg
character attack."
"You take a policy difference,
then you attach a word to it that
describes the worst possible personality trait. Lo and behold you
have a policy difference with a character attack," Renshon said.
Or, as one Democratic strategist allied with the Gore campaign
described it: The more often you
can say "smug" next to the words
"George W. Bush," the more likely it is that that impression will
stick ivith voters.
Bush's rhetoric, by contrast, is
more direct and he rarely mentions Gore in policy addresses. A
staple of his stump speech is "restoring honor and integrity" to the
White House, and a standard
defense against criticism from Gore
is, "This is a man who will say
anything to get elected."
But there is ample evidence, pollsters say, that Gore is mining fertile territory in public opinion.
Democratic pollster Peter Hart,
in a focus group of Pennsylvanians this week, said the only thing
the diverse group agreed on was,
if offered a call-a-candidate lifeline on TV's "Who Wants to be
a Millionaire" quiz show, they

would pick Gore or Reform Party
candidate Pat Buchanan — not
Bush.
And after Americans gained
more exposure to Bush during the
Republican primaries, independent
pollster Andrew Kohut said, respondents to his monthly survey began
offering "cocky," "arrogant" and
"inexperienced" when asked for
one-word impressions of Bush.
"It's not surprising (Gore) would
go after this and use this as a
basis for feeding on concerns about
Bush," said Kohut. "There's an
obvious wound there, and the Gore
people want to make it bigger."
Senior Gore adviser Bob Shrum
countered: "That's not what this
is about. This is about the whole
underlying assumption of the Bush
issues strategy that he can say, 'I
care about education, I care about
health care and smugly assume
people don't need to know what
that means or what's behind it."
Deliberate in its double meanings or not, Gore began employing the new rhetoric in just the
past two weeks, after Bush laid
out education, health, housing and
environmental proposals signaling
a fierce battle for moderate and
independent voters.
Reading a statement to reporters
in Michigan on April 21, Gore
said, "You know, Governor Bush
seems to have the smug assumption that he can get away with
calling himself an environmentalist in spite of the record."
Gore told New Jersey union
members Wednesday that Bush was
operating under "the smug assumption" that he can win the presi:
dency without detailing his plans
for Social Security.

And on Tuesday in Atlanta, he
said concerning his rival, "That is
an arrogant approach to say let's
privatize Social Security, but you
don't need to go into any details.
That's arrogant."
At other points in between, Gore
dismissed Bush's foreign policy as
"noticeably blank" and summed
up his economic agenda as "irresponsibility and risk."
Gore campaign spokesman Chris
Lehane is even less subtle, cracking that a pile of Bush budget
documents looked awfully heavy.
"for a lightweight." In a news
release Wednesday, Lehane poked
at the Bush camp for likening
Social Security to pensions.
"Luckily, Franklin Roosevelt
understood the difference. Al Gore
certainly understands the difference.
It seems that George W. Bush's
campaign is a bit confused," Lehane
said.
It's name-calling, said Bush
spokesman An Fleischer. "And it's
one more example of what's wrong
with the way the vice president
conducts his business."
Another Bush aide pointed to
signs in the latest round of national polls that Gore's "unfavorable"
rating is on the rise.
Kohut. and Renshon agreed Gore
could suffer a public-opinion backlash. "The danger for Gore here
is that it reinforces one of his
most undesirable qualities, which
is his tendency to be harsh," said
Renshon.
Said Kohut, "This is a moderate time and people themselves
aren't angry. Candidates who point
the finger too much are not going
to succeed."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The United States sent nearly $150 billion durMay 1 - Yakima (Wash.) Herald-Republic,
its nearly 20 years at war in Vietnam.
ing
on a threat to the national parks:
But the cost to the government was not nearly
We keep looking for the crisis that prompted
the National Park Service recently to announce a so great as the cost to the populace.
Some 3 million Americans were deployed to
ban on snowmobiling in the national park system.
small nation on the far side of the globe.
the
perhaps
if
wonder
and
it
found
We still- haven't
More than 58,000 died there. Another 300,000
the agency couldn't find more pressing business to
deal with than harassing snowmobilers in this lat- were injured.
While young men died in vicious combat, othest expression of "lock the public out" mentality
ers protested their presence in an "illegal" conflict
that is becoming so prevalent of late.
For example, Parks Service officials said there's that divided us and defined the era.
Even though the past quarter-century has brought
significant evidence that thousands of snowmobilreconciliation, the wounds of Vietnam —
some
nation's
the
to
damage
ers are causing environmental
indeed, the tragedy of an era marked also by assasparks.
sinations and even the resignation of a president
Oh, really?
— left Americans so distrustful of their governHow 'do they know that?
ment that their confidence has never quite recovbureauis
here
play
at
be
might
sense
What we
ered.
cratic laziness, not threats to public lands.
It's well to mark the 25th anniversary of the
On one hand, Assistant Interior Secretary Donof that war. Certainly Americans are obligatend
antiald J. Barry ... called snowmobiles "noisy,
salute the brave men and women who fought
to
in
ed
welcome
longer
no
are
that
machines
quated
to preserve, or establish, the elements of freedom
our national parks."
in what was once South Vietnam.
Whether this nation's leaders should have
acknowlService
On the other hand, the Park
on that course is something else, but
embarked
failed
has
it
years
for
that
time
same
the
at
edges
to monitor snowmobile use and, in violation of its there is no reason to believe history will be kind
own regulations, failed to adequately monitor the to them.
impact of the popular recreational vehicles on the
May l - The Cincinnati Post, on Justice's
park environment. ..,
If Park Service officials admit they haven't paid decision to break up Microsoft:
As the penalty for Microsoft's huge success,
any attention to snowmobiles and the damage they
Justice Department is proposing that the comthe
claim
cria
now
they
can
how
might cause, then
pany be broken into two parts — one producing
sis that justifies the ban? ...
We expect agencies such as the Park Service to a computer operating system and another producmanage public lands and provide limited public access ing software business applications.
If Microsoft had really engaged in monopoliswhere appropriate, not lock them up for the few
purists who can hike or cross-country ski across tic practices, in ways that hurt consumers and the
economy, such a drastic approach might' be warthem.
If those now at the Park Service can't measure ranted.
But ... that's not what happened.
up to that obligation, then we look forward to an
The government ... appears to be determined to
election this fall, a new administration and some
do to Microsoft worse than Microsoft did to othlong-overdue housecleaning.
ers, and never mind the consequences...
This is not a moment of glory for the Clinton
April 30 - The Tampa (Fla.) Tribune, on the
administration.
Vietnam War:
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DEA-n-1S
Mrs. Mae Wallace

Couples steal show at
country music awards

Hester Hugh (Jack) Brown

Mrs. Mae Wallace, 77, Allen Circle, Cadiz, died Tuesday, May
The funeral for Hester Hutih (Jack) Brown will be today at 2 p.m.
2,
2000, at 7:17 p.m. at Metro General Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Her at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. The Rev. Bob Saydeath was from an apparent heart attack.
well, the Rev. Jack Dickerson and the Rev. Kerry Lambert will offiHer husband, Joe Lacy Wallace, died July 30, 1995, and one grand- ciate. Music
will be by the church choir with Doug Crafton as soloist.
child -'Mae Lynn Wallace, also preceded her in death. Born
Pallbearers will be Steve Knott. Tom Key, Dan Key, Steve Humphreys,
April 9,
1923, in Eddyville, she was the daughter of the late Cleland W.
Walter Mehr, Tommy Paschall, Hughes Bennett and Kim Grogan. BurSmith
and Lillian Holland Smith.
ial will follow in the church cemetery.
Mrs. Wallace was a member of Liberty Point Baptist Church, WoodVisitation is at Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
men of the world and Trigg County Homemakers.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Joann Harvey, Mrs.
Alzheimer's Association, Louisville Chapter, Taylorsville Road, Suite
Faye
Oakley and husband, J.B., Mrs. Mary Lou Choate and Mrs. Gay Led102, Louisville, KY 40220-1330.
ford and husband, James Ray, all of Cadiz, and Mrs. Anita
Mr. Brown, 83, Paschall Road, Murray, South Pleasant Grove comThomas
and husband, Jerry, Gracey, three sons, Wendell Wallace and wife, munity, died
Tuesday, May 2, 2000, at 4:30 p.m. at West View NursNell, Cadiz, Arthur (Ossie) Wallace and wife, Irma, Murray, and Lacy
ing Home, Murray.
Wallace and wife, Susan, Marion, Kan.; three sisters, Mrs. Juanita
A retired fanner, he was a member of South Pleasant Grove UnitFennell, Cadiz, Mrs. Buena Vogle, Todd County, and Mrs. Este11 ed Methodist Church.
Born March 9, 1917, he was the son of the
Smith, Paducah; two brothers, Carlton Smith and Durell Smith, Todd
late Lube Brown and Amy James Brown. Also preceding him in death
County; four sisters-in-law, Mrs. Etna Fennell and Mrs. Blanche Walwas his son-in-law, Robert Hill.
lace, Hopkinsville, Mrs. Pat Wallace, Cadiz, and Mrs. Mary Jean TurnSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Clovis Key Brown; one daughter,
Mrs. Glenda Hill, Murray; one granddaughter, Mrs. Leah Lovett and
er, Murray; two brothers-in-law, Jessie Wallace, Chico, Calif., and
husband, Darrell. Benton; two grandsons, Bobby Hill and wife. Tina,
Lew Wallace, Cadiz.
Also surviving are 14 grandchildren, Mechelle Gilles. Beth, Glenn, and Jimmie Hill and wife, Sandy, and one foster brother, Charles
Chad and Todd Wallace, Jeffrey Oakley, Lori Garner, Kim Smith, Humphreys and wife, Delyght, all of Murray; nine great-grandchildren,
Erica and Kacie Hill. Brittney, Tyler and Greg Collins, Samantha BenElisa Choate, Andy, Maela and Jeri Lynn Thomas, and Bradley and
Angela Ledford; nine great-grandchildren, Buckley and Avery Wallace, nett, Jessica Lovett, and Callie and Chaney Hill' two brothers-in-law,
Lowell Key and wife, Jane, Murray, and Ortis Key and wife, MilKallie, Shama and Cameron Oakley, Kirk and Kulien Garner and
dred, Paducah.
Dwight and Rylen Smith.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Wayne Glass and the Rev. Darren
The funeral for Mrs. Carrye V. Hughes will be today at 2 p.m.
Gaddis will officiate. Music will be by Liberty Point Baptist church
in
choir, Cathy Adams, pianist, Edith Litchfield, organist, and Missy the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Singing will be by singers from Glendale Road Church of
Fowler, vocalist.
Christ,
Pallbearers will be Glenn, Chad and Todd Wallace, Jeffrey Oakley, where she was a member.
Active pallbearers will be Glenn Hughes, Bill Hughes, John HughAndy Thomas and Bradley Ledford. Burial will follow in East End
es, Scott Downey, Brett Gipson and Jamie Hughes. Honorary pallCemetery, Cadiz.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thurs- bearers will be Steve Downey, John Hughes, Randal Bazzell, Matthew
Bazzell, Nathan Bazzell, Donald Bazzell, Bea York, Daniel Cook and
day).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Liberty Point Baptist Dylan Cook, along with all grandsons and great-grandsons. Burial will
Church Building Fund, P.O. Box 1130, Cadiz, KY 42211 or Ameri- follow in the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in Henry County, Tenn.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
can Heart Association. Ohio Valley Affiliate, P.O. Box 163549, ColumMrs. Hughes, 96, South 13th Street, Murray, died Sunday. April 30.
bus, OH 43214.
2000, at 5:50 p.m. at Medco Center, Paducah.
She had been married for 59 years to he
d. John W. Hughes, when he died June 20, 1979. One daughter, Nary Lee Hughes,
Mrs. Genevieve Dora Jeffries, 77, Buchanan, Tenn., died Tuesday, two sisters. Louise Vick and Ina Seaford,
and two brothers, Bill
May 2, 2000, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Lawrence and Herman (Buck) Lawrence, all preceded her in death.
One son, Ronald Baker, and one brother, Robert Jones, preceded Born Jan. 12, 1904, in Henry County, Tenn., she
was the daughter of
her in death. Born March 7, 1923, in Aurora. Ill., she was the daugh- the late Fleming Lawrence and Ethel LeFevre
Lawrence.
ter of the late George Alexander Jones and Ethel Goldie Moore Jones.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Adolean (Mickey) Bazzell
Survivors include her husband, Willard Jeffries, to whom she was and husband, James, Hazel Park, Mich.,
and Mrs. Hilda Swisher and
married on July 2, 1955; two daughters, Mrs. Dona Beu and husband, husband, Bob, Paducah; two sons, James E.
Hughes and wife, Dortha,
Lynn, Goodlettsville, Tenn., and Mrs. Paulette Smith and husband, Lynn Grove, and William L. Hughes and
wife, Stella, Coral Springs,
Mike, Paducah; two sisters, Mrs. Gwen Kain and Mrs. Jean Voeltz, Fla.; two sisters, Mrs. Ruth Shumpen,
Puryear. Tenn., and Mrs. BrenAurora, Ill.; 10 grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren.
da Wimberly, Paris, Tenn.; one brother, Harlan (Tump) Lawrence,
The funeral is today at 11 a.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Hazel; 11 grandchildren; 16 great-gran
dchildren; seven
eat-greatFuneral Home, Paris, Tenn. Mickey L. Basham is officiating.
grandchildren.
Pallbearers are Scott Beu, Steve Junas, Gary Baker, Philip Smith,
Doyle Gallimore and Quentell Osbron. Burial will follow in Bethel
Cemetery at Buchanan, Tenn.

UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif.(AP)
- With Shania Twain and Garth
Brooks no-shows at the Academy
of Country Music Awards, attention turned to two pairs of country sweethearts.
Tim McGraw won the top male
vocalist prize while his wife Faith
Hill won top female vocalist and
the video trophy for "Breathe."
Twain beat out both for the top
entertainer honor.
It was also a big night for
another couple: Clint Black and
actress-wife Lisa Hartman Black,
whose duet "When 1 Said I Do"
won the vocal event of the year.
"I've been telling her for a month
it's not going to be us so don't
worry," Black said, adding it "was
a true awards show moment" for
him to see his wife's face when
their names were called.
The Dixie Chicks repeated their
Grammy feat earlier this year and
won the country album award for
"Fly" as well as the best group
prize. It was their second consecutive album award.
Lonestar's riveting love song
"Amazed" was voted best song
and single by the 3,(X)0-member
academy.

Mrs. Carrye V. Hughes
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HopFed Bank*
10 B 10'. A Union Planters
IBM
107'.
UST
Ingersoll Rand
45n•
Wal-Mart

7.99

MASSY BP:SIC EDMONS•
StEEVRESS WOVEN
EMBROIDERY TOPS
Sizes SXL. Rs.12.99.

SAVE

4.99

Appointments
Available Now For
May 5th

Programmed with our exclusive computer fitting system for
a more precise fit and convenient in-office adjustments if
your listening needs or requirements ever change!

SAVE 50

9.99

SAVE

50-,

9.99

Murray

0 off

Located inside the
Murray Sears store

A Miracle-Ear Programmable
or Digital Hearing System

Belair Shopping Center
270-753-2310

Save $AM off the list price of any digital or programmable
hearing system (2 instruments) or $200 off one instrument.
Good only from participating Moracle-Ear representatives One coupon good per purchase Offer
excludes Miracle Ear Navigator- products No other offers or discounts apply Discount does riot
apply 10 prior sales Cash value 1/20 cents Coupon expires 5-31-00

SEARS

•Hosang sods do not restore naturat hearing Individual experiences vary depending on seventy of hearing IOSS
ScC platy ot wills/bon proper fit and ability to adapt 63 rnelrklitiOn Onbr YOU,Ey4611Clefan' representative can
determine which motleit and options may be right to, you
(0 2003 Miracle Ear, Inc
7169CROP

Hearing Aid Centers
This Sears Heanng Aid department opeoates ienned
hours only

Trust your hearing to Miracle-Ear products and service.

itic4,Miracle-Ear

69C

SAVE 50%

9.99

CLASSIC GOlD BAND 20-PC
D(NNERWARE.4 eadi dinner
and salad plates, soup bowls,
cups and maws. Reg. 17 99
Afro shoo box, SAlf69C

SAVE

4.99

3.29

SAVE 50%

4.99

SAVE $I0

7.49

SALE'SA 1 RENU
SHAKESPEARE FISHING
MULTIPURPOSE SOLUTION COMBO. Spincost or spinning
12 fi oz
reel with matching rod.
Reg. 14.99.

COLONIAL
DINNG TABLE
Reg. 109.99.

!TM

All NEWMANS CNVN
PRCOUCTS Salad dresung, 10110,

50

13,49
zlir ra

"oil rep

es

50% off
SAVE

40

58.88

600-W
0 5-CU FT MICROWAVE
Reg 59 99
woosow

3/90

LADIES' AC EDMONS•
KNIT TEES Sizes S-XL.
Reg 4 99 Eo

SAVE 50%

7.99
SAVE

49,_99
SAMSUNG

BIGVALUE

SAVE UP TO 55 MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
Assorted colors, sizes 15
1814 Reg 10 99 17 99

52

GIRLS' DRESSES OR ROMPERS POKEMON IATTUNG COIN
Sizes 4 16 Reg 999
GAME Gotta catch 'em oil!
Boys'short sets, sizes 4-14;
Reg 6 99
Reg. 10.99, SALE 6.99
Pokkarnon key chain,
Reg. 4,99, SALE 1.89

SALE!

49.99

19.99s.D

BUY A 5' BATTERY-OER.ATED
BLACK 8. WHTTE TV FOR 19 99
AND REOEVE ACCESSORY
KIT FREE A 999 90109
Acceoory Li/ sold seponnely
q ioflIITM by Sony no mse checks
Minniern 60 WO ownloblie cireenere6

JUMBO
DRYPERS
34-44 ct Sizes
med. large or
Reg 9 39
large Peg
2

SAVE 44

TIGER WOODS HANDHELD EXTENSION CORDS. 6', 9' or
ELECTRONIC GOLF GAME IS''engin while or brown
Reg 19 99
1.39-2.49
wwiwy

SAVE

MISSY BASIC EDMONS•
KNIT POLO TOPS &olds
or praxis rn sines 5-IL
Reg 999

BONUS

5.99

SALE' 2-UTER
PEPSI PRODUCTS
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
or Mountain Dew
i,no4 KA *our
oPM,roble

R

MEN'S NWT`twill PANTS
Wills wits skrak wont
Reg 19 99

Exclusive Fitting System

SAVE 36

SAVE S60

BRICK, SQUARE OR OVAL
CANDLE Vaned colors ond
scents. Reg 8.99-9.99

5.99

TM

SALE!

TOOL SOURCE"'
76-pc socket
and wrench set, 65-pc
SAE/rnetrc set cr 46-pc lighted
screwdriver set Reg 19 99

SAVE UP TO 38

PORTZ
RAC-1(F RS
8 '5 a: net 0.1
Reg 2

OPEN FRIDAY, MAY 5th Zr-V
UNTIL MIDNIGHT! 9 ir

TOOE. SET

799.

A responsive, precision-fitted
hearing solution with clear, full
sound ... adjusts automatically
between listening environments, so
there's no fiddling with controls!

SINCE 1854

99t

FOCAL
SINGLE-USE CAPADZA
WITH FLASH 27-Pps
ISOICO film Reg 599
L_,. A

Ihtt
stal
so%
9.99

SAVE 38

SHARP DYNAMIC"'
Programmable Circuit

53%

SAVE 40

INFANTS' OR TODDLERS'
SESAME STREE' BRAND
SHORT SETS
Reg 9 99-1 2 99
E ludas Since.* Sewell chorceler

Our most advanced hearing solution! Two preprogrammed
listening programs and crisp, clear, CD-quality
sound processing take Messenger beyond
traditional hearing aids.

39% +%
16'• +%
;W.+e•
86 4-na
281.unc

gam

CHANGING FOR tel SETTER

Messenger"' Digital Hearing Aid

6e..%

Lyons Inc • Membeo NYSE and SIPC

SUBSCRIBE

State-of-the-Art Technology for Better Hearing

361.681.-I.
69% 15% -ta
42%

Our Best Investment Is You.
•.-"R'iilt

How Well Do
You Hear?

119%+%
18% +2.,
23'.+'.
60% +%

Ate
HIWARD
LNONS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

•

Mirage
(actual tiro)

Pri9eas r,"
Stock Market Report 7c
Don Jones

"Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

Support Relay For Life
May 5th & 6th

Saturday, May 6 61
8:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 1h,

The 35th annual awards show
was hosted by Dolly Parton, who
kept up a patter of bawdy jokes
on the Universal Amphitheatre
stage.
"We're both 35 years old. Well,
parts of me are anyway." said Parton, decked out in a sequined
gown. She later cracked that she
would never "graduate from collagen."
Taking a major country music
controversy head on, George Strait
and Alan Jackson led off the night's
performances with "Murder on
Music Row," the "someone killed
country music" ditty that asserts
traditional country sound has been
drowned out by money-grubbing
pop leanings.
The show's performances had
a traditional flair that included songs
by George Jones, Asleep at the
Wheel and a banjo-picking blue
grass tune by Parton.
The new male vocalist winner
was Brad Paisley aid top new
female singer was Jessica Andrews.
The new duo or group trophy went
to Montgomery Gentry.
Perennial
country
favorite
Brooks was not a factor for the
first time in recent memory.

're

Mrs. Genevieve Dora Jeffries

CITY-W1DE YARD SALE
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1.99

SA1E1 CCILCATE TOOTHBASlt
POKEMON ACTION FUPZ
OR GEL 6.4-oz. net wt.
2-PACK TRADING CARDS Caen?
Lime I
'ern and rode arni Reg 3 99

SAVE 33

5.99

PLUS SIZE BASIC
EDITIONS' KNIT SHORTS
Sizes X 3X Reg 899

SAVE 40",,

5.99

SAVE 42%

3.99

SAVE 39
2/$6
VALUE PLUS PILLOW
41 rep prow

2/s3

SAVE 69
SILLY SLAMMERS Characters
speak phrases when you slam
them down Reg 4 99 Ea
SA4es rory by son

9.99CLOSEOUT

SUZANNE SOAAEltS BUTTERFLY
EXERCISE MACHINE
Previously sold kw 29.991
Whis flIArMOI be. Sony, no iondodo
Meow,10,00 eh:ode erertroao,
neridorrre eon. be. been Freon

SAVE 11

1.99
()TIPS 500 ct Reg 2 99
Arnericon Fore alcohol
or peroxide', 16 R. oz.;
Reg. 49C, SALE 19c
2

SAVE 33 42

3.99

OUTDOOR EXTENS/ON
CORD. 50' orange or 35'
green. Reg 599-699
Mir may vory

SUPERBUY

2.99

LADIES' 8.ASK_ EDMONS"
COLOSSUS COTTON BATH TOWEL
8 PAJR FKG SOOKS Reg 699
Oversized 54o30
Hand towel, 2.49,. Washdelh, 1.99
%brew's stretch Ades,
queneren loe bryno nee docks
SALE 6.99
ALruonum SOO 1XE; nnilabla noonede

495','...

Son Won

SAVE

70%off

2 PACK COBRA EAMtlY RADIO
MEN'S BASIC EDMONS•
SERVICE 2 WAY RADOS
All FINE AND PRECIOUS
PLAID PULL-ON SHORTS
.570 mole, moose°m&
JEWELRY
Reg. 36.49, SALE
Ilerkeeon en rep prom
mom
100%
stAus v.* ekstk
6,7
Sony, re AAA alIdA.
MAMMA acco...orbh.E•i•md.
s*CR5t S'Z'S S41- RV- 999
kwww. 30 COO aa.liabh
Ii"AN111FACTI.IRER S
FM04.9
•
rT COUPON
00F1 I. COIN 4',J
BUY )NE CREC FtsFecizto is.Arrhints Suy any Ennos."AA' c. "AAA' I
GET ONE I
L_ pork,'C' or "D" 2 poci.
c 'eV* eve he nes price ool gel
Wing COupoei ,99. IAId Id EIIMOI Or IIIMA A.011/10 EREE ASSIMALM ,be 359
10
% Off C
V"
71:
On. sap eelkei. Twee..woe Prelit
ItETAIER vn.4 pe Ow maw pi.w pia lar il al nee an nei ItittAS Uri. ofoi io Crowd
All VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE
2 sets c4 4' Prints
CAMMM C-A•S DE9999999 WSW I Forme Ono De Itio Us MAO Good wily 0 USA cell=
Nyreendo
Dreorreno
Seep
1.99
Fioyylorwr
Porl49 Ur'. I oac•a,lay bed pir pods Cmpor .<cI Jo'woad.
,renotered talc.am
and Gored)°, Cedurtion is off mg mom
moloiepeon, overbid leveed wed o remerid by 6. no mend by rt.1
35nOn•2a sap alII
.
own'
aohonaid lay ... yai. 4.'.w Ito.".
.
w.g
i-aavri,
CONSUME, Comer neon,an, apnArobie
(n
node news I.al neid no.. III
.w Corre0 be erd ere an tier morons
(MAMA MY,AM.Id
EIS %Opp, Freese an
en1
of
preem.anni eihn Oke neenein ore d
CAA,*AA I /20.
35no lame man .
cr
24 Owrç II
IIAW, AIM/. peeler> be comer • noon*
,bed
Irer Cr•E COURCni AR PUROFASE
kr Setae Fe.
-4-.-.
g'
REGISTER OFfRATOR
DO NOT SPA)TO COUPON OLSAINCHOUSI
Record nasal
scia
*GIS/It CemtA
sake and nng
m wee eve mem Ire
G:LeX.:
s,*Z...
X
Th2PIKkeex
;
an red
S lin 1
0
reoreileckrer
szmo
ro
coueoN
absasuamovsz
,_
tee
Val.
3 39
coupon soy
REDEEMA841 AT KMART LOCATIONS
REDEEMABLE
AT (MART LOCATIONS
s.---------------------RECREAMW Al ..wsAr toc•noNs
------------------L
- J'
tzt.i
jp\FOEILY...4ep
en
nz.re eilerlii*rwgzwen
Yor•re
Merchandise also avoiloble at
5wn999.9
-;;;99 nn-Y
morleble at rore
WI Jena Wed are an sale Frisby, Mary 5,$0nt so Midnight and Saturekrt May 6, /I ans. to 10 prrs.
07000 Keep* Cerperceion
unless othererise indicated Asterisms* wi vary by stare. While pwarilisets lost. Sorry, no win chicks.
GUARD CAR COVER'
&Mazy Reg 26 99

TEAL 14-PC STACKABLE
ULTRABASE INGENK)
COOKWARE SET Reg 99 99
IIMAKIA.,^ A oil .1.9

ill
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BIRTHS
Katlyn Nicole Burkeen

JO'S DATEBOOK

Tracy Burkeen and Kim Winchester are the parents of a daughte
r,
KaiIyn Nicole Burkeen, both Sunday, April 25, 2000, at 9:30
a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds and measured 21 1/2 inches.
Grandparents are Gayle loon, and Dennis and Debbie Toon, all of
Murray, Bill and Denise Pearson of Cadiz, and Gene and Mickey
Burkeen of Hazel.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
The Relay for Life for Cancer 2000 will open
at 7 p.m. Friday and will continue until Saturday at
10 a.m. at Murray
State University Stewart Stadium.
Over 100 teams will be walking throughout
the night to raise
funds for cancer research. Even if you are
not a team, come
out to the stadium Friday night or Saturday
morning to give
support to those cancer survivors and other
persons walking.
Special events will continue throughout the
night as listed in
the Relay for Life 2000 supplement to the
Murray Ledger &
Times April 27.
Hats off to Paul and Rosanne Radke, co-cha
irs, and the
many other members of the 2000 Relay for
Life committee.
All of us can relate to cancer for many of us
have had some
form of cancer, or loved ones and friends who
have survived
cancer, and loved ones and friends who have not
survived cancer.
Another event that some women from here have
attended in
the past will be First Lady Judi Patton's third
annual Breast
Cancer Survivor Tea to be Monday at 1:30 p.m.
at the governor's mansion at Frankfort. Called "Celebration
of Hope" this
will feature exhibits and entertainment.

Forte Urban Elkins
Mrs. Gabriel

Mr. and
Elkins of P.O. Box 126, Puryear, Tenn., are
the parents of a son, Forte Urban Elkins, born on Friday,
April 21,
2000, at 7:41 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds eight ounces and measured
19 1/4
inches. The mother is the former Sarah Belcher. A sister
is Alexandria Belcher.
Grandparents are David and Ruth Belcher of Benton
and Bill and
MaDonna Elkins of Hardin.
Great-grandparents are Urban and Imogene Belcher of
Murray, Ica
Elkins and Mary Fawn of Benton, and Molene Bennet
t of Hazel.

Ashlyn Faith McAdoo

Doug and Deidra McAdoo of Davenport, Iowa, are the
parents of
a daughter, Ashlyn Faith McAdoo, born on Friday, April
14, 2000, at
Genesis East Birthing Center, Davenport.
The baby weighed eight pounds nine ounces and measur
ed 20 inches. The mother is the former Deidra Young.
Grandparents are Sonny and Linda Young of Dexter,
Scott and
Reita McAdoo of Clinton, and Deborah Thomas McAdo
o of Mayfield.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Mildred Thomas of Lowes
and Mrs.
Katherine McAdoo of Clinton.

Christian Scott Adams
Mrs.

Mr. and
Scott Adams of Carol Drive, Murray, are the parents of a son, Christian Scott Adams, born on Friday, April 28, 2000,
at 2:58 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds four ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Gaye Latimer. Two sisters are Kayla
Adams and Courtney Adams.
Grandparents are Tommy and Judy Latimer of Atlanta. Ga., and
Hank and Joanna Adams of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Hugo and Billie Wilson and Frankie Starks,
all of Murray.

Amanda Paige Cohoon

Mr. and Mrs. David Cohoon of 1070 Valentine Rd., New Concord,
are the parents of a daughter, Amanda Paige Cohoon, born on Monday, May 1, 2000, at 6:37 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 10 ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Shannon Marie Bartlett. Two brothers are Austin Cohoon and Devin Cohoon.
Grandparents are Mrs. Mary Bartlett and Gerald and Shirley Cohoon
,
all of Murray, and Bonita Cohoon of Benton.
A great-grandmother is Mrs. Jewel Copeland of Benton.
••••••••••••••
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I •
•
•
•
Theatres •
1008 Chestnut St.
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

•
•
•
•
•

•Flintstones: Viva Rock Vegas •
•PG - 1:15 - 3:20 - 7:15 - 9:20 •
•
•
•Frequency
•
•
•
.PG13 - 1:10 - 3:35 - 7:10 - 9:35 •
•
•
.Where The Heart Is •
•PG13 - 1:00 - 3:25 - 7:00 - 9:25 •
•
•
•
•
U-57
1
•
•
•PG13-1:25 - 3:45 - 7:25 - 9:45 •
•
•
•28 Days
•
:PG13 - 1:20 - 3:30- 7:20 - 9:3(':
:
Keeping The Faith:
•PG13 - 1:05 - 3:45 - 7:05 - 9:4 •
•
•
•Rules of Engagement•
.
•R - 1:05 - 3:40 - 7:05 - 9:40.
•
••••••••••••••
•
•

Program Information
Call 753-3314

•
•

Kellea Pirtle and Scott Faulkner

Pirtle and Faulkner
wedding to be July 8

Dan Hampton, principal at Murray High School,
announced that
the students are receiving their mid-term grades
today (Thursday).
They are being given reports to take home for
the parents and
guardians to see their progress of work.

Mr. and Mrs. David Pirtle of Water Valley announce the engage
ment and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Kellea Margaret
Pirtle, to Scott Anthony Faulkner, son of the Rev. Don and Nikki Faulkn
er of Murray.
Miss Pirtle is the granddaughter of Mrs. William Hackett and the
late Mr. Hackett of Myrtle Beach, S.C., and of the late Mr. and
Mrs.
Carl Pirtle of Water Valley.
Mr. Faulkner is the grandson of Nks. Robert Straw and the late
Mr. Straw of Southfield, Mich., and di Mrs. Owen Faulkner and
the
late Mr. Faulkner of Union City, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Fulton High School and attende
d
Murray State University. She is presently working as credit manage
r
for Heilig-Meyers in Dyersburg, Tenn.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High School
and is currently employed at Averitt Express in Jackson, Tenn.
The couple will exchange vows at First United Methodist Church
,
Fulton, on Saturday. July 8. 2000, at 6 p.m.
A reception will follow at the Fulton Country Club.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council Election for two parent members will be today (Thursday)
from
5:30 to 8 p.m. in the high school cafeteria. Randy McCallon,
principal, urges all CCHS parents and guardians to come and
vote in
this election.

Woodswalk planned for May 13
Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center will host its annual Native
American Woodswalk May 13. This
year's event will focus on the
herbs, birds and trees of Kentucky.
Native American herbalist, Victoria tortner of Shawnee Moon
Herbaceuticals, will begin plant
walks at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. followed by a short lecture and pres-

entation of herbal products.
The Department of Forestry will
Kevin Tucker, of the Kentucky also provide a special exhibit
on
Department of Fish and Wildlife products from our forests.
Resources will focus on the native
This event is supported in part
and transient birds of our region by Westvaco and the Friends
of
with discussions of developing and Wickliffe Mounds sponsorship
promaintaining backyard habitat to gram.
attract birds.
Wickliffe Mounds Research CenJoining Fortner and Tucker will ter is open daily 9 a.m. to 4:30
be James Armstrong of the Ken- p.m.
tucky Department of Forestry. He
For more information telephone
will lead visitors on short walks (270)335-3681
or
email:
through the woods identifying trees. wmoundsObrtc.net.

ATTENTION
SENIORS AT MURRAY HIGH
OR CALLOWAY HIGH
If you did not have your senior
picture made at Allison's Photography
please bring your photo by the
Murray Ledger office or your school
office.
Deadline for this will be Friday, May
12th.
All pictures must have students full name
and
school on the back.

••••••••••••••

OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY
OF PADUCAH
Sally H. Chaney, M.D., F.A.C.O.G.
and

Lisa C. Lasher, M.D., F.A.C.O.G.
Announce the Relocation Of Their Office
Effective Monday, May 8, 2000
To
2603 Kentucky Avenue Suite 201
(Western Baptist Doctors Building 2)

(270) 443-1220

MHS giving grade reports

Bridaf
RegistrY
Pier I Imports
is pleased to hate
Kristine Hokans
bride-elect of
Brian Provine
join our
bridal registry.

Pler
iMporis
Chestnut
St., Murray
753-1R51

I—

.
''ibrittalPiv,.:11.1q6'0141‘.44141

CCHS holding election today

Bluegrass concert Friday

Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will present Live Bluegrass Music and Jam:Session on Friday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. Featured will be
real
acoustic bluegrass, old-time and gospel music by some of the
best
artists (and upcoming artists) around. If you play an instrum
ent,
bring it along and join in the off-stage jam sessions. Admission
is
free and the public is invited.

Humane Society plans event

The Humane Society of Calloway County will have a special
fund-raising event on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the annex
of the Calloway County Public Library. The society is raising funds
to continue its Fixed for Life spay/neuter program. For inform
ation call 492-8838.

MHS Class of 19O plans reunion

Murray High School Class f 1980'.will have its 20-year reunion
on July 15. Class members with ddTs unknown are Jack Bloom
,
Scott Brooks, Robyn Burke, Michael ochran, Mark Ferguson,
Rick
Ferrell, Dean Hainsworth, Bob Hall, Mona Hashemi, Kim Kendal
l,
Nancy Kiesow, Frank Kodman çtenda Manners, Cary McClure,
Eric Miller, Danny Olive, Troy Perry, Grail Redden, David Reed,
Joe Reed, Kay Russell, Ray Stewart, John Taylor, Donnie Thomp
son, Regina Underhill, Gary Walls, Kevin Watson and Rhonda
Windsor. Anyone having any information about these students call
Teresa Dick Garland at 753-8823.

Couples Bridge planned at Oaks
Couple

s Bridge at the Oaks Country Club will be Saturday at
7 p.m. at the club. This is open to all members of the club. Hosts
will be A.R. and Melva Hatcher, phone 753-9517.

Prayer hour on Friday
A community prayer hour will be Friday at II a.m. at Greater
Hope Missionary Baptist Church, 711 South Fourth St., Murray.
This is open to all interested persons.

TOPS chapter will meet at annex

TOPS Ky. #469, Murray, will meet tonight (Thursday) in the
annex of Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from
6 to 6:45 p.m. with the meeting to begin at 7 p.m. TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly) is a non-profit organization dedicated to those
interested in weight loss, all visitors are invited.

VBS Clinic on Saturday
Vacation Bible School Clinic of Blood River Baptist Association
will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon at Westside Baptist Church,
Robertson Road South off Highway 94 West, Murray.

4-H Fashion Revues planned
Callow

ay County 4-H Fashion Revue will be
tonight (Thursday)
at 7 p.m. in the Murray State
University Curris Center theater.
Then on Friday at 7 p.m. the Purcha
se Area Fashion Revue will
be at the same place. the public is
invited.

GRADUATION

SEIKO

2

Lions Club holding special sale
Murray Lions Club is

now taking orders by telephone and
going
door to door for its annual Broom
and Bulb Sale. The sale will
close May 22. Persons may call in your
orders to Rowina Wilburn
at 753-3080 or to any of the
members of the Lions club. Funds
will be used to continue sight conserv
ation efforts by the club.

0
% OFF
Suggested retail price

SEIKO
J.T. LEE,Jeweler
Chestnut Street • Murray • 759-1141

African Violet Show and Sale
Friday, May 5• Noon till 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, May 6• 9:00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m.
at Calloway County Public Library
Admission Free — Public Welcome
FOR INFORMATION CALL 436-2774

rn
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SIXTH B1RTHDAY...Nicholas Duncan is pictured with family
and friends at a party in celebration of his sixth birthday
on Easter Sunday at Murray-Calloway County Park. He is
the son of Lori and Marty Duncan.

Every Friday Night

E3 I e•INI 4.G C3
Heather Veazey and Scott Delaney

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

Angela Majors and Michael Sullivan

121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

Veazey and Delaney
Majors and Sullivan
vows to be said June 3 wedding to be May 26
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Majors of Mayfield announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter. Angela Marie Majors, to
Michael Sullivan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sullivan Jr. of Mayfield.
Miss Majors is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Riley of
Mayfield and of the late Mr. and Mrs. James T. Majors.
Mr. Sullivan is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Newsome and
of Mrs. Mary Sullivan and the late Herbert Sullivan, all of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a 1997 graduate of Graves County High School
and a December candidate for graduation at Murray State University.
She is employed by the National Scouting Museum.
The groom-elect is a 1995 graduate of Graves County High School
and a 1997 graduate of West Kentucky Technical College. He is
employed by Western Baptist Hospital.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Friday, May 26; 2000, at 7
p.m. at Kirksey United Methodist Church, Kirksey.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-S
mokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License #0181

4ow
•• .

•• irk 1
ato•.*
• /Pe

054

CO MERE./
MAY-JUNE
Each Tuesday

SPRING CLEARANCE

Off Perennials
Quality Shrubs In Slack
11lodger

SHOP EARLY FOR THE BEST
SELECTIONS

INDEPENDENT LIVING WEEK...Murray Mayor
Freed Curd
signs a proclamation declaring this week as
AARP Independent Living Week in conjunction with the Murray
Lowe's
Home Improvement Warehouse. Scheduled
Saturday starting at 9 a.m. at Lowe's is a "Home Modifica
tion Expo" featuring demonstrations, exhibits and door prizes
that wil
help make seniors' homes safer. Also pictured
, from left,
are Nancy Manning, David Roos, John and
Rowena Emerson, Mancil Vinson and Richard Beach, assistan
t manager
at Lowe's.

• ARCADE • FUN

(Off Annuals

1C.

Each Thursday

* 25-75% OFF Select Merchandise

414 Broadway
Paducah, KY 42001
(270)443-8870

v

2596 Blinn Rd. e

Murray, KY

roomer "fNorth 15th & Poor Farm Rd./
Mim..Sai.8 a.m..6 p.m.. Sun. I p.m.-4 p.m.• 270i 759-3695

Mum's

The
Word

elegant
gifts from
around
the world

Aurora, KY
Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

Open at 5pm

charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lobster tail
bistro specials

Wednesday thru Sunday

Puryear, Tenn.
Watch for sign next to
Big Apple Cafe
901-247-3959
Thurs. & Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-2
or by appointment call
901-247-6150 or 901-247-5422

GAMES

PRIZES

ARCADE

FUN

LET'S H AVE

GAMES

Bistro Specials:

,,5
.

Our 29th season:

open all day on Mothers'Day May 14

call 474-2773
,eServatIonS accepted any n.ght

L

_dia._ AL
,„ •servation hotline
I-800-474-2770

PRIZES • ARCADE • FUN • GAMES • PRIZES •

SOME FUN!
1:3

(and, the Best Pizza in town, too!!!)
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r

r
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JAY WYATT

Wyatt named
award winner
Jay Wyatt of Almo has been
named a national award winner
in English by the United States
Achievement Academy.
Wyatt, a student at Calloway
County Middle School, was nominated for this award by Lynn
Melton, teacher at CCMS.
His biography will appear in
the academy yearbook
Wyatt is the son of Benny and
Kathy Wyatt of Almo.
His grandparents are Jasper and
Pat Stidam of Elkhorn, Neb.,
Lorene Wyatt of East Bemstadt,
and Eva Etman of Marysville, Ohio.

2,0,8
8
.
99
-Eat lunch buffets
Enjoy 2 All-You-Can
only $7.99.
With drink for
2000
21,
Expires May
i
I........... me ow ow No 111

I

Enjoy 2 All-You
-Can
I with
drink for only -Eat dinner buffets
I Expires
$8.99.
May 21, 2000
Ie
.......
'Coupons not good with any other
special offers.

* .As

804 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY

3-6656
illtigi • is IIINV9

Come See Our
New GattiLandl

Nil] • 301f3EIV • S11:Itici • S11Alten • Nrui

*

artacte kietIEIS
* Pozes *
Ogg Pates *

301;e3tIte • S17114c1

S3INIVg • Nil] • 301131t1V •

_I kA.31Jt

Tommy and Regina Veazey of F'uryear. Tenn., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Heather Renae
Veazey, to Scott Everett Delaney, son of Randy and Charlotte Delaney
of Williamstown.
Miss Veazey is the granddaughter of Nathaniel and Oyna Orr of
Puryear and of Mrs. Dorothy Veazey and the late Charles D. Veazey
of Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Delaney is the grandson of Mrs. Christine Mitts and the late
John Mitts and of Mrs. Shirley Delaney and the late Russell Delaney.
all of Williamstown.
The bride-elect is a 1995 graduate of Henry County High School
and will graduate this month from Murray State University. A member of North Fork Baptist Church, Puryear, she is employed by Firstar
Bank, Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1993 graduate of Williamstown High School
and attended Murray State University. He is a member of North Fork
Baptist Church, Puryear, and of Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and
Accepted Masons at Almo. A member of the Puryear Volunteer Fire
Department, he is employed by the city of Puryear, Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 3, 2000, at 6 p.m. at North
.Fork Baptist Church, Puryear, Tenn.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Plus * $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack ot Eve Week

* 28 Games
Paying from $25 - $250

.4
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Enin RUSTY
SULFUR
WAITER!
Improve The
Quality of
Your Water
& Life
Chemical
Free
Treatment
for:
Iron Sulfur.
Hardness,
Corrosion.
Taste &
Odors

FREE
WATER
TESTING

6E1E.

)(ATE Ft

MID-SOUTH AQUA
TREAT
Paducah & Bowling Green, KY
Call Toll Free 877-352-5184
or(270) 442-2120

Babcock,
Thome win
art awards
Benjamin Thome and Hannah
Babcock, both of Murray, won
first place and third place ribbons
respectively in the Paducah
Woman's Club's 65th annual Amateur Art Exhibit, preschool category.
Thome's painting, titled "Happy
Painting" was done in tempera on
newsprint.
Babcock's work was titled "Babe
Sniffing A Butterfly By the Garden Fence and also done in tempera on newsprint.
The paintings were on display
at the Paducah City Hall for two
weeks during the month of April.

ART WINNER...Benjamin Thome is pictured with his first
place award winning entry in a show at Paducah.

**grim

IF1111
0
16"1111
presents

"10.1111110 AT THC
HOWARD PHISISON'S
by Ron Clark & Sam Bobrick

"4 10411111W TIMIRCIN"
with
„Amy Sykes . Don jleming 8c
31ichae1 Dunnagan
APRIL 27

TO
• MAY 13
THURS 7:30 PM / FRI & SAT 8 PM / SUN 2 PM
Murray-Calloway Park, Murray, KY

RESERVATIONS 270-759-1752
SPONSORED BY

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET &
MURRAY DENTAL SOCIETY
•

ART SHOWN...Hannah Babcock is pictured with her third
place award winning entry in a show at Paducah.

WKMS to air'Fantasia/2000' music
WKMS will present a one-hour
special broadcast of music from
Fantasia/2000, an updated version
of Walt Disney's animated classic, May 7 at 6 p.m.
Holding true to Walt Disney's
vision of always updating Fantasia so it would be a crftlifuous
work in progress was a dream that

"HAS YOUR CABLE OP
SATELLITE PROVIDER
PUSHED YOU TO THE.

LIMIT?
BEASLEY'S

BEASLEY'S

1801 Bell Avenue
Paris, TN

500 N. 4th Street
Murray. KY

his nephew Roy Edward Disney
cherished. It was a dream that
Roy found was also shared by the
new generation of artists at Walt
Disney Feature Animation.
More than seven years ago Roy
Disney took on the exciting challenge of leading the latest group
of Disney animators in the creation of Fantasia/2000, a motion
picture that would further expand
the bounds of animation, while
taking advantage of the latest technological breakthroughs.
Beethoven's "Symphony No. 5"
is used as the musical background
while shapes and color create a
surrealistic experience much like
"Toccata and Fugue in D Minor"
did in the Fantasia of 1938. For
the Disney artists, "Pines of Rome"
by Respighi did not merely suggest a pedestrian stroll along the
Appian Way. Instead, they conjured a family of whales who

$24"/YEAR

dr:3s

E I NV 0 R K

How mould you Wee

break free from their earthbound
restrictions and soar joyously into
the sky, as unfettered as their spirits and the animators' imaginations allow them to be.
The very last sequence to be
developed for the Fantasia/2000
program, "Rhapsody in Blue," happily adds George Gershwin,
arguably America's quintessential
composer, to the mix of European
masters. Additionally, another great
American stylist, caricaturist Al
Hirschfeld, is celebrated in this
interpretation by Director Eric
Goldberg set against the backdrop
of 1930's Manhattan.
Shostakovish's "Piano Concerto No. 2, Allegro, Opus 102" sets
the stage for the story of The
Steadfast Tin Soldier. For this
selection, the artists at the Disney
Feature Animation Studios used
computers to bring the images to
life although much of the anima-

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
TERM

AGIMMINT

DANCE WINNER - Barbara Barnett, left, and Charles Thurman won first place in the merangi dance contest at the
St. Louis Ballroom Dance Championships at St. Louis. Mo.
They represented Thurman School of Dance of Murray.

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

5.25% $1000

9 Months

6.50% $1000

12 Months

6.25% $500

24 Months

6.65% $500

36 Months

6.80% $500

ydua TV?"

THEN 1.1-1- DISH INkE-TV/ORk< MAD
BEASUY AN-Tc.14141\ ;SATELLITE
PUT YOU AT EASE V11.11-1 A FREE
Di.514 NETWORK SYS-Myl.WE 1-1WE
AN OPTION FOR EVERYONE 3T n
RUNNING OUT. CALL %DA If
Subscribe to one year of America's Top 100 CD Programming, plus one
premium movie package totalling $39.98/per month. MSRP $199. Model 3822.

Substantial penalty for early
withdrawal. These annual
percentage yields are effective May 3, 2000.
'V •

Peoples Bank
BEASLEY'S ANTENNA & SATELLITE
1801 Bell Ave • Pans•901-642-4077
1-877-726-4077

500 N 4th St • Murray, KY • 270-759-0901
1-877-455-0901

Oltd• E nets 7/31 /00 Al Pools Dittokap•• end drodriboytwq subtent to ~go without nabob Local and Male IMMO tame* fnay app.
'
, ad DISH Masson,
proyanwnwp. and arts °Ow servocasVI ace prernekod ars Wised to To tonne and concibons of Ind Resedonlkal CUSIOrne,
%Ouch a avadabl•
upor request Sidihcsni rdiodd•dn. apply 10 Cos$1.1 Monson Weivani and pl'Ocinlonn+Ing availsbday W for ad ode•re
See your DISH Nallyronl fetaaw DISH
PlIddwork product bleraluni of Ina DISH NanroAt VAMP,* al grave dlidinelhaode corn to. ocavaila &Naas and ressoomos Al W4es trawles and Itadarnaks
moron
Wong 10 Maar

Serving Murrav-Calloway County
Since 1934
AfFMIIIFR FDIC

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
Story • Kroger Money Market • 767-BANK

tion of characters are still done
by the traditional hard-drawn
method.
"Carnival of the Animals" from
Saint-Saens, "The
Sorcerer's
Apprentice" by Dukas, Elgar's
"Pomp and Circumstance, Marches Numbers 1, 2, 3, & 4" and
StravinskY's "Firebird Suite — 1919
Version" (once considered for the
1938 version of Fantasia), finish
off the selections.
John Santana, of KKGO in Los
Angeles, narrates the program, and
Tim Hyde, from Disney Records,
is executive producer. This is a
unique opportunity to hear the
music used in the new feature animated film as well as entertaining sound bites from those involved
with its creation.
WKMS is the 100000-watt
National Public Radio member station licensed to Murray State University.
Call 1-800-599-4737 for information and to get a listener guide.

UPN46 plans
Mother's Day
broadcasts
Several specials have been
planned on UPN46 to celebrate
Mother's Day.
• Gospel Music's Fountain of
Youth airs May 6 at 7 p.m. The
special will feature ,major recording artists united on stage with
Stars from Gospel Music's Top
40.
The program will also focus on
the contemporary sound of the
new young generation of gospel
music artists from soloists to choirs.
• Jack Hanna Special-Mother's
Day airs May 7 at 7 p.m.
The celebration of mothers has
begun, featuring adorable young
critters from whales to gorillas.
• Black Women in Honor of
Mother's Day airs May 13 at 7
p m. This special will be in song
and story as Grammy winner
Deniece Williams and her friends
take center stage.
Joining Williams will be celebrity greats such as Whitney Houston, Roberta Flack, Della Rose,
CeCe Winans, and Angela Bassett. It will be a great celebration
of women.
UPN46 is a broadcast service
of Murray State University and is
the only local television station
serving the Purchase area of western Kentucky and northern Tennessee.
For more information contact
Stan Marinoff or Shasta O'Neal
at 270-762.46TV.
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Is Smith right man for UK?
Sponsored By.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

753-8355

901 Sycamore

NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE PLAYOFFS
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
(8e11-01-7)
April 27
Toronto 2. New Jersey 1
Pittsburgh 2 Philadelphia 0
Colorado 2, Detroit 0
April 28
Dallas 4, San Jose 0
AprII 29
Pittsburgh 4. Philadelphia 1
Colorado 3. Detroit 1
New Jersey 1, Toronto 0
April 30
Dallas 1. San Jose. 0
Monday
New Jersey 5, Toronto I
Detroit 3. Colorado 1
Tuesday
Philadelphia 4, Pltsburgh 3, OT, Pittsburgh
leads series 2-1
San Jose 2, Dallas 1, Dallas leads series
2-1
Wednesday
Toronto 3, New Jersey 2, series tied 2-2
Colorado 3, Detroit 2, OT. Colorado leads
series 3-1

Today
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh 6 30 p in
Friday
Detroit at Colorado. 7 p m
Dallas at San Jose 8 30 p m
Saturday
New Jersey at Toronto, 630 p.m
Sunday
Pittsburgh a! Philadelphia, 11 am
Colorado at Detroit. 11 a m , it necessary
San Jose at Dallas, 6 30 p m
May 8
Toronto at New Jersey, 6 p m
May 9
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh. 6 p m it necessary
Detroit at Colorado. 7 p.m., it necessary
Dallas at San Jose, 9 p.m., it 'necessary
May 10
New Jersey at Toronto, 6 p.m , it necessary
May 11
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia. 6 p m it necessary
San Jose at Dallas, 7 p m, it necessary

SPORTS BRIEFS
MHS, CCHS to host JV baseball tournament
Murray High School's Ty Holland Field and the Calloway County High
School baseball field will be the sites for the inaugural Purchase Area JuniorVarsity Baseball Tournament, which will bring 12 First Region diamond squads
to Murray May 6 and May 13.
The 12 teams, divided into four pools of three, will see round-robin pool
competition Saturday at Ty Holland Field and CCHS. Mayfield and Murray will
open Pool A action at 9 a.m., followed by Mayfield-Heath at 11 a.m. and
Murray-Heath at 1 p.m. Pool B will feature Graves County versus Carlisle
County at 3 p.m., followed by Lone Oak-Carlisle at 5 p.m. and Graves-Lone
Oak at 7 p.m.
At CCHS, the host Lakers will face St. Mary at 9 a.m. and Fulton County at 1 p.m. in Pool D play. St. Mary and Fulton County will meet at 11
a.m., while the Pool C slate has Marshall County and Hickman County at 3
p.m., Ballard Memorial and Hickman County at 5 p.m. and Marshall and Etallard.at 7 p.m.
The winners of each pool will return to Murray May 13 at Ty Holland
Field. The winners of Pool A and Pool B will take the field at 9 a.m. in one
semifinal, followed by the Pool C and Pool D winners at 11 a.m. The tournament championship will be played at 5 p.m. at Ty Holland Field.
Admission is $5 for adults and $2 for students: children under six are
free. Gate proceeds will benefit the First Region Baseball Association Academic Scholarship Fund.

Bee Creek to hold Lords of Soccer camp
Victor Petroni. a 12-year professional soccer player and the former head
coach of the University of Louisville men's soccer team, will conduct two coed soccer camps, one for players and one for goalkeepers, June 26-30 at
Bee Creek Park in Murray.
Lords of Soccer. Inc. is offering full-day camps from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
players and keepers ages 10-17 at $95 per camper and half-day camps from
9 a.m, to noon for children ages 5-9 at $75 per camper.
Petroni will also conduct the Lords of Soccer Striker-Goalkeeper Residential Camp July 2-7 at the University of Louisville Shelby Campus. The camp,
for 10-17-year-olds. costs $325.
To receive additional information or a free brochure, call 502-267-2337,
visit http://www.lordsofsoccercom or e-mail victorpetroni@earthlink net.

WOW Youth will present fishing tournament
The Woodmen of the World Youth will hold a fishing tournament May 13
from 1-3 p.m. at the pay lake in Lynn Grove. Prizes will be awarded.
Group members are asked to meet at 12:30 p.m. at the West Fork Baptist Church or call 753-4377 to sign up or receive more information.

Drury's OT goal puts
Red Wings on brink

Here's a question for all of you
Kentucky basketball fans: Have
you ever wondered if Tubby Smith
SCOTT
was the right man to lead the
NANNEY
Wildcats' program?
Well, you should be if you're
not — especially after watching
SPORTS
his latest recruit get away.
EDITOR
.After montto of wooing highly-touted Darius Rice of Jackson
(Miss.) Lanier High School, UK
Instead, he will.join a Hurriwatched as the 6-9 McDonald's
All-American went the way of so canes squad that finished atop the
many other Smith recruits — some- Big East standings and made a
run to the Sweet 16 of the NCAA
where else.
Despite allegedly committing to Tournament.
But losing a recruiting battle. is
the 'Cats on three separate occanothing
new for Smith.
footof
nephew
the
Rice,
sions,
During his three years in Lexball great Jerry Rice, signed a letter of intent Tuesday to play under ington, the former Georgia head
former UK assistant Leonard coach lost out to rival Tennessee
for the services of Vincent
Hamilton at Miami (Fla.).
Rice was reportedly set to back- Yarbrough and Marcus Haislip,
up rising junior swingman Tayshaun who have both been key compoPrince, who led the Wildcats in nents to the Vols' back-to-back
scoring (13.3 points per game) as SEC Eastern Division titles.
When was the last time the
a sophomore during the 1999-2000
Wildcats lost a recruiting war with
season.

Dodgers stop Maddux, Braves' streak
in 1991.
By BEN WALKER
"It's been a good run," Braves
AP Baseball Writer
For once, the Atlanta Braves third baseman Chipper Jones said.
watched someone else shake hands "We need to go back home and
start a new streak and not let this
after the final out.
The Braves' franchise-record 15- loss snowball on us."
Atlanta had not lost since a 6game winning streak ended Wednesday night as Los Angeles defeat- 3 defeat on April 15 at Milwaued Greg Maddux 6-4 at Dodger kee. Off today, the Braves play
Philadelphia on Friday night at
Stadium.
Field, where they have not
Turner
don't
"Losing is something you
like, but 15 out of 16 isn't bad," lost since April 7.
The longest winning streak in
Atlanta manager Bobby Cox said.
major league history is 26 — all
"We'll take that anytime."
The streak was the longest in at home — by the 1916 Giants.
the National League since the New That team managed by John
York Giants won 16 straight in McGraw also won 17 straight —
1951. Minnesota won 15 in a row all on the road — that season.

By RICHARD ROSENBLATT
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API) —
With the 12th selection in the post
position draw, Neil Drysdale tried
to find a safe place for his frisky
favorite in the $1 million Kentucky Derby.
So the Hall of Fame trainer
put Fusaichi Pegasus in the auxin the No. 16 post
iliary gate
— as a full field of 20 3-yearolds was entered for Saturday's
126th Derby.

"I thought we'd leave him on
the outside to stay out of trouble," Drysdale said Wednesday
night in explaining why he passed
up posts 1, 2, 11 and 12 in regular loading gate when his turn
to pick came around. "I didn't
want him to stay in the gate too
long. It's a very big field."
The No. 16 post has been a
lucky one lately. D. Wayne Lukas
won last year with Charismatic
and in '95 with Thunder Gulch
from the 16 hole. Lukas won the
'96 Derby with Grindstone from
the No. 15 spot.
Fusaichi Pegasus. the "playful"
$4 million dollar colt owned by
Fusao Sekiguchi, is the 9-5 morning-line favorite. The Deputy,
trained by Jenine Sahadi,• is the
second choice at 4-1. and the fourhorse entry of Commendable, High
Yield, Impeachment and Trippi is
third ;it 5-1 War Chant, also

Are Your Tires Ready
P
To Hit The Road This Spring?

Lifeliner STE

Warehouse Tire

767-9111
(1113

Shawn Green and Todd Hollandsworth each homered and had
In other NL games, Colorado three hits for the Dodgers. Maddux (4-1) Ove up nine hits in a
beat Montreal
complete game.
16-7, San Fran"I made a couple of mistakes
cisco defeated
and it seemed they hit every one
New York 8-5 in
out," he said.
11 innings, PittsSaid winning pitcher Carlos
burgh stopped
Perez: "I told my mother this
St. Louis 8-2,
morning that if I beat Greg MadChicago topped
dux, I would be the happiest man
4-3.
Houston
around."
Philadelphia beat
The last team to 'win 16 in a
Cincinnati 5-2,
GREEN
row was Kansas City in 1977. The
Milwaukee
Braves had been 14-0 since John
downed Arizona
4-1 and San Diego defeated Flori- Rocker returned from a two-week
suspension.
d-a 3-1.
yet finished fourth in the NL at

86-66.

16 post
Derby favorite Fusaichi Pegasus in No.
choose somewhere in the middle,"

apiece.
By HARRY ATKINS
The Philadelphia Flyers can tie
AP Sports Writer
Growing up the other Eastern Conference series
DETROIT (AP)
in Connecticut, playing hockey with tonight by beating the Penguins
his brothers on a frozen pond near in Game 4 at Pittsburgh.
The Red Wings have been elimtheir house, Chris Drury, had fantasies of scoring the winning goal inated from the playoffs the last
in overtime of the Stanley Cup three times they've fallen behind
2-0 in a series in 1996 against
playoffs.
On Wednesday night. it hap- Colorado (six games), in 1995
against New Jersey (four) and in
pened.
1992 against Chicago (four)
Drury's goal at 10121 of the extra
period lifted Colorado to a 3-2
victory over the Detroit Red Wings
and gave the Avalanche a 3-1 lead
in their Western Conference semifinal series.
•6 Yr Limited Warranty
"It's pretty exciting.- Drury said.
-Month Free Replacement
.24
true
come
dream
"It was like a
.24-Hour Roadside Assistance
to score a goal like that.'
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)
*Smooth, Quiet Ride
It was a crushing loss for the
NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH 'TIRE PURCHASE
Red Wings, who are in danger of
bc:ng eliminated from the Western Conference semifinals by ColCooper.
orado for the second straight year.
TIRES
Last year, Detroit won the first
400 Industrial Rd • 753-1111
two games on the road, but the
Avs came back to win the next
four.
This time, the Avs won the
CELLTOUCH,inc. $25 for 100 minutes
first two in Denver and can finShopping Center
Dixieland
ish off Detroit in Game 5 of the
(Behind
on Chestnut St.)
Herds**
home
best-of-seven series on their
FREE Nokia 918
if
game,
sixth
A
night.
ice Friday
Phone & Car Charger
needed, would be in Detroit on
Sunday.
In the other NHL playoff game
Ask about our add-on line
Wednesday night, the Toronto
special for $10 per month!
/10t11011/110
4•11.,
, S99999
Maple Leafs beat the New Jersey
Available on new one year service agreement. Subsoil to credit check and appro.* Fee Mil be
Devils 3-2 to tie the Eastern Con. Clew arida 5,13/00.
tor early termination 01 gamma Other nise1ceone
wins
2
at
series
semifinal
ference

\.

cats, who were embarrassed by
Arkansas in the second round. of
the SEC tournament and bowed
out to Syracuse in Round Two of
the NCAAs.
The 'Cats weren't their typical
selves in big games and didn't
have that one "go-to" player, like
a Scott Padgett or Wayne Turner,
both of which — not coincidentally — were Pitino recruits.
It's also interesting to note that
Smith's success at Georgia and
UK came on the heels of former
coaches Hugh Durham and Pitino. Plus, Ron Jirsa — Smith's
successor at Georgia — was fired
after just two years with Smith's
last recruiting class.
It's often said that a coaches/
fourth year is always a good indicator of his influence - because
he gets to put his own stamp on
the program.
Can Smith produce the type of
recruits that Pitino did? Is he a
good fit at Kentucky? Only time
will tell.

Tenpreviously-downtrodden
nessee? It's been a while!
Smith is 1-3 against UT the
last two years and is 1-2 against
in-state rival Louisville since replacing Rick Pitino.
UK also watched former players — and Smith recruits — Michael
Bradley and Ryan Hogan transfer
to other schools.
Kentucky, who was last in the
Southeastern Conference in 3-point
field goal percentage (28.9), could
have used the services of the sharpshooting Hogan and the inside
bulk of Bradley.
Filling the void of departing
seniors Jamaal Magloire and little-used Steve Masiello will be 61 guard Cliff Hawkins of Oak Hill
Academy in Mouth of Wilson, Va.,
and 6-10 forward-center Michael
Southall from West Salem, Wis.
— neither of whom have the- credentials of a typical UK recruit.
And speaking of typical, the
ending of the 1999-2000 season
was anything but that for the Wild-

17 post — on the outside of Fusaichi
trained by Drysdale, is 6-1.
High Yield and Commendable Pegasus
-We thought about 17, but
are trained by D. Wayne Lukas.
Impeachment and Trippi by Todd backed away to avoid being next
Pletcher. The coupling was made to that keg of dynamite," Irwin
because of common ownership said.
Lukas, along with Sheik
involving Bob and Beverly Lewis,
who own Commendable and are Mohammed al Maktoum of Dubai,
may have gotten the worst of the
co-owners in the other three.
There were some who didn't draw, while trainer Bob Baffert
want to be near Fusaichi Pegasus. had the No. 1 pick and went for
Barry Irwin of Team Valor, which the No. 8 post for Captain Steve.
"This is a horse that breaks
owns The Deputy, went for the
No. 11 post instead of the No. with the field so I wanted to

Baffert, who won the '97 Derby
with Silver Charm and '98 Derby
with Real Quiet, said.
Blue Grass winner High Yield
leaves from the No. 18 post and
Commendable from the No. 13 post.
Lukas' other entry, Exchange Rate,
has the No. 17 post.
Sheik Mohammed, back for his
second Derby after his Worldly
Manner was seventh last year, has
China Visit in the No. 12 post
and Curule in the No. 19 post.

MYERSL umber Co.
500 South 4th, Murray

(270)753-6450

Complete Line of
Brushes, Rollers and
Paint Accessories

Interior Latex
#6079

SALE'13.99 gal.
Spackling

Interior Primer Sealer
#767

SALE 1.99 gal

16 Oz.

9x12 Plastic Drop Cloth

SALE 54.39

SALE 690 each

Computerized Paint Color-Matching Available
Bring in your color sample, fabric or wallpaper sample
and let us match your color with Porter Paint.
CASH & CARRY
MON.-FRI. 7-5
SAT 8-NOON
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Evansville downs
'Breds Wednesday

Sonics tie
series with
104-93 win
By JIM COUR
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE (AP) — For a team
led by grizzled veterans with so
much playoff experience, the Utah
Jazz lost their composure like a
bunch of rookies.
After trailing by 17 points in
the third quarter, the Jazz got within two in the fourth quarter before
self-destructing in the final minutes against the Seattle SuperSonics on Wednesday night.
As the result, the Sonics won
104-93, tying their first-round playoff series with Utah at 2-2.
Game 5 will be played Friday
night in Salt Lake City with the
winner 96 open a second-round
Western Conference series Sunday
in Portland.
Tonight, Milwaukee is at Indiana for the deciding Game 5 of
their first-round Eastern Conference series.
"We couldn't match their intensity," Jazz coach Jerry Sloan said.
Or the way Seattle reacted to
pressure with the game on the
line.
The Jazz left Salt Lake City
with a 2-0 lead and could have
ended the series in Seattle.
But they threw too many temper tantrums at the end of Game
4 and ended up being whistled
for six technicals, including four
in the final 3:40.
Sloan and Karl Malone were both

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
EVANSVILLE. Ind. — Eight.
Evansville starters got hits as the
Purple Aces cruised to an 11-4
victory over the Murray State baseball team Wednesday at Carson
Center Field.
Evansville (33-14) outhit the
Thoroughbreds 15-9 and used three
MSU errors to drop the 'Breds to
19-25 on the season. The.triumph
was the Aces' 10th-straight non
conference home win, while the loss
was the second in two days for
Murray State.
UE got on the board first in
the fourth inning when a sacrifice
fly by designated hitter Joe Noel
scored first baseman Phil Broshears to give the Aces a 1-0 lead.
Evansville extended its lead to
6-0 by putting up five runs in the
bottom of the fifth on six hits,
including consecutive RBI doubles
Doug
Ryan
Connors,
by
Schoenekase and Broshears.
The 'Breds closed the gap to
6-4 in the top of the sixth. Third

ejected in the final two
minutes.
Who would have
thought the Jazz, of all
teams, would lose their
poise?
never like a deciding game, but that's
what we have," Malone said.
"We're still breathing," Seattle coach Paul
Westphal said.
The Sonics got
outstanding
another
performance from Gary
Payton, who had his
first career playoff
triple-double with a
career playoff-high 35
points, 10 rebounds and
11 assists. And Utah
had trouble defending
young Rashard Lewis,
who had 20 points, and
Vin Baker, with 18.
"If we play like this
again Friday night,
we'll be OK," Payton
said. "Everybody is LEADING THE WAY.. Gary Payton recorded his first career playoff tripleplaying well for us. It's double with 35 points, 10 rebounds and 11 assists as Seattle tied its
a lot easier when every- best-of-five first-round NBA Playoff series with Utah.
body is playing well."
Westphal, whose rotation off the Arena crowd of 16,631 was as going to have to."
In the second quarter, the Sonbench has been criticized this sea- noisy as it has been at home for
held Utah to seven points on
ics
season.
Sonics
all
the
son, used eight players with Seatshooting. But the Jazz
its
3-for-2I
played
has
not
"This
team
of
its
supplying
95
tle's starters
back
with 7:16 left before
said.
came
Barry
Brent
game
yet,"
best
points.
helped
the Sonics pull away.
we're
Payton
Game
5,
win
order
to
"In
The less-than-capacity Key

baseman Preston Weatherly and
center fielder Billy Moore led off
the frame with back-to-back singles before shortstop Chris Johnson singled in Weatherly with the
bases loaded. A wild pitch and a
two-run single from catcher Nathan
Taylor cleared the bases.
However,the Aces got those runs
back in the bottom of the sixth
on four hits and two errors and
added one more in the seventh
on three hits to close the scoring.
MSU starter John David Poynor
(0-2) took the pitching loss, allowing five runs — four earned —
on six hits while striking out one
and walking two in 4 2/3 innings.
Evansville starter Vince Serafini (5-2) worked six innings to
earn the victory, while Wes Davis
tossed three shutout innings of relief
to collect the save.
Moore, Taylor and Weatherly
all went 2-for-4 to lead the 'Breds
offensively. Murray State visits
Ohio Valley Conference foe Austin
Peay State for a three-game series
this weekend.

Rice picks Hurricanes
CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP) Memphis and Arkansas were also
— Darius Rice, nephew of foot- thought to be on his short list.
Rice averaged 25.8 points, eight
ball's Jerry Rice and considered
one of the nation's top high school rebounds, three assists, two steals
basketball players, has signed a and two blocks in leading Misletter of intent to play at the Uni- sissippi's Lanier High School to
a 31-7 record last season.
versity of Miami.
He scored 24 points in the
Leonard
Hurricanes coach
Hamilton signed Rice on Tuesday. McDonald's All-American game,
Rice was thought to be leaning a showcase of the nation's top
toward Kentucky, but instead decid- high school basketball seniors, in
ed on Miami. Mississippi State, Boston on March 29.

The New Beautyrese
Redesigned From The
Ground Up For A Better
Night's Sleep.
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL.

CIASSIFIED AD R vrEs
‘,1.

Ad Deadlines

753=1916

$6.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
MU 3 Aar ,Wiast Raw 14Itlawa 6 Du% Period I

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Just Say "Charge It"

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity

180 Lawn & Garden

110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale

280 Mobile Homes For Rent

190 Farm Equipment

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical

YARD SALES

260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

1x2 ad
$7.50

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
70 wd. max
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent

155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

Fri. 11 am.
Fri. 11 am.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m
Wed. 3 p.m
Thurs. 3 p m

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Lane Ads Si 00 minimum I sa day 10e per *tied per day for eaxh additional consevutise dax
$2 50 extra for Shopper (Toes Classified, go inio Shopping Guide)$2 50 extra for blind box ad.

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

360 Storage Rentals

470 Motorcycles & ATV's

365 For Sale Or Lease

480 Auto Parts

370 Commercial Property

485 Sport Utility Vehicles

380 Pets & Supplies
490 Used Cars

390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale

495 Vans

410 Public Sale

500 Used Trucks

425 Land for Rent or Lease

510 Campers

430 Real Estate

520 Boats & Motors

435 Lake Property

530 Services Offered

440 Lots For Sale
560 Free Column

445 Lots For Rent

Card of Thanks• In Memory

450 Farms For Sale
National Rates

330 Rooms For Rent

CALL FOR INFORMATION

340 Houses For Rent

060

455 Acreage

• Happy Ads

460 Homes For Sale

Special Price

060

060

Help Wanted

Kelp Wanted

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking
river,
Smoky
Mountains, TN. Horsedrawn carriage, cabins,
jacuzzi, ordained ministers,
no tests. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
http://www.heartlandwedding.com.
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New &
Sewing. 759-0768.

Redo

DIABETICS! Testing regularly can save you $$$.
Diabetic supplies at low or
no cost to you. Medicare,
Major Medical, No insurance? We can help? Call
now:
800-933-8085.
www`americandiabetes.co
FREE Pregnancy
Tests! Life House
753-0700.
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
complete
ministers,
arrangements,
honeymoon/ family
cabins,
breathtaking
views.
Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274. Vacation
lodging,
800-634-5814.
PANAMA CITY BEACH,
Sandpiper- Beacon Beach
Resort from $69 (some
restrictions apply.). Pools,
river ride, hot tub, suites
tiki bar. 800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.

WEDDING BELLS IN THE
SMOKIES- A unique wedding chapel offering everything for less. Special offer:
Ceremony, pictures, video,
flowers. $115. Give us a
call. 800-922-2052.

Betty's Bridal
Cottage
Prom Dresses
25% oft
Located at Puryear, TN
901-247-6150
or
901-247-3959

Open Thurs. & Fri.

AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business Work
flexible hours Enjoy unlimited earnings Call toll free
888-942-4053
Convenant
DRIVER
Transport Coast 'to Coast
runs, teams start .42c.45c, $1000 sign on bonus
for exp. co drivers, experienced drivers and owner
operators. 800-441-4394
for graduate students 800338-6428.
DRIVER- $47,000 1st year
potential! Up to 330 a mile.
guaranteed income, guartime,
anteed
home
assigned equipment, 98%
no touch freight, 50%-60%
drop/ hook! Call today!
Buske
800-879-2486.
Lines, Inc. E0E.

9-5

Sat. 9-2 or call
for appointment.

LOST: A Purse at Sirloin
Stockade. Need all contents inside. Please call
753-7700.
LOST: German Shepherd/
Kita mix puppy. About
20Ibs. Black & tan, female.
No collar. Vicinity of Holiday Travel, 94E. 210-0065
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
He Wanted

ATTN: Boyd Bros. has
immediate openings for
SEALED BIDS will be
entry- level truck drivers.
accepted for upkeep of
No experience necessary.
TEMPLE HILL CEMETRY
Earn $500 to $800 per
through 5-6-2000. Bids
week and get home weekmay be given to:
ly! No CDL? No problem.
Bob Nanney,
15 day CDL training availLarry Roberts,
able. 1-800-242-7364.
Billy Galloway.
COM

Terry's Decorating
Sparmee Sot,
Accessories, Furniture, Florak,
Wallpaper, Fk)or Covering
& Area Rugs
753-3321
1306-G S. 12th St., Murray, Kl

Various daytime
job opportunities
9am-3pm. Mon- Fri.
Apply in person at
Pagliai's.
DRIVER- Home every
weekend. No NYC. Lease
purchase- new- own a
truck in 24 months. Paid
accountant 1st 12 months.
Owner operators- New
$0.82/ mile (Loaded/
Empty). Provide base plate
& permits. Paid liability/
fuel taxes. Toll scale
receipts. Company driversstand up conventionals.
Start up to $0.33/ miles.
Free insurances. 401K
retirement.
www.epestransport.com.
DRIVERINEXPERIENCED?- Learn to be an
OTR professional from a
top carrier. Great pay,
executive-style
benefits
and conventional equipment. Call today! U S
Xpress, 888-936-3338.
DRIVER- Owner Operators
up to $1.60 per loaded
mile! Tractor, Cargo Van
and 18-24ft. Straight truck
owners
needed.
Call
Panther II Transportation
today! 800-640-7055.
DRIVERS OTR: Company
dnvers up to 39c a mile!
Owner Operators up to 834z
a mile! Excellent home
time and great benefits.
Call Heartland Express toll
free 877-763-7483 EOE.
DRIVERS, OTR- Star
transport, Inc. Has an
exciting new pay package.
Experienced drivers can
start up to .34c per mile,
full company benefits,
excellent home time, great
miles. Must have class A
CDL & be able to pass
DOT physical and drug
screen. Training available!
800-974-4262/ 800-5486082 ext. 805/888-8779348.

$5000
SIGNING BONI'S
FREE
COLLEGE TUITION

1 -800-GO-GUARD
KY NATIONAL
GUARD
DRIVER- Company drivers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages. Boyd
Bros. 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377.) EOE.
DRIVERS, over the road,
35 states. Flat with sides,
late model conventionals. 3
years experience. Start
.34C-.38C a miles+ benefits. Call 800-444-6648.
DRIVERS- Regular runs
between Kentucky and
California or Texas. New
equipment, great miles,
great benefits. Good work
record required. 800-8653074.
DRIVERS- Sign on bonus.
Positions available- you
get home weekends Start
30 to 34cpm pfus bonuses
& benefits Sign on in
Elizabeth, KY, Emporia, VA
or Monroeville, AL 800441-4271, ext. ET-135.
DRIVERS: North American
Van Lines has tractor trailer
48 state hauling opportunity for owner operators
Minimum of 3 months
expenence required. Call
800-348-2147, Dept. KYS.

FULL time (or part time
for the nght person)
Receptionist/File
Clerk:Bookkeeper
Knowledge of WordPerfect
a plus Salary commensurate with experience.
Send resume to
P0 Box 1040-H,
• Murray, Ky. 42071
HARDEE'S Is now hiring
for cook & cashier positions Please apply at
Mayfield on Paris Road or
Draffenville, HWY 68 &
641.
HWY
Murray.
Midnight positions available at Murray location
only EOE.
IMMEDIATE Opening for
Customer
Service
Representative in local
insurance agency. Must
have computer knowledge
and desire to work with the
public. Resumes should be
mailed: P.O. Box 1394
Murray, KY 42071. Or
faxed: 801-659-2805.
_
JOURNALISTS Needed!
Immediate openings for
newspaper reporters ad
page designers at small
daily newspaper in vibrant
Central Kentucky College
town near Lexington Good
opportunity for weekly
staffers looking to move to
the next level or any young
journalist seeking to grow
professionally under the
tutledge of a newly hired
editor with 30 years of
expenence in the business.
Competitive salary and
Contact
benefits_
Managing Editor Mike
Richmond
Herndon,
Register. P.O. Box 99
Richmond, KY 40475. or
email editor@ richmondregister com

LPN
FRIENDLY
TOYS
&
GIFTS- Has openings for Shady Lawn has openings
party demonstrators & for LPN- Full and part time.
managers! Home decor, Sign on bonus offered.
gifts, toys, Chnstrnas Earn Apply in person_ 2582
cash, trips, recognition. Cerulean Road, Cadiz.
Free catalog information EOE.
800-488-4876
NEEDED:
FT Evenings & weekends. Dental Hygienist Full or
Must have computer & part time. Benefits availphone experience. Send able. Send resume to P.O.
resume to: 104N. 5th St. Box 1040-T Murray, KY
42071.
Murray, KY 42071.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Taking applications for cooks, counter
help and car hops for all shifts.
Apply in person, no phone calls please.

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

BOAT/MOTOR-PARTS/SERVICE MANAGER

ORDER FORM
City of Murray 2000-2001 City Auto Stickers
Name_
Mailing Address

With knowledge of Evinrude & Mercury
Outboards, OMC, Volvo Penta & MerCruiser Stern
Drives - Computer skills associated with parts
ordering and inventory, warranty work,etc. Work 51/2 days a week, Monday through Saturday at noon.
first week of
seasonally March 1 thrond resume or
November. Retiree's ORKS, 128(x)
\
SPOR'
s0
n
bring to
\o_E
42025 on Hwy. 68 at
US HW'.
Jonathan
Resort and

Auto Information

$35,00
Each

Year
Year

Make
Make

Plate No.
Plate No.

Make check payable to City of Murray and mail to City Clerk's
Office, 207 South 5th, Murray, KY 42071. Please include a stamped
self-addressed envelope.
May 31st is the last day to purchase auto stickers - 10% penalty.
June I.

to Sportsman's Anchor

VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
..citsti IN A FLASH"
Loans On Anything Of Value
We Thle The 'NOW Auto Sale,
Cars • trucks•(*ins• knives •14's
Stem,.• \Iiiskal Equipment •(*outs • JevieIrN
Stamps • liaschall(ant.• %Ingots
• liseellaneines

ZS Year Anniversary
713%. 12th St. NIURRAV, kV 42071
11141.1

iii

753-7113 - twi ii)

Domestic & Childcare

PART Time & Full time CLEANING houses is my
Checker needed If inter- business Reliable. Call
ested apply to PO. Box Linda. 759-9553.
1040-0 Murray, KY 42071.
RECEPTIONIST For local
or
Cleaning
HOUSE
SIGN On Bonus- RN
retail office. Computer &
Ironing 474-2131, leave
telephone skills required. Shady Lawn has openings message
Send resume to P.O. Box for full or part time RN
NOW accepting outside 467 Murray, KY 42071.
charge nurse position. Sign
alterations.
100
REGIONAL. Start up to .34 on bonus of $1,000
at Corn-Austin.
Sottisen
cpm/ .20 cpm signing offered. Apply in person
OWNER Operators- Get bonus. Home weekends. 2582 Cerulean Road,
OPPoftunq
real mileage pay! 80c a 2500
weekly. Cadiz. E.O.E
miles
CEDAR Log home dealers
mile, practical miles loaded Medical, dental, 401K. WANTED Company drivwanted: Northern white
and empty. That's at least Conventionals .025 per- ers 30-36 cents per mile,
and western cedar. Post
83c for household goods! formance bonus Landstar Owner Operators 82 cents
and beam struction-- best
No Northeast. NYC or agent/ 800-828-8338.
per mile. Run Midwest and
built America. Two sales
Canada. No escrow. Must
SECURE Your Future. Up Southwest regions, home per month generate potenbe 23, have 1 year OTR
weekends,
new
tractors
to .37 cents a mile to start,
tially $96,000 per year. We
experience
and
CDL full benefits, new conven- and trailers. Call ITI today
train you. Construction and
HazMat. Fleets welcome.
800-822-6392
at
tionals, great home time.
long
term
financing.
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
Regional or OTR drivers WANTED- Person with Hundreds of models. 336800-848-0405.
•
needed call Arctic Express. CDL license and pull truck 760-6480_
OWNER- Operators & 800-927-0431. wwwarchc- to deliver manufactured
CURVES For Women is
Drivers
needed
homes. Must have insurPC express.corn
the #1 fastest growing franmileage pay 084c all SEEKING Part time Choir ance,
in
chise
America
miles Regional/ long dis- director for Wednesday
Contact Dinkins
Franchises available in
tance loads Free base evening rehearsals and
Home Center,
West Tennessee Call
plate, permits paid tolls. Sunday morning services.
642-4891 or
753-8865
scale fees, ComData fuel
1-800-642-4891
Please apply to: First
OWN
Your
• Own $1 00
card Weekly settlement
Presbytenan Church, 1601
Store or choose apparel,
AKC Enterpnses, Inc 800Murray,
KY.
Main Street,
shoe, western wear, lin776-3192,_
gerie, bridal, gift. Includes
inventory, fixtures, buying
JACKSON PURCHASE AGRICULTRAL
HOUSECLEANING:
trip, training
Minimum
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
References &
investment $19,900. Call
Position Opening for:
Dependable. 759-1781.
Liberty. 501-327-8031.
NOW Accepting applications for full time housekeeping and front desk
night auditor. Please apply
in person to Shoney's Inn,
1503 N. 12th St. No phone
calls please.

PART-TIME Housekeeper
needed Irvin Cobb resort
436-5811

LOAN ASSISTANT

ININIEDIATE
.10B OPENINGS -1
\Lilo omit Nia‘. Inc .

*Two year. Secondary Education and two years related
experience preferably in the lending or legal area OR
*Four years work experience preferably in the lending
or legal area
*Computer skills required
*Position located in Murray, Kentucky with emphasis in
Marshall County
*Salary commensurate with education and expenence

NEEDED
•Telemarketets
•Nlanagement Trainers
*Saks and/or Sales Assistants
Top Pay Guaranteed satin) plus
commission/bonuses
Health Insurance • Life Insurance•4111K

Applications will be taken on the following dates at
the following location: Thursday, May 4, 2000 until
Friday, May 12, 2000 at the Employment Services
Office. 319 S. 7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky. The
Employment Services Office is open Monday
through Friday between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and
4:30 p.m.
EE0C-Affirmative action employer

Call Noss!
753-2222 or 1-81111-618- 19111
Ask ror Gene
-14.1

\

COMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR.
Full-time, benefits. High school graduate, 21+
years of age. Two years communication field or
similar experience required. College education
exchanged for portion of experience requirement. No criminal record and pending criminal
court action must be disclosed. Ability to function in high stress environment and ability to
make decisions necessary. Computer skills and
keyboarding test required. Public safety/public
relations experience desirable. Responsibilities
include dispatching and other related activities.
Required to work holidays and fill in on any
shift. Four-week course in Richmond.
Kentucky required. Training expenses paid by
department. Hourly ,salary $7.88. Apply at:
Human Resources, Murray State University,
404 Sparks Hall, Murray, KY 42071-3312:
phone (270) 762-2147. Women/minorities
encouraged to apply. EEO, M/F/D, AA
employer.
Candidates' first choice of employment...

(ORSCHELls)FARM&HOME
Orscheln Farm & Home is a retail chain operating 87
stores in eight mid-western states with an opening
for a Associate Store Manager in the Murray, KY
area. Expense paid offsite training will take place at
area store locations for approximately 3 to 6 months.
We offer a competitive salary and bonus, as well as
comprehensive benefits. Candidates should possess
a minimum of three years retail management expenence, with preferred background in hardware, automotive and general agriculture knowledge.
Be part of a company with a strong 40 year history
of offering quality service and products.

WestView
Ni

Fl

,
1 1 C.

11 0 NIlE

NURSING ASSISTANT
Full-time OR Part-time; 7-3, 3-11, II 7. Prefer certified hut will train.
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental Ins; Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay;
Retirement Plan; Attendance Bonus;
Childcare; Tuition Reimhursemont;
CONTACT:
1762-1591.
Cathleen Haley 0)
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071
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9 ROUTE DELIVERY 5
DRIVERS
,

Shift your CAREER into HIGH
GEAR with PYAIMONARCH, INC.
J

S
Q,
M

Send resume and salary requirements to:

Orscheln Farm & Home
Attn: Randy Hoffman
Address: 912 W. Bus. Hwy 60,
Dexter, MO 63841
or Fax to: 573-624-4583
or email: rhoffman@orscheln.com
EOE

L.a

If you're career-minded, see why
PYAIMONARCH,INC. is
the "Career of Choice."
'Avg. pay of $15.88/hr.
$1000 Sign-on bonus
'
-• Medical/DentaULife Insurance
's Short-Term Disability
-` 401K Retirement Program
's Sara Lee Stock Purchase Program
"1 wk paid vacation after 6 mths.
"s More Benefits available
For First Consideration,
Please call 800-627-8303 ext. 7274
for an appointment.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
270
Mobile homes For Sala

150

Compaus

Miklos
Fir Ss*

Computers
DELL
Factory direct $O down
Low monthly payment
Pentium 111-600 available
Resolved credit problems
OK, Call by January 7, for
free pnnter OMC 800-4779016 Code ma01

WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Tan at home Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
home units from $199 Low
monthly payments Free
color catalog Call today
800-842-1310

GOT Computer
Questions?
Call Tony Powell
(270)-753-9206
www tonypowell corn
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service.
South On Route 121.

436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted

FLEETWOOD
1993
16x70 Nice home Must
be moved 12x20 treated
wood deck $16,000
437-4125 after 5p m
98 Bank repo mobile home
located in local park Setup and ready to move in
Easy financing
Call Conseco
800-554-8717 Ext 774

3 PIECE Dining Set by
Bassett Table, china cabinet hirtfer anti A rha.rc

280
Mobile homes For FIEZat
2BR, Very Clean $225 a
month 759-4399

BLUE Metal bunk beds
Excellent condition $75
492-8514 leave message
NICE Sofa $350 Pier 1
Coffee and end table
759-1745

1/2 acre $100/mo 7536012

Need Furniture? Bedding?

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens'
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

A ADVERTISING Antiques,
Collectibles, toys. Cash
paid. 759-3456.

ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Furniture and Primitives
Free Delivery • 753-4566
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates Call
Mobilo Home Lots For Rant
1311
753-3633
CASH for toys. GI JOE
LOT For Rent 753-9866.
and Transformers.
mowers.
Riding
SELLING
ONE lot on Murray
Old 8 new. 753-7185.
Also buying riders needing Pans Road 2 lots on 641.
used
CASH paid for good,
work. 436-2867.
492-8488
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
-7114,
Murray
TWO or three bedroom
house in Calloway County.
Can put $3000 down and
pay $350 month on land
Bedding Plants, Trailing Petunias,
contract Call 270-251Geraniums, Hanging Baskets,
0883

[

FL-• wER
POTTS'

Perennial Flowers & Tomato Plants
p.m
Weekdays 2-6 p.m. - Sat. 9
1107 Potts Road

150
Articles
For Sale

1/ mile off Hit

$411 Pools Pools $411
Complete, 20x32 0.D
Family size pool including
deck, filter system cover.
liner, skimmer, ladder,
1000/0 financing. Call for
free details. 877-820-2945.
2 electric typewriters$25.00. 1 -needs small
work done on it. 1-1 don't
know. You pick up. Call
759-9215 after 6PM.
52" BIG Screen T.V. 4yrs
old, 'excellent condition.
$700. obo. Call 753-4872.

121 betl,aen

•11,2 ,2nd (W(111,aer

489-2756
Farm Equipment
1969 FORD 3,000. Low
hours. 270-354-5006.
6' finish mower. Like new.
$700.00. 436-5494.

ALL Steel Buildings
Factory Liquidation
Up To 50°. off, Must Sell
40x60, 50x120, 60x150,
70x200 (800)-775-9694
ALMOST New- 10 speed
(or 12) Huffy Bike. Asking
$75. Call 759-9215.
No
BUILDING SALEsalesman. Go direct and
save. 25x30 $1,999. 30x40
$2,900. 35x50 $4,300.
40x90
40x60 $5,300
$7,300. 47x100 $11,000.
Others. Final clearance.
Pioneer. 800-286-3196.
CARDIOSLIDE Call
759-2599
CRAFTSMAN wood lathe
WI duplicator, tools &
bench Delta floor model
drill press 759-9797

FOR Sale New Holland
Tobacco setter. 76 GMC w.
lift. 753-7095.
TO 20 Ferguson tractor.
Good tires, good condition.
$3500. 753-5165.

1998 EZ-GO Work horse
Like new! Equipped with
weather panels, lights
heater, gas operated
$42* Call 759-5535

Muskat
MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street, Murray.
Guitars, Amps, Stnngs,
Picks, etc. Hours:
10am- 6pm. Mon- Fri.
12pm- 4pm Sat.

1-800-909-9064

SAWMILL $3795- Saws
logs into boards, planks.
beams Large capacity
Best sawmill values anywhere Free information
Norwood Sawmills, 90
#3.
Drive
Curtwright
Amherst, NY 14221, 800578-1363
STRAW for sale 1 75 bale
759-4718 night 753-4582
day
Wolff,
TAN At Home
Sunmaster residential tanning beds direct from manufacturer No middleman
means you save $55.
Best
inventory
Huge
selection Free color catalog 800-274-1744
bed!
tanning
WOLFF
Commercial or residential.
We will beat any competitor's price tanning lotion.
Buy one get one free! 800351 -0048

QUIET Area lbr, 1 bath.
C/gas heat & air. All appliances included 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets. Call 753-2905.

Mobile Homes For Sale
1993 MOBILE Home. Set
up on 5 acres. New
Concord area. $35.000
obo.
436-2269.
1995- 16x80 3br 30'x48'
barn, 2AC
insulated
Southwest part of county
492-6175
Mid-American
•1998
16x80, 3BR . 2 bath. A/C &
appliances 759-2316
4 lots 120ft/200ft 1997
16x70
mobile
home.
garage. & other out buildings. Coleman RE 7594118 Also 12x65 rent to
own

Office Space

1706 Holiday Dr.
May 4th, 5th
& 6th
Luggage, tables,
formals, silver
jewelry, linens,
decor & house items,
nice clothes, Singer
sewing machine
& much more.

ESTATE
YARD SALE
1001
Fairlane Dr.

GARAGE SALE
1145 Poor Farm Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
Household, wicker,
stove, changing
table, FP. kitchen,
workshop. const. set,
videos, books,
shoes, clothes, adult
& boys 3. 4, 5, children's stepstools
Rain or Shine

Yard Sale

BYPASS MINI STORAGE
GIGANTIC YARD SALE
Friday 1:00 till 6
All Day Saturday
Behind Dr. Scott Foster's on Bypass.
Please out of consideration for Dr.
Foster, don't come before 1:00.
2 years of accumulated items plus extra
furniture from another party. Also sports
memorabilia, old magazines and jewelry
from sports collector.

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE

530 S. 7th St.

109 S. 10th
Saturday •8 a.m.-?

Friday
7 a.m.-?
Lots of odds
& ends.

Baby clothes, toys, equipment, shoes,
adult clothes & shoes, books - hardback & paperback, furniture, pictures,
tapes, old stereo, everything but
kitchen sink!
410

410

Public Auction

Public Auction

A

Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.
9 a.m.- 12 p.m.

416Tlizi a it
REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY
NEW PROVIDENCE COMMUNITY
Directions: From Murray'. KY proceed South on State Rt. 121 S. to
New Providence Rd. Turn right onto New Providence Rd. and proceed to sale site located at the intersection of New Providence and
Dodd Roads.

SAT MAY 6, 2000- 10 A.M.
SHADED PARADISE

No clothing, some
furniture.

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

storage
NORTHVVOUU
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

DOG obedience classes o
pnvate Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
appliances
All
Apts.
2br
&
1
including washer! dryer. GET Hook, round & taperotational
Close to MSU Available worms with
worming. Use Happy Jack
May 15th. 759-5885.
Tapeworm tablets in rota1BR apt available, all appli- tion with Happy Jack LiquiMur-Cal
ances furnished
Vict! At Southern States.
Realty 753-4444
(www.happyjackinc.com)
1BR Upstairs Apt
Acrossfrom campus
No pets
Call 753-5980

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
5100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1. 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO
SPACIOUS, Very Nice, 1BR . $200-$225 Various
Duplex. 2br, 2 full baths. locations Coleman RE
garage. All appliances 759-4118
including washer/ dryer, 1BR., like new,dishwasher,
dishwasher, garbage dis- W/D. Diuguid Dr.
posal. Located on Michelle Coleman IRE 759-4118.
Drive. Lease/ deposit.
2BR Apt near campus, no
753-4573.
pets. Days- 753-5980. 753VERY Nice Duplex on
1203 after 5p.m.
dead end street between
1 bath Has washer,
2BR,
bath
2
2br,
MSU & CCHS.
dryer. stove, refrigerator
Garage. available June 1.
Lease/ deposit 753-7207
5575/ mo. 904-B North
20th. Call 753-3119.
2BR, Furnished Water
paid Lease, deposit &
VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath
required
references
with garage All appliances
$350/mo 16061,2 Miller
included with w/d. 1yr
753-5898 or 753-0932
lease. 1 month deposit. No
pets 753-2905.
2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
APT for rent. $450. 753- Realty 753-4444
5731
2BR duplex Central H/A
good location, appliances
AVAILABLE immediately
Coleman RE 759-4118
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
bedroom handicap accesin
duplex
2BR ,
sible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Northwood $350/mo 759Apts 902 Northwood Dr
4406
Phone 759-4984
2BR , near MSU, central
Equal Housing
H/A, Washer/ dryer furOpportunity
nished, furniture optional

V

Next to Hickory
Log
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Furniture, antiques,
Little Tykes, girls
clothing sz. 1-4,
ladies size 10-12,
toys, stuff animals,
1936 Dodge 4-door
touring sedan.

-ma7-firghTErifiliTMErifillTi
(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR . newly remodeled,
very nice. central H/A. near
MSU $300 No pets
Coleman RE 759-4118
3BR, Furnished All utilities
paid. 2 baths & laundry
room Lease, deposit references required No pets.
5650/ mo 1606 Miller 7535898 or 753-0932
4BR 2 bath on Diuguid_
Available now -Colenian
RE 759-4118

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SAL IVIAY 6TH AT 100 P. IMMr & Mrs. Raymond Kaler
1 6291 Stastes IFtseastw 1 3162
E.....yr rim Arm iv Ii M•dee ., ID4G 1,"
From Lynnville Take Hwy 94 West .5 Mile
To Hwy 1382 "Rhodes Chapel Road"
Proceed South 1.2 Miles..Signs Posted!!
13 Mikis 5 Of Mayfield, KY. 15 Miles SW Of Murray, KY
21 Miles NE Of Futton,KY • 22 Miles N Of Dresden, TN
I A SE GraveS County K Y Farm ,

100

ACRES

In 11 Tracts & Combinations
Lush Green Settings!!
Barns - Farmland • Pasture
Ponds • Trees • Wildlife
Homesites • Mini Tracts
-r IFI^GT A IC IR E FIG IE
Five - 4 Acre Tracts
5 Acre Tract • 6 Acre Tract • 8 Acre Tract
Two - 20 Acre Tracts
Great Hunting - Wooctslanti
Deer - Wile Turkey
4.596 Acres With 3 Bedroom Home
Gas Pack Central Heat a Air
Outbuilding • Trees & Much Morel
Call James R. Cash Auction & Real Estate
To Make An Appointment To Vire hlis Nome!!
Buy Any Individual Tract,
Combinations Of Tracts Or The Entire Property!'

15% Down, With A Minimum Depostt Of
$3,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days!
Drive Oaf Aial Take /A Look At This Onall

R. CASH
JAMES
i --.:-.AucIONEER is kkESTATEPOKER
KY- 2704234466 r,
RR FANCYTHEFARM.
SELLING MACHINE
^
r

It

Call Far &.u.•

Or in any other directions in this Sharp 1988 Gulfstream Sun-Sport with in
room coffee Just look at the extras with only 60.000 miles.
Terms on Real Estate: 15% down day of sale. Balance due within 30 days upon
delivery of deed. No buyer premium.
Terms ton Personal Property: complete settlement day of sale.

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE

Psis &Suppfies

- www.pmessrcssircent

2± acres with footing for a mobile
home hook up. electric service.
septic and water available. A verx
nice corner lot with fenced dog run
and large storage building.

Personal Property includes: 3 piece bedroom suite, dining table and chairs,
occasional tables and chairs, lamps, kitchenware and supplies. 20 HP DutzAllis riding lawn mower with hydrostatic transmission. Wheelhorse riding
lawn mower, lawn cart, lawn sweeper. Comet Cub radial arm saw, wood
turning lathe, several power tools - Lots of good merchandise and plenty of
smalls.
Stall Shower
.454 GMC w/P30 Chassis
.Full Size Bed *Sofa Bed
*Steer Safe Stabilizers .30.000 BTU Furnace
*Awnings - all windows
•Full Size
.4 KW Generator
Refrigerator/Freezer
'Drivers Door
.Microwave
*3 Roof Vent Covers
- Go West Young Man - •New Front Tires And More
*Built in 12v/110/TV

UK diecast cars, golf
clubs & cart, lots of
Fisher Price toys,
clothes & shoes,
odds & ends.

753-3853

Apartments For Rent

3 bedroom home with 2± acres of
shaded paradise. carport, storage
building, propane gas tank and lots
of other extras,

Mr. Morgan says.“COME TO THE COUNTRY:4 This property will be
offered in two tracts and in combination selling in the manner most favorable to the seller.

510 Blair St.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?

Available

TRACT 2

TRACT 1

Ideal Location • Ideal Community • Ideal Setting

GARAGE
SALE

All Size Units

WE ARE SER,OuS ABOUT BuSINESS

C

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Available

between 3 pm-8 pm.

FOUR PARTY
GARAGE SALE

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choose
-Shared areas are tree iikludinv.
•FIJi...1 utilities
Kitchenette. Brealaiioni.
Mt.tilde central heat & airi
Cimference Rilom
*Rex eptionist
1.1‘ m,,,-1111K•
*Sprinkler sx,teni

Call 435-4161

Yard Sale

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

FOR SALE

HORSE Boarding Good
pasture & water Very reasonable rates 489-2918

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

1982 Sun Dancer, 14x70 mobile
home. 2 Bedroom, 1 1/2 bath.
Central air-gas heat. Extra large
kitchen. Inclucles W/D, DW,
Refrig. & Stove. New hot water
heater.

&Supplies

119 Main • 753-6266

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Apartments For Rent

REGISTERED Australian
Shepherd Female, 1 year
plus Beautiful dog $250
Registered Border Collie
Female, 3 year øi.1 $150
Call 759-8080
SIBERIAN Husky Puppies
Born Apnl 2nd Full papers
$150 759-1566

STORAGE

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109.

Cr

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

EASTSIDE

Must See To Appreciate
Available For Viewing 415 S 4th
Mon -Fri. 9 00-4 30• Call For Information 739-0633

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

ROYAL Blue Long Satin
Prom Dress. Size 8 Wom
Once. Call 489-2544, after
5pm.

LARGE BEDROOM in
Share
pleasant home
large living room. kitchen.
& bath, w/d, cable tv. Walk
to Hospital or down town
industry $190 plus deposit
EXTRA Nice 2br, 11/2 bath
of $125 Utilities included
townhouse All appliances
753-9211
included 1 year lease, 1
month deposit No pets
For Rent
753-2905
LARGE 2br, duplex in priHouses Gas heat,
vate area. New carpet, util- 2 (3br)
rent to own
consider
14/A.
gas
ity room. Central
753-4109.
No pets. Lease plus
deposit. $450/mo. 759- 3BR., 2 bath house
1660 Ryan Ave. Outside
1087.
$450/mo.
only.
MAKE University Heights pets
Available 5-15-00. 435Apts. your home "Now
Available" 1 & 2br rental 4645.
assisted apts. These apts. 4BR House for rent. 21/2
are for families, disabled, baths. With C/H/A. Bam
handicapped, senior citi- 9p.m Call 210-7847 (local).
zens, wheel chair accessi- EXCELLENT
Location.
ble. For more info call
Martin
Tabbard
1602
270-759-2282. Mon, Wed Heights 3br, 2 bath. 2yr.
& Thurs. 9am- 5pm. 1734 old home. Beautiful decor.
Campbell Street. For
Gas fireplace. Available
hearing impaired only call
June. $800/mo. Call 753Equal 0090
1-800-648-6056.
Housing Opportunity.
PANORAMA Shores/ Lake
NEW 1 br apt University View. 2br, 1 bath. C/H/A,
Heights Stove, refngera- furnished w/ W/D, refig
tor, dishwasher. w/d. $325 LR, DR sets t400/ month
Deposit, no pets.
plus deposit. 270-436753-4937. M-F, 8-5
2136 Available now
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
Storage Rentals
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
C-STORAGE
NOW available
10x15 storage units, 4th St
1 room studio, lust off cam& Sycamore E Next to
pus New carpet, remodCunningham Auto Repair
eled Coleman RE 759753-3571
4118
ONE bedroom furnished CREEKVIEW STORAGEapt. Low utilities, refer- $20-540. On Center Drive.
Behind Tom's Grille
ences required. No pets.
759-4081.
$225/mo. 753-3949.

ALL electnc effenicey apt
2 1/2 blocks from MSU
Available 5-14-2000
$200 deposit/$200/mo
753-7953

Business Rental

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

&Supplies

"Rile

"Murray's 1st Enterprise Zones'

Metal Roofing

MUST Sell! Save huge on
select models- 25x32.
30x60. 40x46, 50x110 Buy
factory direct! Ideal backyard
shops/ garages
Financing available Call
800-341-7007 WWW steelmasterusa corn

400

Pir

REALTY
AUCTION & ACTION
FARRIS
V1.
CAI Auctioneer • Joe Thomason - Associate
Dan Farris-

Max R. Dodd - Broker

"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 • Hazel, KY •(270)492-8796
'sot responsible for accidents. Announcements day of sale take precedence mcr
all printed material.

A

Farm Equipment and Tool

ION
AUCT
Trailer
and
Motor
Boat
Saturday, May 13•2:00 p.m.
190 Bull Frog Lane, Hazel, KY
Directions; From downtown Hazel - Take State Route 893 East
(approx. 5 miles) to East State Line Road. Continue east on
State Line Road (approx. 1.6 miles) to Bull Frog Lane. Turn left
on Bull Frog Lane and proceed to auction site.

C

Just off of the Farm Equipment, some collectible items, and
lots of good usable tools and merchandise.
Tractors: Allis-Chalmer D-17& Allis-Chalmer B Model with
woods mower
Trucks: International-200 dump truck with metal sides (truck
not started in a long while - a collector)
equipment: AC Disc • spray bar • like new reversible pond
scoop • 6' box blade • PTO post hole digger • AC grader
blade • draw bar and top links • Side Winder 5' mower •
Dayton Agri-pro power plus generator (6000 watt) •
Hydraulic wood splitter
DOW: Aluminum V hull • 18' fishing boat with 30 HP
Mariner motor • Hummingbird depth finder • Shakespeare 4
sp. trolling motor • all on a Star cushion trailer
Lawn and Garden: Extra sharp Troy Built rear tine tiller •
Gilson tiller, Snapper riding mower • push mower • STIHL
chainsaw
Shop and Tool Equipment: 10" Duracraft table saw • skill
saw • Maxaw saw • Craftsman 6" planer • Skill and Black
and Decker power tools • fans • fittings • electrical items •
several electric motors • band saw/meat saw • hand tools of
all kinds • Work mate shop bench • antique hand tools. ALL
THIS AND MUCH MORE....
Terms: Complete settlement day of sale.

REALTY
AUCTION & •ACTION
FARRIS
W. Dan
- CAI Auctioneer Joe Thomason - Associate
Farris

Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 • Hazel, KY •(270) 492-87%
Not respossibae for accidents, Announcements day of oak take precedence OKI'
all printed material.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Yard Salo

YARD SALE

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

1013 Sharpe
Fri. & Sat.

Glendale Place 905 Glendale Rd.

Featherweight
sewing
machine,
sewing
machine
cabinet, Franciscin
ware
dishes,
Corningware,
clothes, plants, aluminum break drill
press, small tools,
much more.

Friday 5/5
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Household items,
clothes, misc.,
(SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE)

GARAGE SALE
7759 St. Rd. 94
W. - 1/2 m. west
of Lynn Grove
beside Williams
Chapel Church.
May 5 & 6
7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Clothes, furniture,
freebies, toys. dishes, mower, well
pump, water heater

Gott clubs, sweeper,
weedeater, blood pressure kit, books, Wexford
Crystal, antique btcycle,
lawn chairs, much,
much more

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

1539 Oxford
Drive
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
Clothes, household items, baby
accessories, baby
clothes, furniture.

1714 Calloway
Ave.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Two 12 speed
bikes, 6 oak chairs
(old), softballs &
bats, lamps.

203 Barnett St., 2
blocks behind
Dees Bank, Hazel
Fri., Sat. & Sun.
8 a.m. - ?
4 Family Sale
Clothes,
household, boat
seats, etc.

At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY. From Murray, KY take
Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield, KY take 121 So. through
Coldwater to Hwy. 1836, follow to auction. Watch for auction signs.
Nice old hi-headboard roll footboard oak bed - nice old round top mink with tray.
- old treadle sewing machine - nice old large post bed & dresser - straight chairs
- nice Misplace set - hanging light - walnut box - card tables - small rattan table
- costume jewelry - old coins - cedar chest - bookcase- coffee & end tables lamps - electric sewing machine - vacuum cleaner - sofa & loveseat - sleeper
sofa & loveseat - set of queen bedding - set of twin bedding - twin bed - color
t.v. - 4 drawer chest - stereo w/external speakers - VCR tapes & player recorder
- 8 track tapes & player - Avon bottles - (2) small wall gas heaters - microwave
and cart - frost free refrigerator - (2) sets of washer & dryers - pots & pans small kitchen appliances - recliner - odd chairs - lawtechairs - computer hooked
up working - old glass & china -(4) milk cans - wrenches & hand tools - lot of
good items in boxes not unpacked yet - hedge trimmers - ice chest. wheel chair
- push mower - lot of electrical office equipment - nice 224 Case riding mower
- exercise equipment - older model Ford trucks, cranks & runs - nice Dodge
Dynasty, 4 dr. - and much more.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Auction held rain or shine. For
more information and your auction needs phone 435-4141.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn t Cost. It Pays"

1616 Keenland
Fri.
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sat.
7 a.m.-12 noon
5 PARTY SALE
TOO many to mention
IF RAINS
POSTPONED.

Public Auction

Pubes Auction

ESTATE AUCTION

Friday, May 5th, 2000• 10:00 a.m.

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

May 5th & 6th
7 a.m. - ?
2216 Carol Drive
Furniture,
microwave & cart,
craft supplies, dishes, pots & pans,
sheets, towels,
knick knacks,
lamps, curtains.
quilting frame,
clothes.
Everything must go!

1111
PublIc Auction

PUBLIC AUCTION

1604 Magnolia
Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
May 5 & 6

MOVING SALE

1

NM Auction

ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., May 13, 2000 • 10:00 a.m.
At the home the late Mr. Harold Elkins. From Murray, KY take
Hwy. 121 So. approx. 2.0 miles. Watch for auction signs on Hwy. 121.

Saturday, May 6, 2000• 10:00 a.m.
At the home of the late Mrs. Pearl Kimbro. From Murray, KY take 94 West to
Lynn Grove. Turn onto Cherokee Trail, one mile to Rayburn Rd. Follow 2.0
miles to auction. Watch for auction signs.
id ox yoke - open face corner cabinet - six old dining chairs - knee hole desk - table & 4
chairs - fancy old buffet, and glass door china cabinet - small round top trunk -old flat top
mink - old Victrola that works w/records - large corner what not - child's straight chair (2)old rockers - lamp table - large mirror - fine large post 3 piece bedroom suite -old iron
bed - treadle sewing machine - old dresser w/bevel mirror - 5 drawer chest - portable
sewing machine w/cabinet - old picture & frames - hat tree - twin bed - baby bed - primitive chest - small drop leaf table - magazine rack - old stool - (2) new washstands - pitcher & bowl set - color t.e- couch & chair - odd chairs - coffee & step lamp tables - lamps
-washer & dryer - stereo w/speakers - refrigerator - electric cook stove - microwave can miniature lamps kerosene lamp - old quilting frames- several clean bnght color handstitched quilts. quilt tops - fancy needlework - small sleepeyed doll - other dolls - old manicure set - costume jewelry - 2 old mantel vases - large red mantel vase • figurines - preserve stands - old shaker sets - pink & green depression glass. lot of old milk glass - (2.)
press cut glasses - Iris glass - cake stand - footed bowl - old bowl w/raised birds on it stone pitcher - old chum lid & dasher - glass serving tray - apple cookie jar - kerosene.
lantern - 4 place setting of Corelleware - 6 place setting of dishes - other old glass & china
- flatware - Daisy churn no jar - straight razors - lot of baskets - cast iron pieces- 2 wash
kettles- shoe last - canning jars - pots &pans small kitchen appliances - old tobacco tins
& sacks - clean material - sports cards - some very old silver coins from the I800's -old
coin collectors, you will need to see these - lot of toys - push mower - broad ax -old hand
grinder- milk can; - footed dutch oven - Black Hawk corn shiller - stone jug - old Ka-K
set - wood plane - shop vise - old carpenter tools. - cracklin squeezers - air compressor fence stretchers -(2)fuel tanks - iron corn drill - 3 pt. hitch disc - one row cultivator - wheat
drill - cross cut saw- strawberry handles - bee hat & smoker - wheel chair - hand walker potty chair- (2)old bean pots & much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn Cost. It Pays"

LisProperty

11112111Lake Property
[

MAKE W0111111)

Freedom Fest
Spring
City-Wide
Yard Sale

Advertising is he best way
to make points with pnme
prospects who are ready.
willing and able to buy

Sat., May 6 • 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Maps with sites of yard sales and
descriptions of items to be sold are
available for $1 in the Murray Iburism
Commission office at the Commerce
Center in front of the Wal-Mart
Supercenter on May 5 from
7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. and on May 6 from
6 a.m.-12 noon. 100 plus yard sales all
pver town! For more information,
call 759-2199
or 1-800-715-5004

AEI!

LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

Land For Rani or Luse
FOR rent: 15 acres, barn
pond, 4 miles north of
Murray. $300/mo.
901-664-4808 or
901-668-4065.

PAGE 3B

THURSDAY, MAY 4, 2000

This nice 2 bedroom house- 1 bath- large living room - dining room - kitchen
- screened in back porch for utility room - it has 1/2 baaement with large wood
furnace - metal siding - storm doors & windows - double garage w/shop. Other
outside storage - city water on approx. 1 acre lot. Country living with city convenience. The bidding will start on the Real Estate at 12 noon.
Terms: 15% down day of auction, balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
For more information call

Paschall Real Estate
Terry D. Paschall - Broker 435-4011 or
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer
435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays
WATCH NEXT WEEK'S PAPER FOR PERSONAL PROPERTY LIST

ItJiEiIII

MTN Stream 6 AC$12,900. Beautifully wooded with breathtaking views
& pure mountain stream.
Near state land! Enjoy fishing, canoeing, kayaking,
hunting. No mobiles. Great
financing.
Call
TN
Timberline now. 800-8149965. ext. 30e
TENNESSEE
Lake
Bargain- 3 acres with boat
slip $24,900. Beautifully
spectacular
wooded,
views, with access to crystal clear mtn lake next to 18
hole golf course! Paved
roads, utilities, soils tested.
Low, low financing. Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext.
6041.

Lots For Sale

TN Cabin Retreat 5ac- 11/2 ACRE Lot 7 mile
$49,900. Breathtaking Mtn North of Murray 753-1967
views! Ideally located
between 2 state parks.
Hunt, fish, kayak, canoe,
hike nearby. A sportsman's
13 acres fenced with
paradise! Great financing.
pond.... 3800 sq. ft. 2 story
Call TN Timberline now.
log home. 60x30 finished
800-814-9965, ext. 8918.
shop.... 120x50 barn with
riding arena.... 3 other out440
buildings.... 6 mites east of
LOWfor Sale
Murray.... Price reduced....
Phone: Day 270-753-1844
MURRAY Estates.
Night 270-753-7687.
Lots for sale, city limits.
FARM- 25 Acres & livable
Underground utilities.
home Just off Airport
270-435-4487,
Road 753-9302
1-888-673-0040.
RESIDENTIAL By Owner:
.7 acre, 1719 The Lane off
AdsmOO
of South 17th. $25,750.
obo. Day- 753-5273, Night- 12.5 acres, woods, creek
759-1980. Ask for David.
$12,500. 759-2316.

irNT

SATURDAX MAY 13•9:00 A.M.
MURRAY,KY
AUCTION WILL BE HELD ON THE FARM LOCATED ON MURRAY PARIS HWY. 1497,6 1/2 MILES SOUTH OF MURRAY, 3 MILES EAST OF HAZEL.TURN RIGHT ONTO OLD
MURRAY PARIS HWY. 1497. GO 5.5 MILES TO FARN1
IN HAZEL,KY TURN EAST OFF HWY. 641 ONTO STATE LINE HWY. 893. GO 1.5 MILES TO OLD PARIS MURRAY HWY. 1497. TURN LEFT AT STOP SIGN,GO 1/2 MILE TO FARM.
WATCH FOR AUCTION ARROW!
OWNERS QUITTING FARMING - SELLING LAND & EQUIPMENT
Billy & Sherla Adams have made the decision to quit farming. They have commissioned Alexander Auctions & Real Estate Sales to sell this choice
of farm and equipment at ABSOLUTE AUCTION.

243.79 ACRES,LEVEL PRIME FARM OR DEVELOPMENT LAND OFFERED IN
11 TRACTS,COMBINATIONS,& AS WHOLE-193.2 ACRES CROPLAND
FARM EQUIPMENT
•Case 2590 Cab Tractor,
Duals, 3174 hrs., 1 owner

•75 Chevrolet C-65 Grain
Truck 2 spd., 74,464 miles
w/(Parkhurst Grain Bed),
Air Brakes, P.S. AC

*Case NId960 Special
Combine

.(2)500 gallon water tank
.93 New Holland TR 96
Twin Rotary Combine,
1197 hrs., 973 bean platform,257 F.C.
'New Holland 6 row corn
head
'RHINO SE154 rotary
mower, hyd. fold

'Case 5Btm B&M Plow,
Semi Mount
.83 Chevrolet 1 Ton Truck, *Case 6 row planter
Flat bed, Auto
'International 6 row cultivator Bumper trailer tan.75 Chevrolet Custom
Deluxe 30 PU, utility bed,4 dem axle w/ramps
spd.
'Utility 2 wheel trailer

'Case 2290 Cab Tractor,
3379 hrs., Duals 16.9x38
'Case IH 496 Disc 27"
'John Deere 7200, Max
Emerge 2 Planter,6 row,
plateless

.78 International 1600
Grain Truck,2 spd.,
.78 Chevrolet Scottsdale
47,186 miles, w/16' Omaha
PU,automatic
Standard Bed, 1 owner

'Great. Plains Solid Stand
15 Drill & Combination
Hitch vv/min till colters

'Upright bin w/auger
• Ford sickle mower

•Kilbros gravity wagon &
hyd auger(J.D. running
gear)
•(3) Kilbros gravity trailers,2 Papee, 1 Case
•(7) Shank anhydrous plow
w/yetter colters
•(2) Mayrath 8" augers
w/electric motors
.(2) Athens 15 tine chisel
plow & 13 tine

'White 449 6 ht. semi-Mt.
Plow Pickup cab-over
camper & trailer
*Farm fans automatic grain
dryer

SHOP EQUIPMENT: Wood splitter • Motor hoist • I5KW,PTD generator • Lincoln, AC-DC welder•drill press• grinders • tools • many miscellaneous items
TIMBER OFFERED SEPARATE & COMBINED WITH LAND CRUISE INVENTORY DONE BY MICHAEL H.STANDFORD & ASSOCIATES,INC., LEXINGTON,TN,IN APRIL 20mm.
M. NIS

11. •••
••••

%NI

REAL ESTATE TERMS: 20% Down day of auction, balance due within 30 days upon delivery of
deed Earnest money payable by cash, cashiers check. personal check with current bank letter of credit made to Alexander Auctions & Real Estate Sales required by all persons not personally known by
auction company

MI NON h IN

PERSONAL PROPERTY TERMS: Cash. Cashiers Check. Personal Check with current hank letter
credit made to Alexander Auctions & Real Estate required by all persons not personally known by
mown company

188.1 %(.1(1.,S - 41 RA(..' IS
SIIW OLD PsItIs Nit RR ‘1'
II

V. S NIL 1.• I •

TRACT I - KM ACRES
TRACT 2 - 77.19 ACRES
TRACT 3• 10.75 ACRES
TR u"r - 92.1h 'RES

For more information or brochure call:

Billy & Sherla Adams, Owners
Murray, KY •(270) 753-8929
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A PREAUCTION INSPECTION IS INVITED
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Auctions & Real Estate Sales
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Marvin E. Alexander, CAI Auctioneer T.L 9; T.F.L. 107
239 University Street•Martin, TN 38237
Office:(901)587-4244
See us: www.akxanderauctions.com
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RUDOLPH'S Lawn Care
ADAM'S Home
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Trimming,
Improvements
Mowing,
Garden Tilling- Drive
Etc
Landscaping,
Remodeling, repairs
Ways Graded- Box Blade
and
Experienced
No KA) too small
Work- Bushhogging
437-3192, 753-5594
Dependable
Free Estimates
1991 CAPRICE Classic
-FREE ESTIMATES"
Gerald Carroll, Owner
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
91,xxx miles Must see!
753-9095
Phone 270-492-6159
cleaning out
work,
tree
$3500 obo 753-0902,
etc
Cell 853-4188,
SUREWAY
gutters,
sheds,
CHARMING 4 bedroom, 2 please leave message
436-2867
TREE SERVICE
PUBLIC Notice- No paybath home with many 1992 OLDS Delta 88 4dr
Stump Removal
Pressure
yearl
AFFORDABLE
ments for up to one
updates! Home includes white $4800 obo
Insured with full line of
handyman Windows- siding patiosand
Washing
large great room, large eat767-0887
equipment
service, Decks, porches, Payments as low as
in kitchen, garden tub in
1993 Dodge Shadow
Free estimates
gutters, concrete, plumb- $89.00. All credit accepted.
Master bath, central gas $2500 436-5501
753-5484
ing, tree work, complete No money down required.
heat & central air. Lovely
MITSUBISHI yard care and mulching,
1997
LAWN CARE
TUCKER
800-251-0843.
pnvate lot just on the edge
new, Free estimates. 492-8503.
Like
Diamante
SERVICES
of town. Contact Kopperud
Repairs
&
RICK'S Roofing
leather interior. Power
AFFORDABLE, Quality Shingles, flat roofs & metal Mowing, tnmming. leaf &
Realty 753-1222 MLS
everything, 37,xxx miles
clipping removal, dethatchbuilding you can depend roofs. Free estimates.
3001873.
Call 492-6132 after 4p.m
ing, aeration, overseeding
sidroofing,
Building,
on
270-437-4559.
COUNTRY Home has full
bed
fertilization,
&
ing, additions, garages,
length front porch. 3br, 1
ROOF LEAKING?
mulching. Free Estimates
concrete
decks,
%ms
porches,
bath, 24x24 detached
Call a professional.
759-9609
and much more. Free estigarage 8x10 outbuilding
Residential, Commercial
1996 Chev. Astro Luxury mates. 762-0033.
(2) 5 acre lots, (2) 6 acre and deck, Call 753-2402.
or Industrial.
lots, or (1) 10 acre lot or (1) FOR Sale By Owner 3br, Conversion Van. 37,000+
270-435-4645.
ALL Carpentry Service
miles. Excellent condition.
12 acre lot. 753-5731.
21/2 baths. Dining room,
From Foundation to
towing hitch. $14,900.00
11 TRACTS OF LAND
large kitchen, family room.
Finish.
559-8258,
Call 753-2351/
7-12 Acres per tract Formal living room, bock
18Y rs experience.
Property located off of Hwy ranch with fenced yard.
New Construction •
• Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old 20x22 deck & 10x16 utility
Remodeling* Repairs*
• Install braces & floor joists under houses
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane & shed. $78,000. Call
Custom Cabinets*
1974 1 ton flatbed Dodge
489-2784.
proposed new Hwy 80 For
for sagging or weak floors.
AGC
Work.
Concrete
more information please FOR Sale By Owner. Brick $1500 OBO 436-2535
Certified.
• Replace or repair water and drain lines.
view property, review post- 3br, 2 bath house. C/A & 1989 Ford Ranger XLT 4
435-4272.
• Install moisture barriers.
ed data, then please call
gas heat. City water on 1 cylinder, P/S. P/B long bed. ALL
Carpentry,
Plus...all other home improvements.
270-441-2253.
acre lot Located approx. 4 137,xxx miles. Sharp! Electrical. Home building,
miles from Murray in the $3500. 270-753-0279.
David Gallimore, Owner
remodeling.
additions,
Southwest School Distnct 1993
XLT. Rotten floors, sagging
RANGER
Free Estimates
Feta*
at 684 Crossland Road. Extended cab, V-6. Auto, roofs. Home & Mobile
Stock barn and additional fiberglass bed cover. Like repair,
siding.
vinyl
1520 CANTERBURY. Very acreage are available. Call
new. 753-1628 after 5p.m.
References. Call Larry
nice, large 2 story, 4br 753-8151.
Price reduced. Immediate
1998 TOYOTA Tacoma. Nimmo,
NEW Home
possession.
4x4, 4-cylinder. 5 speed, 753-9372, 753-0353.
Southwest Villa. 3br.. 3
Including
436-5922
AC, bed liner. Sliding rear ANTENNAS
bath, 3800 sq ft. Gas heat,
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
2 New Houses. 3br, 2 fireplace, large game window, big wheel packbaths. Large garage & room, jacuzzi. $153,000. age, chrome bumpers, amplifiers, and accesnever off road. Like new, sories.
yard. Metcalf Lane. In 753-5024.
Dish Network & Direct TV
evergreen pearl met with
North Villa Subdivision.
tan int. Only 24K miles. Satellite Systems, Sales.
753-8237 or 759-4783.
470
Licensed & Insured
Book 16k, asking $14,800. Service and Installation
2210 Gatesborough
Motorcycles & Arta
Antenna
Beasley's
or
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
492-8533 after 5p.m.
3br., 2 bath, living room,
& Satellite,
message.
leave
kitchen,
large
family room,
1983 750 Kawasaki 4cyl.
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
Owner & Operator
sun porch. 2400 square New tires, chain & sprock502-759-0901.
feet, fireplace new stove, ets. Excellent condition.
*Luke Lamb*
Campers
ANTIQUE refinishing, furdishwasher, furnace, coun- $1200. 759-8811.
C
custom
&
repair
niture
carpet.
and
tertops.
1988 YAMAHA Magnum
1997 30' Prowler 5th whee
woodworking. 753-8056.
$105,000. Call 753-0323.
7,xxx
miles,
Motorcycle,
with slide out & many
APPLIANCE REPAIR
2390 sqft.
$1200. 759-1893.
upgrade features. The
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
3br., 2 bath concrete
lot
on
up
camper is set
480
years experience. BOBBY
driveway. 30x40 shop out#86. At Lakeside camp436-5848.
HOPPER,
Parts
kao
w/pond
acres
17
building,
ground on HWY 68E at
Serving The Area For 27 Years
ART
WORK
492-6222.
Jonathan Creek. Call
direc
Slug
15'x7
SET1'
wall
borders,
Painted
Hand
3 or 4 br , older home in
270-753-6001.
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS
aluminum wheels
ceiling medallions, furnitown with 2 baths, C/H/A tonal
ture & more. 15yrs experiwith gas heat and one car 753-6415
Boats & Motors
• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring
ence. Cheryl Homer, Paris,
garage $46,000 759-4718
TN. 901-644-1855. 6-9am
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
night 7532-4582 day
14FT. Low line flat bottom
& 6-9pm.
BY CERTIFIED STAFF
3BR. 2 bath brick home.
Jon boat w/ tilt trailer, 25hp
BACKHOE SERVICE
Almost new, cathedral ceil1994 Ford Explorer.
w/
motor
Johnson
ROY HILL. Septic system,
ings. White kitchen, 2 car
4dr. burgundy, low
liquabond floor w/ new
hauling, foundnve-ways,
$91,200.
garage.
mileage. Excellent
indoor/outdoor carpet. New
dations, etc. 436-2113.
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660
753-6038.
condition. 435-4384
depth finder, foot control
Service
Lawn
BRYON'S
5pm.
after
Manokota trolling motor.
3BR, 2 bath house on 34
Free estimates 759-0276'
acres North Calloway.
1996 S-10 Blazer. 4x4. Asking $1300. Call after
753-1410.
CARPORTS for cars and
Auto, 0.0., cruise, PW, PL, 5:30PM 753-8396
trucks. Special sizes for
3BR., 1 bath 5yr. old home 4.3 V-6. 4dr, leather interi- 1977 SEARAY 241/2ft
on 1.5 acres. Has 16x16 or, Cd player, new tires, Cabin Cruiser New motor, motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protecoutbuilding. C/H/A. 6.5 50,xxx miles. $14,500. excellent condition $7500
tion, high quality, excellent
759-8811
miles from town. For more 759-2316
270-436-2269
information 767-9461.
1978 16' Pro Graft Bass value. Roy Hill 436-2113.

3.9 ACRES With 14x80
Mobile Home & hook up for
second trailer. $31,000
436-5032
32 4 ACRES, Pasture,
creek Timber, city water,
will divide Reduced to
$1650 per acre Terms
753-9302
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town Call for pnvete showing today 7532905
PROPERTY For Sale
3831 121 South $35,000
767-0277

3YR Old Home for sale in
Cambridge Subdivision
3br, 2 bath, C/H/A
Venftess gas fireplace, 2
car garage large deck
Noce yard & location For
appointment call 753-3440

1978 Ford Thunderbird. 1
owner. V-8, cruise, A/C.
Recently serviced, Runs
well. $850. 753-9473.

David's Home Improvement

901-247-5422

rE7,7ir's7c)747,-7"*L3
=Moving-

Cross Country Or Local

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

JOE SMITH CARPET

-! ---1A,amb Brothers
i Tree Service

3BR., C/H/A, gas logs, new
kitchen $69,000 Firm
759-9305

FOR SALE
3 BR - 2 BA
Central HVAC
903 Southwood Dr.
Low Down Payment

270-759-1610

Wedeln
OLDSMOBILE
1989
Cutlass Calais Quad-4
cylinder, white, 2dr, sunroof. Air, AM/FM cassette.
109,xxx miles. Excellent
shape, great gas mileage.
Good car for young dnver.
$2200. Call 753-8393.

Uivilvit $100,000

Country setting only

minutes to %Val-

Mart. 641 North then 464 West: 3 or 4
hedrooms/2 baths: finished bonus room:
1 acre lot - 759-0120 (Owner).

Global Mortgage Link
THE AMERICAN DREAM (Home Ownership)
Conforming & Non-Conforming Loans
Down - Great rates
•3% & 5% Down
•10% & 20% Down Etc.
•Investment Property
!Duplex - 4 Plex)
•Refinancing & Refinancing Ca4h Out
•Home Equity, 2nd Mort. Refi up to 125q
•Many Other Loan Programs.
Mier to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

•Zero

753-7407 • 1300 Johnson Blvd.

1321 OLIVE BLVD.
3 bedroom, 1.5 bath, large living room,
dining room, full attic, full basement,
kitchen has white custom cabinets with
Surell tops. tile floors in kitchen and bath.
Screened in front porch, hardwood floors
throughout. built in entertainment cabinet,
plenty of storage, completely redone over
the last 4 years, moving must sell - asking
$137,500.

753-1890

Business On A Budget?
2x2 consistency in classifieds
every day for a
month - incl/Shopper $205.
Call 753-1916 for details.

boat 85HP $2500 OBO
436-2535
1990 17ft., Bomber Bass
Boat w/ 90 horse Johnson
outboard w/ extras. Price
to sell CP $5600.
759-0870.
1993 Glastron SSV-205.
20ft. 305 V-8, SS, prop, low
hrs (180) custom cover,
tandem tr. $14,500. Galli
270-436-2647.
1994 17' Alumaweld Jon
Boat w/ 56" bottom.... All
welded w / ice runners....
rigged w / bass seats &
carpet.... 1995 60H.P.
Mercury w / tiller & power
trim.... Motorguide R/C
trolling motor.... Lowrance
LCR.... Drive-on trailer,
battenes. Used very little....
$4800.00 Phone: Day 270753-1844 Night 270-7537687.
1996 SEADOO GTI. 3 passenger, excellent condition.
New trailer. $4,000. 270492-8514, Leave message
2- TIGER Sharks.Jet skis.
Teal & yellow, with trailer.
Excellent condition $5,000.
759-1781.
88 Cheetah V-6 I/O mrec
Very nice $5800 270-7539237
EVINRUDE 25hp electric
start long shaft w/ remote
control box Just serviced
& ready to go $1100 OBO
Call Les @ 753-8604
Days
Houseboat
PONTOON
$9500 40ft with 150
Horsepower engine Too
many accessones to list
Call 767-9900 for complete
details
011eted
A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal & tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Carports. Pole
Barns. Metal Buildings.
Fencing Hardwood Floors
&
Finished
Installed
Workmanship
Quality
Rates
Affordable
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308

CONCRETE Finishing.
*Driveways
*Patios
*Sidewalks
*Free estimates.
435-4619.

f

CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar,
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613.
DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal. Call
270-435-4645.
DECKS, Roofing, vinyl siding. Quality work. Free estimates. Over 25 years
Gerald
experience.
Walters.
753-2592.
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or just replacing a switch.
Licensed & Insured
753-0834
FENCING
Midway Fence Company,
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices, Dickie Farley.
759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
gnnding,firewood Insured
489-2839
GARDENS
Tractor tilled & bush
hogging. Jimmy Edwards
435-4465
GET your tiller or lawnmower ready
Call Cecil McLeod's
Small Engine Repair Pick
up and delivery
753-9814
GUTTERS.
High quality seamless aluminum gutters. gutter supplies. gutter repair and
shutters Variety of colors
Free estimates Call West
Ky Seamless Gutters.
753-0278
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555.
1-877-902-5262
LAWN Mowing
759-1601
PAINTING- Pay less for
more Call Dan 753-9618

1-800-821-6907

LICENSED & INSURED

Free Estimates
24 Hr Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
Ptita

David's Cleaning
Services
Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
• Brick • All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
"We

Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

toipkins Pressure Cleaning
Commercial & Residential
*HOUSES
*FARM FACILITIES
*DECK & PATIO RESEALING
*DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCES
Free Estimates
1401 Garland Ct.
Murray, KY

Scott Lam pkins

(270) 767-0062
Fencing

Decks

DOWN TO THE
BARE KNUCKLES
Landscape • Lawncare
Knuckles
452 Cook Store Trail
Murray, KY 42071
Michael T.

(270) 489-2070
Cell (270) 210-0059

YARD LINE
Get on the line now to place
a classified ad to let people
kriow about your Yard Sale!

oft
Wow

Phone 753-1916
Fax 753-1927
LibGER & TIMES

FDA rebukes gene
therapy researcher
BOSTON (AP)- In a sharply
worded warning letter, federal officials accused a gene therapy
researcher of failing to follow key
patient safeguards or properly report
the death of a volunteer patient.
The alleged violations were outlined in the nine-page letter dated
April 28 and sent by the Food
and Drug Administration to Dr.
Jeffrey Isner, a Tufts University
scientist who headed the trials at
St. Elizabeth's Medical Center in
Boston.
One patient was included in a
trial even though he had cancer,
a fact the FDA said could have
been exacerbated by the treatment
which encourages blood vessel
growth that in turn can feed tumors.
The FDA said the patient's lung
tumor doubled in size within three
months of being treated.
The research team, whose trials were halted by the FDA in
March, also allegedly failed to
investigate and properly report the
death of another patient.
It was unclear whether the therapy caused her death 4 1/2 months
after she received an injection of
genetic material directly in her
heart. But the FDA said Isner only
told hospital overseers of compli-

cafions despite being "well aware"
of the death.
"Deviations in these studies
appear to be the result of a serious lack of knowledge of your
responsibilities as principal investigator including supervision of
personnel," the FDA letter said.
The letter said the enrollment
of ineligible subjects, such as the
cancer patient, "can be a serious
protocol deviation." It said such
patients may have faced "an unreasonable and significant risk of illness or injury" and that their inclusion may have tainted the results
of the study.
Isner has 15 days to respond
with a plan to correct the deficiencies.
Gene therapy attempts to repair
or replace abnormal genes in seriously ill patients by transferring
synthetically manufactured genes
into the body.
The therapy has been under
close scrutiny since the death of
an 18-year-old volunteer in an
experiment at the University of
Pennsylvania in September. The
patient died of liver failure after
he received an injection of genes
designed to correct a genetic liver
disease.

No winner in Big
Game lottery drawing
ATLANTA (AP) - First the
bad news: Nobody won. Now the
good news: Nobody won.
winner
no jackpot
With
announced in the Big Game lottery drawing Tuesday, stores that
sell its tickets were bracing for a
renewed flush of wannabe winners hoping for better luck.
The jackpot was expected to
climb from $150 million to a
record $200 million by the next
drawing on Friday, lottery officials said. The current jackpot
record is $197 million, which a
Massachusetts woman won last
year.
Since Big Game tickets are available only in Georgia, Illinois, Virginia, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan and New Jersey, mobs
of buyers have been gathering at
stores just inside those states' lines.
At The Mom and Pop Store in
Kingsland, Ga., people flocked from
Jacksonville, Fla., on Tuesday in
hopes of beating the odds.

Police had to direct traffic on
the crowded road, and an employee said sales at the store have
been three times greater than usual,
with people spending as much as
$200 on tickets.
For the record, the winning
numbers drawn Tuesday were: 333-36-42-43; the Big Ball was 13.
Thirty second-prize winners won
$150,000 and 199 players matched
four of the five numbers, plus the
Big Money Ball number. Those tickets are each worth $5,000.
The jackpot has even lured workers at the Florida Lottery, who
are prohibited by law from playing their own game. One employee drove to Beachton, Ga., and
bought $40 worth of tickets for
her colleagues.
"Our employees also have a
dream of becoming multimillionaires and living happily ever after,"
said Florida Lottery spokesman
Leo DiBenigno.

HOROSCOPES
TGIF in

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

child or loved one. Tonight:
style.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, May 5.
2000:
Financial opportunity strikes, especially
after June. Many ways of making money
and enhancing your security are offered.
Your career grows because of a sense of
direction and inspiration. Others find you

**** Take charge. Others look to you
for answers. You are in a unique position
to make what you want happen. Allow
another to give you feedback before you
charge ahead with a key project. Listen
to your sixth sense with a co-worker.
Tonight: Prepare for a late night.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Build on existing agreements, even though you might want to
implement a new concept. Be creative
about how you integrate your idea.
Others will appreciate your ingenuity if
approached properly. Don't take another's comment personally. Tonight: Take
off ASAP.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Relating on a one-on-one level
makes a huge difference in how another
reacts. Be aware that you might need a
financial overhaul. Don•t resist the
inevitable Brainstorm with someone
who has more fiscal savvy than you.
Tonight: Keep up the duo theme.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Others are in control. You
could give another a lot of flak or make
decisions that might not work. Try to
work as a team, even though it might be
hard for you. You know what to do, but
you might not be totally willing. Be honest with yourself. Tonight: Be a social
butterfly.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Dig into work. You can get a lot
done if you calm your mind. You could
easily get triggered by another's feedback. Emphasis is on work and accomplishment. You have high energy. Cut
through red tape. Watch where you are
heading. Tonight: Do errands.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You have an answer to

to be a strong leader, and they follow
willingly. A partner or associate could
become quite jealous. If you are single,
relationship possibilities appear now, and
again in winter. Zero in on what you
want, but curb a tendency to be possessive. If attached, incorporate your mate
in your goals. You work better as a team.
Take responsibility for your finances they could be a bone of contention.
GEMINI energizes you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive:
5-Dynamic;
Have:
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
***** You know what you want
today. Others respond to your special
requests. Keep a high visibility at work.
Make plans for a social weekend as well.
Others want and need to hear from you.
Don't hesitate to make that call. Tonight:
Breeze out the door.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Expenses could be adding up.
Eye a career venture carefully For some,
this could involve an image change.
Become something you have always
wanted to be. Trust a partner, even if he
doesn't always agree with you. Intensity
marks your relationship. Tonight:
Togetherness counts.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
***** You are a pistol, somewhat
out of control. High energy takes you in
new directions. Trust what is happening.
Be creative when dealing with a stubborn
partner. You know when enough is
enough. Head your own way. make your
own call. Tonight: Beam in what you

almost everything. Think and speak carefully, or you could push away a dear
fnend. Be sensitive; don't just express
everything you are thinking. Empathize.
Walk in another's shoes_ Tonight.

Naughty you!
want.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
CANCER (June 21-Juloy 22)
*** Take a back seat. Renlitin sure of *** Pressure builds and, even though
yourself. Say what you think. You could you think you have everything under
make yourself ill if you hold your feelings in. Reschedule daily activities and
make plans that work for you. An associate proves to be helpful. Tonight: Do
your own thing.
LEO (July 23-Aug 221
***** Aim for what you want Be
goal-dnven. You can succeed beyond
your wildest dreams. You might be seeing another with rose-colored glasses
Understand your limits, especially with a

control, a surprise or two lurks. You cannot coast along without considering
some basic issues. Be attentive to a
roommate or family member. Tonight:
Working late
BORN TODAY
Actor Lance Henriksen (1943), actor
Michael Palin (1943), actress Tina
Yothers(1973)
•••

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Following
quadruple bypass surgery several
months ago, my husband was prescribed several medicines. Now his
blood pressure is low (90/60) and his
pulse is slow (40). Consequently, he is
often dizzy and feels awful. The doctors are stumped.
DEAR READER: Well, they
shouldn't be. Your husband is probably
overmedicated, and the resulting low
blood pressure may explain his symptoms. Most bypass patients are given
medicine to improve circulation and
heart efficiency. However, such drugs
may often lower blood pressure to an
unacceptable level. I suspect that your
husband would improve if some of his
medications were reduced or eliminated. Ask his doctor about this.
After my father's bypass surgery, he
felt so dreadful that he insisted his
doctor stop most of his medicines.
Thereafter, he felt fine. While such a
drastic action is not everyone's cup of
tea, you would have to have known my
father to appreciate how relentlessly
stubborn he was. He claimed to have
"accurately misunderstood" his doctors, didn't want to put his "aches in
one basket," was fearful of "dying of
nothing" and wished as an adult to be
"the blind leading the blonde." Darn,
he had a great way with words, but
that's grist for another column.
If, on the other hand, your husband
is not taking the usual abundance of

, 1
nE
›.

getting engaged,
married or
having'an
nviiversary?
Let the
Ledger know.
I

prescription drugs, his dizziness and
low blood pressure may be caused by
inefficient heart action. In such a
case, a stress test and other examinations would be in order.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband of 36
years is a competent professional who
frequently must sit in on discussions
and conferences. When he is seated
for extended periods, he suffers from
involuntary spasms, jerking movements that occur about 10 times a
minute. This has reached the point
where colleagues prefer not to sit
next to him. Also, I've noticed that he
jerks while sleeping at night. On two
occasions, he has nodded off briefly
while driving. What should he do?
DEAR READER: Your husband
appears to have developed tics, involuntary muscle twitching. These
instances are ordinarily harmless and
are related to stress and fatigue.
Of course, some neurological diseases, such as multiple sclerosis, can
begin with twitching. Therefore, it's
important for your husband to make
an appointment with his doctor — or
with a neurologist. After appropriate
examination, the physician will probably order sophisticated laboratory
tests to complete the investigation.
Which tests the doctor orders, I'll
leave to him or her — but, clearly,
medical attention is mandatory under
the circumstances.
Falling asleep while driving is usually related to simple fatigue.
However, narcolepsy must also be
considered. This, too, needs to be
investigated. While your husband is
awaiting his appointment, perhaps he
ought to recharge his batteries by
declining some meetings or taking a
short vacation. To give you related
information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Multiple
Sclerosis." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
02000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 4, the
125th day of 2000. There are 241
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 4. 1970. National
Guardsmen opened fire on anti-war
protesters at Kent State University,
Ohio, killing four students and
wounding nine others.
On this date:
In 1626, Dutch explorer Peter
Minuit landed on present-day Man- .
hattan Island.
In 1776, Rhode Island declared
its freedom from England, two
months before the Declaration of
Independence was adopted.
In 1886, at Haymarket Square in
Chicago, a labor demonstration for
an eight-hour work day turned into
a riot when a bomb exploded.
In 1927, the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences was
founded.
In 1932, mobster Al Capone.
convicted of income-tax evasion.
entered the federal penitentiary in
Atlanta.
In 1942. the Battle of the Coral
Sea, the first naval clash fought entirely with carrier aircraft, began
during World War II.
.
In 1945. during World War IL
German forces in the Netherlands,
Denmark and northwest Germany
agreed to surrender.
In 1961, a group of "Freedom
Riders" left Washington for New
Orleans to challenge racial segregation in interstate buses and bus terminals.

Local Delivery
RATES
$18.75
3 mo.
$37.50
6 mo.
$75.00
1 yr.
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pace
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TODAY IN HISTORY

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

12

19

"THREE BOOKS ARE MATH
MOO AND FOUR BOOKS ARE
SCIENCE BOOKS "

Service.
William B. Miller, superintendent of Calloway County Schools,
spoke on "Attitudes" at a meeting
of Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club. New Sigma officers are Mrs. Bailey Gore, Mrs.
Gus Robertson Jr., Mrs. Chad
Stewart and Mrs. Virgil Harris.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Harris
were manied 50 years May 3.
Forty years ago
Fifty-four people have been
found thus far in Murray who were
not counted in the census. This
makes 9,929 people unofficially in
Murray. Needed are 71 more people to reach the goal of 10,000 for
the population of Murray.
Calloway County has 17 active
homemaker clubs, according to
Barletta Wrather, home demonstration agent. Published is a page feature on National Homemakers
Week for May 2-7.
Fifty years ago
Published is a picture of Mrs.
011ie Brown and Mrs. A.O. Woods
of the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club preparing
for the flower show, -Rainbow of
Flowers," on May 5 and 6 at the
club house. Mrs. Fred Gingles is
show chairman.
New officers of Ladies Auxiliary of Calloway County Post 5638
of Veterans of Foreign Wars are
Mrs. Helen Shroat, Mrs. Stute
Hamlin Jr., Mrs. George E. Overbey, Mrs. Bertha N. Dunn, Mrs.
Groover Parker, Mrs. B.C. Allbritten, Mrs. Geraldine Brewer and
Mrs. Hasten Wright.

DEAR PEGGY:Pm pleased to
say that as our population ages,
end-of-life issues are being
given increasing attention.
After the poem "Let Me Go"
appeared in my column, I
received dozens of letters from
families who had used hospice,
praising the efforts of "their"
hospice team, which comprises
doctors, nurses, social workers,
CONTRACT BRIDGE
counselors, home heart* aides,
clergy, therapists — ancPloyal
and devoted volunteers. Each
provides assistance based on
his or her area of expertise.
what to do after partner responds.
In addition, hospices help South dealer.
he is not going to know what to
If
vulnerable.
sides
Both
provide medications, supplies,
do after partner responds, he obviNORTH
equipment, hospital services
ously shouldn't use Blackwood.
•10
and additional helpers in the
Stated differently, when the
V A8
home if and when needed.
of aces (or kings) partner
number
4
6
8
9
10
J
Q
K
•
I was pleased to learn that
has is not the key to how many
+A 3
hospice coverage is widely
tricks can be made, it is better to
EAST
WEST
available. It is provided by
employ other methods to investi+764
+85
Medicare nationwide, by MedV KJ 10 7 5 gate slam possibilities.
V Q 96 2
icaid in 33 states, and by most
In the present case, even
•3
•7 2
though your partner is theoreti4Q J 9 4
4K 10 8 6 5
cally captain ofthe ship,you should
SOUTH
disregard hisfive-notrump request
4AKQJ 93 2
43
for kings and should instead bid
either seven spades or seven
•A 5
notrump!
+72
There is a good reason for this.
The bidding:
five-notrump bid guaranNorth's
East
North
West
South
Pass tees that your side has all four aces
4 NT
Pass
1
Pass and is at the same time a grand5 NT
Pass
5V
slam try. It would make no sense
7 NT
to use five notrump only as a stepOpening lead — queen of clubs.
Assume you're South and open pingstone to the six level.
With eight solid winners to
the bidding with one spade. Partner responds four notrump, obvi- contribute to your cause — about
ously Blackwood, so you bid five five tricks more than your partner
hearts, showing two aces. Partner knows about — you can safely bid
then bids five notrump, asking seven opposite a grand-slam try.
If you woodenly elected to bid
how many kings you have.
diamonds instead,showing one
six
iniwho
Usually, the player
tiates Blackwood is the one who king,partner might pass,and you'd
ultimately chooses the final con- miss a cold grand slam. This would
NO WONDER THE4 ALL
OF
His partner merely indicates be somewhat like the story of
tract.
COURSE
GROUJ UP THIMKING
how many aces(and,ifasked,lungs) Moliere's doctors, who insisted it
THEY'RE THE KINC7.
IT FITS!
he has. There are good reasons was better for the patient to die
IT'S Nei
why the Blackwood bidder should after being given the correct treatSIZE!
be in control. A player should not ment than to live after receiving
use Blackwood unless he knows the incorrect treatment.
Tomorrow: Test your play.

VC> Ft Et a 1T E.Ft cr WDIRS
JERE my, cAm•-rcLimes
INSIDE youR HEAD,So
DoN'T Y.14.104.4 WHAT'S
MAKIN& you so uNHAPPy.
I'M NOT
U1IHAPVI.

Ten years ago
private health insurance poliHuong Dinh of Murray will repcies. And if the patient is not
covere4 by Medicare or other resent Murray State University as
health Insurance, hospice will representative to Mountain Laurel
assist families in finding out
Festival at Pine Mountain State
whether the patient is eligible
May 24-27. Dinh is
for any coverage they might Park, Pineville,
major.
biology
senior
a
not be aware of. For anyone
Carmon Butler
Mrs.
and
Mr.
hospices
many
pay,
cannot
who
will still make their services were married 50 years May 3.
available using money raised
Births reported include a boy to
from the community or from Tony and Lisa Patton, April 24; a
memorial or foundation gifts.
boy to Karen and Don Ellis, May 1;
Most physicians know about
girl to Sheila and Billy Hopkins,
a
hospice. For physicians who
2; a boy to Tina and Dvid
May
don't, information is available
from the Academy of Hospice Stewart, May 3.
Twenty years ago
Physicians, state hospice organizations, medical societies or
Max B. Hurt of Kirksey, who
the National Hospice Helpline, has distinguished himself th
gh a
1-800-658-8898.
career of service that spans ore
Readers who are interested
than a half century, willje avqrded
in learning more about hospice
byMurray
may write: The National Hos- an honorary doctorate
pice and Palliative Care Orga- State University in commencement
nization, 1700 Diagonal Road, exercises May 10.
Dr. Yushin Yoo and Betty
Suite 300, Alexandria, VA 22314.
The Web site is: www.nhpco.org. Lowry were speakers at the May
Fellowship Day Program, spon*5*
sored by Church Women United of
DEAR READERS: From
Murray and Calloway County, at
"Marketing Resources," Issue
First Christian Church on May 2.
1995:
8,
No.
Mrs. Otis H. Erwin,,Mrs. John
Sign in Acapulco, Mexico,
hotel lobby: "The manager has T. Irvan, Mrs. Haron B. West, Mrs.
personally passed all the water W.P.' Russell and Mrs. Herman
served here."
Wicker are new officers of Zeta
Sign in religious artifacts Department of the Murray
stores: "If you're interested in Woman's Club.
life after death, try robbing
Thirty years ago
this store."
Danny Ray Todd, Larry H.
Sign in Norwegian cocktail
lounge: "Ladies are requested Chapman, John Wayne Hammons
not to have children in the and Larry B. Smith were inducted
into the United States Army in the
bar."
Sign in Bangkok dry clean- April draft call from Calloway
ers:"Drop your pants here."
County, according to Mrs. Gussie
Adams, executive secretary of Local Board No. 10 of the Selective

SKIRTS

4171.

Ul

DEAR ABBY. Thank you for
reprinting "Let Me Go" and discussing the durable power of attorney for health care. The state of
Ohio has recently enacted a do-notresuscitate comfort-care law that
further protects patients who wish
to be "protected" from "heroic measures." I hope other states are doing
the same. However, this still may
not be enough.
When our elderly aunt was a
patient in a local nursing home, she
made her wishes clear — no heroic
measures. She had serious asthma
and a failing heart. Even though
she had a durable power of attorney
for health care and a DNR order,
the nursing home would ship her off
to the hospital every time she had a
problem breathing. She would then
be subjected to tubes, needles and
tests — none of which she wanted.
Finally, we convinced her to contact hospice. The hospice staff was
able to educate the nursing home
staff on specific ways to ease her
breathing and avoid emergency hospital trips. Hospice did nothing to
hasten her death. They did supplement her nursing home care, kept
her comfortable, and gave the family much peace of mind. To my
thinking, hospice served as her line
of defense against these well-intentioned but unwelcome measures.
She recently died, at the nursing
home, peacefully in her sleep.
PEGGY IN OHIO
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MOMENTS FROM THE MILLENNIUlli

A MONTH-BY-MONTH LOOK BACK AT SIGNIFICANT EVENTS IN MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY FOR THE PAST 100 YEA

k
• 1930 - Work was
started on a new
200,000 library building at Murray State
Teachers College.
• 1930 Marker noting
Nathan Stubblefield,
inventor of radio, was
placed at Murray
Teachers
College
March 28.
• 1956 - A temporary
bridge has been constructed over Clarks
River
on
New
Concord Highway
and has ben officially
opened.
• 1956 - Natural gas
for the city of Murray
became a reality
when the Murray
City Council authorized Mayor George

//-ttd

Hart to accept the bid
of $925,000 by a New
York company for
construction of a natural gas system for
the city.
• 1964 - Construction
begins for West View
Nursing Home.

Fourth Monday Mule Day in Murray

ap/iyas_ p

• 1967 - Construction
on new bypass from
Hwy. 121 to U.S.
Hwy.641 starts.
• 1970 - MSU officials
break ground for a
new General Services
Building on Chestnut
Street.
• 1980 - The Tappan
Company is considering
closing
its
Murray operation.
• 1980 - The Murray
plant of Fisher-Price
Toys has officially
started production in
its new molding facility.
• 1980 - A dedication
program for Pogue
Special Collections
Library set for April
26.

• 1980 - Tappan Co.
made final its decision to close its gas
range plant. It had
been in Murray since
October 1945.
• 1984 - Kala Stroup
inaugurated at MSU.
• 1985 - First completed lawn mower
carburetors roll off
'the Briggs & Stratton
line.
•
1988
Groundbreaking held
for University Square
Shopping Center.
• 1990 - City council
approves $230,000
land deal for 18.5
acres of land to help
promote an expansion of Ryan Milk.
• 1995 - Old jail officially emptied of prisoners
following
Departmnet
of

..

Murray Trade Day on North 4th Street in 1937.

Corrections shutdown
order.
• 1995 - Announcement
that city and county
schools will get first-ever
state cash rewards totaling $545,251 - for
students'
improved
KIRIS test scores.
• 1995 - Calloway

Four Brothers Gulf - South Fourth Street, in Murray.

County Clerk Teresa
Rushing resigns, less
than • two weeks
before her trial for
allegedly failing for
deposit $219,000 in
tax revenue, then
using
personal
money to cover the
deficit.
• 1996 - Cracks in the
concrete portions of
the Regional Special
Events Center have
slowed construction.
• 1999 - MSU Faculty
Senate censures MSU
President Dr. Kern
Alexander regarding
the release of faculty
evaluations to the
students.

Sponsored By Cains Chrysler .•

ON THE RIGHT TRACK

Beep!

Beep!'

A Racing Heritage
ond and fifth, respectively.
none form or anoth- people began to take
notice.
er, Chrysler has A broken rocker arm
stopped
been off and running in com- Tetzlaff at 33
laps But
petition for nearly one hun- Carlson, with Tetzlaff
in
dred years. And performance relief, finished
ninth, while
through innovative engineer- averaging 70.97 mph.
ing has always been a cbmTo conform to the AAA
pany hallmark What would (American
Automobile
eventually
grow
into Association) '300 rule" for
Chrysler's long racing histo- 1915, the four-car
Maxwell
ry began over a century ago racing team was powered
by
Companies like Brush, four-cylinder single overColumbia
(so,metimes head cam 298cid engines.
referred
to
as
Pope- However,
the
smaller
Columbia), Thomas-Detroit, engines did not
perform as
Chalmers-Detroit
and well on kerosene as the largStoddard-Detroit plied their er engines.
trade of speed and perform- After the team went
winless
ance over the reads and in the first six events of
the
speedways of America. Many season, the engines
were
of these firms, plum a /ow tac- converted to gasoline. Over
a
itly related concerns, were span of three days
in March
funneled into the ill-starred 1915, Barney Oldfield drove
United
States
Motor his little Maxwell to victory
Company. Thereafter, that in the 300-mile Venice
company was purchased by (California) Grand
Prix and
Maxwell.
the 103-mile Tucson Road
Nearly from its inception. Race.
Maxwell had been in racing.
At
Indy.
Eddie
By 1914, when the firm real- Rickenbacker's new 16-valve
ly became serious and real- Maxwell threw a rod, and
ized what racing did for teammate Tom
Orr's rear
sales, Maxwell had acquired axle bearing failed. But
the
the services of Ray Harroun, reliable Carlson, with relief
who designed and drove the help from Hrighie Hughes,
Marmon 'Wasp" to victory in went the distance on a single
the first Indianapolis 500 in pit stop to finish ninth.
1911.
Tragedy struck on July 4
Always the experimenter. when Carlson and his riding
Harroun designed a four. mechanic. Paul Franzer,
cylinder 445-cubic inch crashed to their deaths
at
kerosene-burning
engine the
Tacoma
with 140 horsepower No

The
popular
two-time engine was dominant at breathing, most efficient "Joe James did drive some Hemi. By this, researchers
Vanderbilt Cup winner lived Indianapolis and other major design of its time.
laps for us," recalls Wolcott's had tweaked the engine up
but a few hours afterward.
American speedways. Since
In a matter of weeks. chief mechanic Herb Porter 477 horsepower. Ray Nichels
While Maxwell passenger World War II, the only stock Chrysler initiated at test "But Chrysler and
Firestone took on the job of chief
car sales had ridden the crest block entry to make lndy's program
on
a special wanted a driver with more mechanic Sam Hanks, 1953
of the racing team's
Indianapolis experience. AAA National Driving chamsuccess,
board
So we got George Connor, pion, as hired as the first test
members feared the
who did most of the test- pilot.
reverse could prove
ing."
On June 16, 1954, Chrysler
true following the
Connor, a veteran of 14 opened the Chelesa Proving
Carlson and Grant
Indy starts, lapped effort- Grounds with a bang. The
fatalities The firm
lessly at 137 mph. They new test facility, a sprawling that would stand for many
officially dropped
drove about 900 miles, 4,000-acre facility near Ann years.
out of racing for the
through the summer, Arbor, Michigan, contained
When Hanks left the pro1916 season
between races," Porter every sort of road surface gram, Pat O'Connor took
However, with
stated. 'But that story and terrain imaginable over the Chrysler's cockpit.
financial assistance
about the practice 500 is a Perhaps most important of When the "Race of Two
from Indianapolis
bunch of stuff It never all was the six-lane high- Worlds" at Monza, Italy, was
Motor
Speedway.
happened."
speed 4 7-mile banked track, about to become a reality founders
Carl
"No, we never ran more where cars could be run day 500-mile event between
Fisher and James
than 10 or 20 laps at a and night at high speeds
European Grand Prix drivers
Allis,on,
time," Connor recalls. ''We Among several events that and Indy's best - Firestone
Rickenbacker purnever ran a practice race took place that day was an dispatched
O'Connor,
chased the four-car
stall"
4
exhibition race by four of the Nichels and the Chrysler for
Maxwell
team.
However, the AAA and best Indianapolis 500 drivers testa.
Officially
recogthe Indy status quo must of the era. They included
O'Connor took to the highnized as the Presthave believed the canard. 1952 Indy winner Troy banked 2.66-mile Monza
0-1,ite
Racing
The sanctioning body Rottman, '53 and '54 Indy course
as though he'd driven
Team, the cars still
went back on its word.
George Connor drove Roger
champ Bill Vuckovich Sr., there all of his life His avercarried the Maxwell
"In January they told us then-current
Wolcott's Chrysler-powered
National age of 163.77 mph for 2.66
n
a
me
we had to cut the displace- Champiessablp point leader miles was considered faster
Rickenbacker drove roadster (top), which spawned
ment down to the same as Jimmy be,and perennial than
Driving
World
one racer and hired the Firestone test car (above.
the Offy," Porter lament- front rove qualifier Jack Champion Juan Manuel
Pete Henderson to
ed. 'We just didn't have McGrath, all in their Offy- Fangio's single lap record of
drive a second machine
33-car field had been the 'Indianapolis 500 " racing time to get ready for ht-,]-." powered care.
162 5 And when O'Connor
The Indy 300 (shortened by Granatelli brothers' flathead engine Designated the A311,
Derby'qualifying, McGrath rumbled off a lap of 1700,
war restrictions '.d prewar Ford. Since the mid - the is331-incher used 12.5:1 FIRESTONE'S GREAT roared around the track at there
was more shaking than
reduced field of carallound Thirties, the only factory- compression ratio pistons,
179.31111 mph, shalitaring the the leaves on the trees lining
WHITE CAR
the
Maxwells
of backed efforts from Detroit enlarged valves and a special
world chimed -course mark ctla the Rettilineo di Leuante
Rickenbacker
and came from Studebaker and cam, and was fed alcohol fuel Since the Wolcott Chryslers 148.17 established by Leon
(back
stretch) as the
Henderson starting second the ill-fated team of Miller- provided by a Hilborn fuel had lapped Indy at substan- Duray
in 1928. Ruttman Chrysler blazed by at over
and ninth. respectively. Fords. This the AAA Con test injector system. This pro- tially higher speeds than the clocked
174 762, Vukovick 190 mph.
Rickenbacker Board wasted to change
duced in excess of 400 horse- Offy-powered cars, Firestone 170.234 and Bryan, in the
took the lead at
In the
of. 1952, the power at a moderate 5.200 had an idea Why not test only dirt track car. 'only'
the start, and AAA sor
that for the rpm. giving the Hem' a 35 to their racing tires with such A 166 342.
lapping following
was
all stock 50-horse advantage over the car at a speed greater than On June 30, Hanks and
that encountered in racing Firestone test car took
cars by the fifth block passenger car engines Offy
to the
circuit. would be allowed 335 cubic
Indy car owner Roger situations' In this way driv- same track for a solo run.
Unfortunately, inches for Indianapolis and Wolcott was contracted to ers would be furniebed a tire Sam gradually brought the
steering other championship races. supply a chassis for testing with a safety tone of several roadster up to 175, 178 and
led while he This encompassed all the the engine. Wolcott produced miles pe hour.
179 mph
After several
During the winter of 1953- effortless laps at over 180;
was a half modern V-8 configurations not just a chassis, but a
ahead, on the road, and gave them a Kurits 500A roadster This 54. Firestone commissioned Hanks thundered around the
mile
stopping his real shot at competing with chassis was identical to the Frank Kurtis to build a road- course at 182 554 mph. It
chassis,
designed was a new world's record
favored the Offe-haueer four hanger Offy-powered Howard Keck ster
Maxwell This measurement seemed Fuel Injection Special that around the 331cid Chrysler
while it was made to order for the potent Bill Vukovich Sr nearly won
in
20th 331cid CArysler hemispheri- with in 1953 and '54
place. cal combustion chamber V-8, For years, a story has made
However, introduced in 1951.
the rounds that the Wolcott
He nderson,s was nothing really There
1916.
new Chrysler, driven by either
team
Maxwell
the
sod
purcha
machine. about this type of combus- Joe &Wallin or Joe James,
tten backer
i RiC
Speedway with Rickenbacker driving tion *hawker. However, ran a practice 500-mile race
E raringdde
Dismayed at the loss, relief, finished an outstand- under the design guidance of at lady complete with pit
other
me thought Harroun withdrew the other ing
sixth, at '7FI 28 mph
Jamie C &oder, the team of storm, at the fantastic avermuch of the kerosene idea. Maxwell
Ray White, William E. ace of 134.35 mph. This
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP
But in practice for the 1014 In October.
STAR
during practice
Drinkard
and
Mel would have been some five Or
Indianapolis 500, the ceee for the inaugural event at
THE AGE OF
'arpantier. the Hemi pnno- six miles per hour faster
00000
produced superior mileage. the Sheet-shoed
THE HEMI
Bay board
isifte Wall pram a
ple was raised loan art form than Troy Ruttman'a 1952
Email: 2cainsecablecomm-ky.net
And when Teddy Thtalaff and Meek Harry Grant
suffered
By 1952, with few excep- The huge overhead valves record speed How this story
(270)
753-6448
•
Billy Carlson qualified Nee- a fiery crash
(270)
753-6670
FAX
in his Maxwell tions,
the
Offenhauser made the engine the deepest got started as unknown
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Chrysler
products'
presence at race tracks
around the world has
been as varied as the
Dodge-powered sprint
car Jimmy Weldon campaigned in 1946 and the
clymouth Road Runner
nod Dodge Super Bee
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colorful graphics.
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Murra\, Elemenfar\,
Mrs, Whtf-aker's Third Grade Class
Hey you! Yeah you! Do you
want to hear about my MOST
STUPENDOUS MOM EVER?
Well, I bet you do so let me get
started.
My mom is the most loving
mom. She takes me all the
places that kids can really enjoy,
like Disney World and St. Louis.
I love my mom so much, but
sometimes we get in to fights
about who loves who the most. I
try my hardest, but she always
wins.
My mom really and truly loves
me. I really can't believe she
does this much for me. I am so
happy that I have a mom like my
mom! God bless my mom!!!
Mackenzie Austin
My mom is SO special to me.
Why? Because she has the most
loving family in the world! She
married the best husband, she
was pregnant with a nice big sister (who's 45 minutes older than
me and sometimes is a pain in
the neck), and the most wonderful thing about my Mom is... she
has the most WONDERFUL,

CUTEST, Baby Brother, on
Earth! His name is Tucker. That
is one of the reasons I love my
Mom, but the reason I love her
is because she loves me.
You know what, if it wasn't for
my Mom, I wouldn't be here
writing this poem, and if it wasn't for your mom, you wouldn't
be reading this poem.
It's mother's day, think about
what your Mom has done for
you, and thank them!
Meghan Austin
Do you love your mom? Well I
love my mom.
My mom is loving. My mom
buys my food and toys. She
takes me to school. She always
helps me with homework. She
goes with me to the movies. We
always go to basketball games. I
always go to the store with her
and find the food for her. When
I get in trouble at school she
always listens to me to make me
feel better, and we do something
together. That's why I love my
mom.
Brett Bramer

"Mother loves living at
Glendale Place, and I love it, too!"

This is a story about a mom
and her daughter that get into a
big competition about who loves
who more! Who will win?
Mom: I love you Abby.
Abby: I love you more!
Mom: Oh no you don't. I love
you as high as the clouds!
Abby: I love you as big as the
solar system...I love you to
infinity and you can't go higher
than that!
Mom and Abby: I love you!
Abby Dowdy

-Betty Doran
daughter of Frances Butterworth
Glendale Place resident since 1998
At Glendale Place the residents enjoy a carefree,
independent lifestyle (including our Mother's Day
brunch — with hats!) Their families enjoy the
reassurance of the comprehensive services
Glendale Place provides.
For information on how good senior living
can be, call 759-1555 today.
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I love my mom more then anything in the world. She makes
me feel really, really special on
my birthday, like I'm the only
thing that's important. She's like
an angel watching over me. She
always says if anything happened to me she would die. That
makes me feel Really important.
When she packs my lunch she
always packs me too much so I
won't get hungry. When ever
I'm hurt and it only hurts a little
she doesn't take me to school.
She's always thinking of other
people. She spent $50 on our
whole church. You would have
to be as nice as my morn to do
that.
That's why I love my mom!
Wouldn't you.
Lyne Basiak

Covemint Gmup Community

905 G1en:131e Aced • Mirray, KY 42071

My mom is the greatest,
because she can take care of a
family of six. My mom works
hard.
My mom is nice. She hardly
ever raises her voice. She was
nice enough to get us a dog.
She is also very loving. She
helps with homework and buys
me stuff.
Trevor Ehrenheim
I have loved my mom ever
since I was a baby. Her name is
Carol June Kauppinen. I stay by
her side. She takes me places. I
love her, because she does
things for me. When I was in the
hospital she was there for me.
She makes homemade meals for
me. We are connected together
by heart. That is why I love her.
Justin Michael Kauppinen
17 love my mom. She is caring
and thoughtful. She takes me
places and buys me things. I
love my Mom.
She makes me food and helps
me with things. She also tells me
funny jokes. She is the perfect
mom. I love my mom.
She is special, because she is
nice and always has a smile on
her face.
David Kuykendall

My Mom is very special to me.
My mom is caring. She is
always getting me things. She is
very nice. She always lets my
friends come over. She is very
thoughtful. She loves to play
games with me. I love my
mom!! My mom is the best!!
Zach Buck
I love my mom because she
can be nice. I also think she
would take me to Woods and
Wetlands. She used to take me
there all the time. She used to
get me little lizards there. I think
she is excellent! That is why I
love my mom.
Nathan Graves
My mom is the best, because
she loves me very much. My
mom is nice and caring. She
does a lot to help me and helps
me with my homework. She
plays baseball with me. My
mom also plays golf with me
some times. We have lots of fun
together! My mom is happy
most of the time. My mom
makes me laugh when she tickles me. I love my mom.
Anthony Gremore
My mom is the best, because
she is pretty. She cooks for me,
but most of all she loves me. My
mom is funny, and she helps me
with my homework. She takes
me places. She does the dishes,
and she gives me hugs and kisses. This is why I think my mom
is the best.
Shawn Hicks
I love my mom because she
keeps me warm on cold nights.
She scares away my frights. She
cooks me what I want. She looks
as beautiful as a swan in a pond.
She works at my school (that's
GREAT!) My mom is very
important to ME. But...the most
important thing is she's my
MOM!
Nick Kaurnarek

II See Page 3
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Morn, Elemenfar), - Mrs,thikti-aker's Tbird Grade C1055
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My mom is kind, loving, and
polite. I love my mom, because
we are rich with love and always
will be. My mom is nice and
cares for me when I'm sick. She
will always be my mom.
Lauren Leave11
I love my mom, because she
painted my room and taught me
to paint. She is kind. She bought
me a snow globe. Her birthstone
is a ruby. Roses are red, violets
are blue, sugar is sweet, and she
is, too.
A. Yvette McCreary
My mom keeps me warm all
day and night, and puts on my
nightlight. She loves me so, and
so do I. She gets me presents,
and I'm so glad, that I wish I
could pay her back. She is the
best, and wishes me good. She
takes me places, she congratulates me when I make a good
grade, and if I don't, she still is
happy because I tried. That's
why I love my mom.
Rebecca Raj
My mommy is special. Why is
she special? She loves me not
for who I will be, but for who I
am, and that is what is really
truly special.
I always know she is in Gods
hands, because daddy and her
never fight, she prays to God
every night, and thanks God for
all the things he has given us.
My mommy's name is Kathy
McNutt!
Sarah McNutt
My mom is the greatest mom
ever. She is always there for me.
She never leaves my side. She
buys me new things to play with
and to use at school. My mom is
the nicest lady ever. I never want
her to leave me. I love my mom
a whole lot. My mom might not
be perfect to some people but
she is to me!
Erin Morrison
My mom is great. She is so
pretty. My mom is so sweet and
happy all the time. She is a loving mom. She always makes me
happy, and I make her happy
too. She is always helpful when
I have homework. When she
cooks pizza it is so great. My
mom is so nice when I am happy
or sad. She is very caring about
her family. She is the best mom
that I ever had. She takes me to
Dairy Queen. Tomorrow she is
taking my brother and I to my
dad's house, and we will stay for
one night. Then he is taking us
home. I'm happy to see my
mom. My mom is so kind to me.
Catherine Noland,

My mom is a kind and a loving
28 year old wife and a loving
mother of two children, but to
me she is the most wonderful
mother ever and I could never
let her go. She always tells me
how much she loves me. If you
don't have a mother like that
then I have the best mom ever.
Taylor Parker
My mom is important, because
she is my mom and she is too
special! She does a lot for me!
She takes very, very, very, very,
very, very good care of me!! She
loves me, and I love her too! We
go shopping together. Almost
every Christmas we bake cookies. Once she rode horses with
me. We do every thing together!
In the summer we go swimming
at the Murray City pool. But the
important thing about my mom
is she is my mom!
Brooklyn McKinney
I love my mom, because she's
nice, loving, super, and great.
She took me to a movie, but not
just any movie, Pokemon, The
First Movie. She'll even play
Sorry with me. She lets Ginny
and Emma come over. She takes
me to Pagilias. She takes me to
the park. She takes me to Aunt
Teresa's barbershop to get my
hair cut. She gives me bathes.
She does almost anything for
me. That's why I love my mom.
Chelsea Summerville
I love my Mom, because she
cooks for me. She cleans for me.
Oh I love my Mom!
She also takes me places. I
remember when she took me to
Adventure River. It was so fun.
She also let me have a slumber
party with 9 or 12 kids over! Oh
I love my Mom!
Taylor Brooke Walker

Do you love your Mom? Well I
love my mom. Mi Mama es
espesial para mi por que meyaba
al parque y adonde trabaja mi
papa y meyeba ala casa de Luis
y ala casa de mi prima y y tavien
adonde trabaja mi papa y cuado
mi Mama descansa meyeva al
parke con mi prima ycon migo y
mi papa nos bamos y yo y mi
papa jugamos vasqued boll y mi
Mama y mi prima se van a los
columpios y cuando dan las 5
nos bamos ala casa ague mi
prima es pere asu Mama y
despues yo me meto a adormir
para el otro dia benir ala escuela
a estudiar.
Franncisco Vazquez
Is your mom nice? Well I'm
going to tell you about my mom.
My mom is an action mom.
She's an action mom, because
she plays basketball with me
every evening. She swims with
me at LBL. Finally, she walks
with me on the trail at LBL.
That's why my mom is so special!
Rick Starks
My mom, Kesha Sullivan, is
the best mom in the world. I
love her with all my heart!
She has taken me all over the
world including Disney World, a
kids' paradise, for a happy vacation.
Come on its not the only thing
I care about. Its you mom,
because you're the one who
takes me everywhere. Like
when we went on a scary ride,
you were always hugging me
the whole way. I don't love her
just because she does all those
things for me. It is because she's
my mom and the only one I've
got!
Lynley Sullivan

Hi, my mom's name is Sherry
Boyd. I love her, because she is
my mom. She does a lot for me
like buy me food to eat and buys
presents for my birthday. Even if
she's not rich, I still love her, but
she's rich with love. Also my
mom and I are a family and you
can't change that. That's the
truth. If you do than I will be
mad, because she is the one who
brought me in this world. I never
want to be spilt away from her,
because I love her very much.
She's like an angel watching
over me. God bless my mom!
Sherece Boyd

Mom is full of love. I love her
very much. It's not easy to tell
how much I love her, because
our love is everlasting. To me
love is a thing you can't give
anyone. I believe a mother is a
gift of love.
Mom will always care for me,
and I will always care' for her.
When I get sick, she always
helps me get better. If mom gets
sick, I help her. Mom and I are
family.. CAN'T
CHANGE
THAT!
Tyler Spann

Her name is Patrica Garrigus.
She is my favorite mom in the
world. I will love her all my life
and that will not change no matter what. My mom is nice,
because she takes me out to dinner some times. My mom is so
nice, because she brought me to
this world.
Jessica Prosek

AMA iktOUSE
Notkir "d Dag Sftecied
MAY 10-14

25% OFF Buffet With Coupon (Mother's Only)
Fresh Buffet, Soup, Super Dessert & Ice Cream
Hours: Sun.-Thur. 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m., Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
(Next to Pizza Hut)

Ashby's Sterling Ice Cream

otheis Tay Oa Nam Cake

4. 4„ Alt is.a
Mother's Day Gi Ideas
71(44e Viiot nut Sftecial
• Needlework Blocking & Framing
• Mounting & Matting
• Original Prints & Posters

FRAME VILLAGE
Downtown • Murray • 759-9853

OMountain Valley"'
AMERICA'S PREMIUM SPRING WATER
• Bottled only at the original spring
source in Hot Springs, Arkansas.
• Naturally mineral-rich and sodium
free.
• Geqiogically protected, consistently
ins
210 Main • 753-0819 • Fax 759-1581

00orr
$2
any Mother's Day Cake ($12.00 minimum)
Offer good at Murray location. One coupon per visit. Expires 5/13/00.

Ashby's Sterling
Ice Cream
(Formerly Baskin Robbins)
Olympic Plaza • Murray, KY • 753-3111
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Easf Elemenfor),
Mrs,Pafferson's Third Grade Class
I love my mom because she is
always there for me. She is
always helpful. She is never
mean to me, my brother, or my
sister. She has never got on to us
alot. She has never got on to
Daysha, not even once. Well I
will talk to her later.
Tabitha Milby
I love my mom because she is
there when I need her. If I ask
her a question she never fails to
answer it. She is very nice to
me! If! need help, she is always
there to help me. She is very
smart and very pretty.
Jill Rhodes
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My mom is the greatest. She's
the one who's always there for
me. She is so nice to me. She
gives me love and care. She is
very kind to me. She is wonderful to me. I love her and she
loves me. She is a wonderful
person. She plays ball with me.
Carle Todd
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Happy Mother's Day

I love my mom because she is
very nice. She is nice because
she takes me to the store and
buys me a toy. Somtimes she
takes me to the movies and you
can tell that she is a very nice
mom. And she is very good at
being a mother.
Raymond Wycoff
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I love my mom because she
will always be there for me. I
also love her because she always
helps me and she will never stop
loving me. She will never turn
away from me and and she'll
always be there when I'm in
trouble. I love you so much and
I know you love me too. You
will never say no when I ask you
to help me with something. I
love you and your the greatest!
Shellie Lofton
Why I love mom mom because
when I need her she is allways
there for me and if I am in trouble she will help me. And when
she takes me to the Easter hunt,
she lets me play in the Froggy
balloon.
Curtis Brawner
I love her because she is sweet
and she takes good care of us. I
like her very much and she loves
us and we love her.
Josh Martin
I love my mom because.. she
raised me and treated me right
and cared for me. She always
made me happy and never let me
go. I'll love her from now till
I'm 9 hundred years old. She'll
be in my heart forever and ever.
Dustin Schroader

• See Page 5
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Selected Merchandise

Pat Vick lost
54% lbs.
& 58 inches.

$10
Rack

II

including selected Tommy Bahama

Register to win a $50 Gift Certificate to be
given away May 13 for Mother's Day.

DAUGHTER

Sale ends May 10th
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Lee Ann Vick lost
70 lbs. &
72% inches.
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And has kept it
off for 3 years.

•

Ladies Fine Apparel

305 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 753-7441
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305 N. 12th St.
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I love my mom because she is
nice, kind, and generous. She is
the best she helps me with home
work. She a fair womon too, but
I don't care because I love her
and she loves me too. I said,
"She is the best."
Johnathon Hammonds
I love my mom because she
loves me. But the real reason I
love here is because she sticks
up for me and she helps me
when I need help. She cooks for
me and lets me pick what food I
want. She lets me go to Sunday
school too.
Daniel Burgdolf
I love my mom. She takes care
of me. She tucks me in at night.
On my birthday she gets only
the best for me. I love you mom.
Heather M. Davis
My mom has allways been
there for me. She is so generous
to me! That is why I love her.
Intact she is the best cook. She
is the best mom in the world.
Allen Cook
I love my mom because when
ever I need help she helps me.
She is verey Generous. My mom
is never mean. I love my mom
because she loves me.
Laura Rogers

I love my mom because she has
been there when I needed her. I
love my mom for feeding me.
taking care of me, and keeping
me healthy, and huging me
when I'm lonly. and I'm mosly
thakful for her loveing carcing
ways and for bringing me in this
world.
Amanda Perkins
I love my mom because she is
nice to me. She has a roof over
my head. She buys my clothes
and toys. She is just a wonderful
mom and most of all she is my
mom.
Margaret Hendrick
[love my mom because she is
always there for me. When I ask
what the weather is going to be
like, she says, "It's going to be
cold I would wear jeans.", or
"It's going to be warm I would
wear shorts." I think she is the
best mom ever!
Alexis Lowdermilk

My mom is the best! She
always buys me church clothes.
When it's Easter, we always
have a lot of fun!
My mom loves me a whole lot.
Because I love her a whole,
whole, whole lot! I love you
mom a whole lot! Love you!
Tabitha Austin

I love my mom because she is
special to me. I love her very
very much. Her name is Louise.
Justin Ripley
I love my mom because she
takes care of me. She lets me
have a horse, dog, cat, cows,
goats, and turtles. She tells me
what is right or wrong. She
shows me how to do things. She
draws great horse pictures. I
love my mom.
Amanda Duncan
I love my mom because she
buys me finger bikes and skateboards. She is very nice to me. I
love her very much because she
loves me too. She is so sweet to
me. Sometimes she gets mad at
me, but I know she loves me.
Logan Swor
I love my mom because she is
really nice she helps me when
ever I need her to. My mom lets
me do alot of things I want to
do. She will buy me some things
I want. My mom also will give
me so of her things she had
when she was little. My mom
gives me most of all alot of love.
The thing my mom does that I
do not have to worry about is
that she will always be there for
me. My mom is the greatest
mom a kid could ever have.
Ashley Bowman

I love my mom because she
cook's me food. Also she takes
good care of me. She hellps me
when I am sick. Mom watches
t.v. with me. She plays the play
station with me. We play at lake
simon and in the swiming pool.
Damon Turner

I love my mom because... She
always will come to school
when I need her. She will love
me when I need her love. And
she is nice to Keshea, my sister,
and me.
Chelsea Wadkins

The reason I love my mom is
because she always takes care of
me. And she feeds me when we
are hungry. When we get hurt
she helps me and I get better.
And when people hurt my
fellings I can trust her so I can
tell her my feelings.
Jessica Johnson
Why I love my mom is because
she feeds me. When I am sick
she gives me a Sundrop. When I
am bored she gives a solution.
My mom gives me a drink, it is
called pink lemonade. It is very
good.
Alexander Sharp
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.MOM'S DAY
MEAL
9oz. Seasoned Ribeye
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I love my mom becaues she lets
me go skating, and lots of other
fun things. She also helps me
whith my homeworke. She
washes my closes, to. I love my
mom a lot.
I love my mom, and she loves
me too. Sometimes she scares
me and says BOO! Sometimes
she tickles me, and I jump like a
flea, But I'll always love her,
And she'll always love me to.
Joshua Lee
She takes me to Paligia's on my
birthday. She buys me some
games for my game boy. She is
always there. She takes me to
Florida.
Laken Vance

I love my mom because she
cairs. She gives me alowents.
Takes me camping. But! most of
all she loves me.
Robert Cagle
I love my mom because she is
nice. She takes care of me when
I'm sick. She helps me out.
When I'm sad she chers me up.
Devan Oliver
I love my mom very much
because she is nice to me. She is
always there for me. She always
gets me birthday present. I like
when she gives me hugs and
kisses. She is the best mom in
the hole wid world. She helps
me do my homework. I love her
very very very much.
Molly Fender

I love my mom becuse she let's
me get things. And she let's me
have partys. Mom even feeds
I love my mom becase she is
me. And she is going to let me
nice to me and becase she lets
me go to my frinds house. And
go to 4H camp. Mom lets my
let's me spind the night. And she
friends come over too. She let's
plays cards with me to. Plus
me go places. And that's why I
boed games.
love my mom.
Charles Sieting
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Why i love my mom. She buys
me stuff. She takes me to pet
shops. She helps me when Im
sick. She boght me a camra from
Tennesee. She help me with my
home work.
Todd Miller
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She is a loveing caring person,
and she's always there for me.
She's neverer for got my birthday. She gives me hugs and kiss.
She's in the hospital right now.
so. She took care of me, so, it's
my turn to take care of here.
Wesley Doughty

I love my mom because she
loved me. She takes care of me.
She sweet to me. She takes me
to birthday's party's. My mom is
a carring person. She's not like
people sase she is. She whould
treat you like she whould like to
be treated. She gave me brother's and sisters. I love my mom.
B.J. Duncan
I love my mom because she lets
me ware make up and she might
let me go to 4H camp!
She is a loveing. caring and
patient mom. I love her dearly!
Tabatha Taylor

From Your Local Marble Manufacturer...

Thornton Tile
& Marble
612 S. 9th St. • 753-5719

I love my mom because she
helps me with my homework.
She buys me a lot of clothes.
She is letting me go to 4-H
'camp. When I am sick she gives
me medicine. She let's me go to
cheerleading and my cheerleading competions. I very glad I
have her around.
Toree Rogers

ht•rtt it/

.01•140•••••

I love my mom becuse she
always tells us to clean our
rooms all the time, and hopes we
learn from that one day. Mom
even cleans up after me my
bouther and two sisters! I'll
never have a mom like my mom
again. I just love my mom so
much.
Chase Stockwell

• Prints
• Huge Shipment of
New Photo Frames
• Sculptures
• Silk Greenery
• Mirrors
• Collectibles
• Photo Albums

•1.
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'GALLERY,
TRIFASU
available .it
The GAIllery

E
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Shes allways there when I need
her. She buys me thing. She
helps me. She gets me out of truble. And she lets me places.
Adam Carmack
I love my mom because she
makes good choices. She likes
to snuggle a lot too. She's a
good person. She loves me a lot.
She pays for my cloths, my
books, my school supplies.
Mom helps Phil too, when he's
stuck on a question in his school
book she's almost always there.
But the thing I like the most
about my mom is that she loves
me.
Kayla M. Holder
I love my mom because, she
tacks care of me. She try to help
me stay out truble with my dad.
She lets me have the toys I want.
She pays for the stuff in need at
school. She tacks me to the eye
doctor when I need to go.
She tucks me to the doctor
when I need to go.
Travis Lamb
My mom loves me very very
very much. The reson why I
know she loves me. She bought
me knew shoes. Thats one reson.
The other reason why is shes
bying me two more pewrs of
shoes today. The reason why
she' bought me some shoes is
my other shoes have holies in
them.
Clint Harris
I love my mom because she
takes care of me. Also, my mom
let's me go to my friendss house.
She does things with and takes
me to football parictces. She
also buy me food and clothes.
And she also help me with my
homework. And she allways
rembers my birthday.
Kevin M. Craig

101
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She's always there for me and
she helps me with ,my home
work and when I get hurt she
kisses my booboo the first time I
got my bike she helped me ride
it.
Thomas James Green
I love my mother because she
always listens to my problems,
and she takes care of me and my
dad. She cooks good food and
she is the best mom in the whole
world.
Can Nicole Thomas
I love my mother because she
is careing and loving. She tells
me what I can do and can't do.
She lets me do things that I
always wanted to.
Jeremy Rogers
I love my mom because you'r
always there wene I realy need
you. Wen I get cut, wen I'm sick
or I'm in troubl
Trey Cossey
I love my mom because she
love me to. She means so much
to me. And I mean lot's to her.
She work's to provide money of
us. And I just want you to know
I love you.
Arista Underhill
I love my mother because she
love me. When Im down she
bring's me up.
She the best mother I ever had
in the world.
Tiffany K. Govern

I love my mother because she
reads me books about elephants.
Happy Mother's Day.
Christopher Lawrence
I love my mother because she
is there for me when I get cut or
when I get sick. She cooks supper for me. She helps me do
stuff. My mother is there to tuck
me in. Happy Mother's Day!
Samantha May Mitchell
I love my mother because she
loves me, feeds me. talks to me
about my secrets, and she
clothes me.
Annette C. Napier
I love my mom because. She is
going to let me buy a paint ball
gun. She is going to let me go
paint ball shooting.
Justin Harms
I love you relly much. So much
my head can pop off only thinking of you.
Nisa A. Dunn
I love my mother because she
is my mom. and I love her so
much. She means alot to me she
reminds me of beutful flowers
she is so pretty. Mom I love you
I hope you hear this.
Whitley Paige Delaney
I love my mom because she is
always nice to me. And she lets
me go eat. She takes me to Dairy
Queen.
Justin Perkins

I love my mother because she
helps me do things and let's me
do things and she loves me a lot
and I love her to.
Amanda Bailey
I love my mother because she
is there for me everday. She
cares for me and she is realy
nice to me. She is my friend.
Britney Eckles
I love my mother because she
is always there for me, she helps
me with my prombles and she
cooks for me and she helps me
with my homework and she
reads my favorite book of a
night time.
Ashley Lynn Collins

Easi- Elemenfor\, - Mr5.13o9ard5' Third Grade Cla55
From Page 6
She lets me have have my cat.
She is leting me go to 4h - camp.
She is always there when I get
hurt. She says she loves me. She
is fun. She is a good cook. She
helps me with my homework.
She works hard. She takes care
of me.
Ashley Delaney
I love my mom because she is
always there for me. Because
she always cooks for me when I
am hungry she's always at my
birthday party. When I can't
reach some thing reaches it for
me. She help's me do my homework.
Donald Brown
I love my mom because she lets
my friends come over, feeds me,
buys my clothes, reads me
books, buys me magazins, buys
my school suplys, she's alwus
there, makes good cheries, she
makes my food, she gives me
money to clean the dishes.
,
Chynna Lewis.

I love some one in this world
and her name is mom. Heres
some reasons why. She feeds me
very good. She takes care of me
when i'm sick. She tucks me in
every night. She cheers me up
when I'm sad. She shows me
how to do dances. She chooses
my clothes I should wear. She
wrashes my cloths for me. She
shows me how to work stuff.
Mom knows whats best for
you!
Nicole Jones

I love my mom because she is
caring person and she loves me
alot. And I love her alot to. And
she also takes me too base ball
pratice. My dad does to. And she
buys me clothes. And I love here
alot. And her sweet smile make
me feel at home wereevery I go.
I love her alot and my little hamster to but I love her the most
and my family does too.
Jarred Starks

I love my mom because she
helps me make my bed and
helps me get out of the bath tub.
She also helps me with my
spelling words. Happy Mother's
Day!
Courtney Byerly
I love my mother because she
sits on my bed while saying my
prayers so I wan't be !only. She
also plays with me a lot.
Blake Evans

I love my mother because she
gives me a good education She
cooks all my meals buys me lots
of clothes she buys me toys and
that's why I love my mother.
Steven Godby
I love my mother because she
is a good soul to me. She keeps
me cozy and sweet. And I love
her every much. I hope she lives
in tell I am 18 years old I am
going to stay forever with her
forever.
Mary Stowers
I love my mom because she lets
me buy two things at the store.
and she helps me with my reading.
Heather Downs
I love my mother because she's
nice to me and takes care of my.
Johnathan M. Downs

of cherished moments with
mother,from childhood on...
Mother's Day was observed in 1907
at the request of Anna Jarvis of
Philadelphia, PA, who asked her
church to hold a service in memory
of all mothers on the anniversary of
her mother's death. Throughout the
years, Mother's Day has become an
annual opportunity to thank Mom
for being the wonderful person that
she is. Don't miss the chance to tell
your Mom how special she is to you
on Sunday. May 9.

Summer's Coming...
Are You Ready?
Remove Unwanted Hair Permanently

Electrolysis
by Pat Mullins, CE
25 Years Experience • Nationally Certified

Call(270) 753-8856

I love my mother because, she
has always been there for me.
She makes me feel good. She
has always helped me with my
problems. She has made me the
person I am pround of. Nobody
could take the place of my mom
and I am glad.
Heather Davis

201 S. 3rd Street Murray 753-2411
Terry& Karen Isaacs - Owners

7-K
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I love my mom because she
buys me candy, toys and gives
me hugs and kisses when I'm
hurt. She also teaches me augerbra, calculus, and she helps with
my homework. Most of all she
doesn't spank me like my dad.
Justin Jasper
She takes care of the dogs.
When I am sick she takes care of
me and my Dad. When I had the
chicken poks she was there.
When I fell off my skateboard
she was there. When I got bit by
a dog she was there. She is
always there.
John Carpenter
I love my mom because she is
nice to me and she loves me. My
mom cares for me and my brother. When I am sick she stays
home with me to make me feel
better. When I'm mad or sad she
makes me feel good. I love my
mom very, very much.
Grace WelI i nghurst

I love my mom because she is
always there for me. When I
need her. Like when there was a
big hail storm that hit us one
night. We could not see a thing
becase the rain was so hard. The
car nearly fliped over. She told
me every thing was going to be
alright. I felt better. That is why
I love my mom.
Brittany Bogard
My mom is special 'to me. She
maks my dinner and helps me
with homework. When I was
sick she took me to the hospital.
When I was sick at school she
came and got me. I love my
mom. My mom is always ther
for me.
Bill Green
I love my mom because she is
always there when I need her.
She is very kind and loving.
When I get hurt she is there for
me. I love my mom!
Jeremy Steelnak

xiosirecittroccoreccraircc„.
Steele-Allbritten, Inc.
Large Inventory of Residential & Commerical

• New unit sales • Service for most brands • Bags for most brands
Featuring Panasonic & Simplicity

I love my mom. My mom is
really nice. She lets me do anything. She is as sweat as a caromelo candy bar. She never lets
me down. She lets me ride my
modersycle. She walks with me
and talks with me. She washes
my close, cleans my room when
I don't feal like it, and she brings
me a hot water bottle when I'm
throwing up or my stomach
hens really bad, cause thats
what moms are for. I really do
love my Mom.
Brooke Salley

209 S. 3rd St.. • 753-5341

I love my Mom because she is
cectirek'CCCCec,
,
Ic4Alt a loving mom to me and she is a
helping and caring mom too. No
mater what happens to me I will
00000000000000 o000000000000000000000o000
always be with my mom. When
00000
I am sick she is helping. I love
my mom very much. And she
love me.
O y"
Nikivia Jontae Cunningham
O "
c
0
0
0
0
0
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Grandview Feeder
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I love my mom becuus she
reads to me every night almost.
Her lips smell like straberries.
She's the nicest girl in the universe. She cooks for me. She
beys things for me. When I get
hurt she runs as fast as she can to
me. That is why I love my mom.
Adam Peebles
My mom is very special to me
because she is always there for
me when I'm hurt or need help.
She is a good cook. She is very
nice. She is always there when I
am sick.
Addey Griffo
My mom takes care of me
when I am sick. My mom is caring because when I am hurt she
takes care of me. My -morn is
nice because every night she
gives me hot co-co. My mom is
loving because she tucks me in
every night.
Ashley Houk

$9.99

EVENFEED system allows
uniform feeding and less frequent
filling
*Holds up to 8 lbs of seed
117-892-0 Mfg 0322 Reg 15 99

08O $7.99
Hanging Baskets
O

.Many varieties
0 00- pot
Reg 9.99 116-193-8

/8

$19.99

O Gazing Globe
.Choose from blue, silver. aqua or green
`
I 119-773-6. 774-3, 7750
O 0. 775-7
Gazing Globe Stand
119-777-1
819.99
0

8

ariommiri

(%1

We've got the gifts she'll adore

Shepherd Hooks
Single, with bird logo, green
104-335-1
Single, 90" with dragonfly
19-761-7
Double. 90"
19- 768-0
Double. 65' with butterfly
119-769-4

$999
$1299

0
8

$16.99

0
O
Hours.. Mon -Sat 8-7• Sun. 10-5
0
0
Chestrt Hills Shopping Center • Murray, KY • 759-6150
0
o
000000000000000000000000000000000001000

I love my mom because my
mom is nice to me. When I'm
sick she stays home with me.
When I was a baby mom gave
me a teddy bear. I sleep with it. I
love you mom.
Erica Gallagher
I love my mom because she is
always there for me when I am
sick or hurt. When my bike got a
flat tire she went to Wal-Mart
right away. When I get up and
I'm hungry she always cooks for
me even if she hasn't had her
coffee yet. I love my mom!!!
Christa McGehee
I love my mom because, she is
caring, loving, nice, helping,
cool, awesome, takes me where
I want to go. When I was one I
busted my chin and she was
there. Then she took me to the
hospital when I was sick or hurt.
That's why she is a superdeedooper mom.
Chastin Sheppard

Sig YoloiVIA
Wtictug 541 Amu

110 N 12th St
Murray

&dorm Spaqiude

$1499

0
,g (ORSC11EL11)FARM&HOME

I love my Mom because she's
so special. Whenever I'm hurt,
she's there. Whenever I'm
scared, she's there. I wouldn't
trade for anyone else because I
love her very much. She's very
loving and very caring. I just
wish she was with me all the
time. She has a very big and special place in my heart.
Betsy Runnels

753-4567

31112Ah thtunqsnunte

Wire Service
Nationwide

8framing& 9/02cn Ranh
and Mou!

%OP

gr

I love my Mom because she's
an awsome cook. My mom
cook's my favorite meal, chicken and rice. There's something I
would never do trade my Mom!
She always comes to my baseball games. She always helps me
when I'm hurt. And my mom
will always count in my heart.
Scott York

NI See Page 9
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I love my mom so much
because she loves and cares for
me. When I get hurt she always
kisses it and makes it feel alot
better. She reminds me of kisses
on my cheek. I love my mom so
much that I wish she was more
loving.
Blake Darnall

My mom is special becase she
is always there, when I need her.
She takes me places. When I
look at a garden I think of her.
My mom is a good cook too.
Good times, bad times she's still
always there. I wold never trade
her for a new mom.
Anne Ferguson

Mom's are special. Mom's are
sweet. My mom is there when I
need her the most. She helps
with homework. She cook's
good food. When •I am hurt she
huges me and seys it is ok. My
mommy is so special.
Jessica Lee

love my mom because she
always is there when I get hurt.
She is a good cook. I love her
chiken pop pie. I would never
pick another mom. I think she is
so, so pretty. She always helps
with my homework. I love you
mom.
Claire Pitman

Wove my mom because she is
always there for me when I am
sick. Like when I had the flu she
stuck right there beside me. My
mom is very sweet. She makes
sure I am healthy and clean. I
am lucky to have my mom. I
love her.
Emilee James

I love my mom beacause she is
so caring. She is caring beacause
she hugs me when I'm hurt. She
.is some cook. I love her mashed
potatoes. I love her beacause she
gave birth to me. When I don't
want to do my homework, she
purswades me to do it.
Charlton Claywell

I love my mommy becaes she
plays with me and goes bike riding on our bikes. She is the gratest mommy to me. My mommy
is vary good siage. Sometimes
she sings this song to me. You
are my sunshine my only sunshine, you make me happy when
the sky are gray so please don't
take my sunshine away. I love
you mommy so much.
Elizabeth Cunningham

You're my faveritest person in
the world. I love you win I wake
up, win I'm in school and when
I'm at home. Wherever I go,
whatever I do I end up thanking
of you. You're faverest person in
the world. I like it when you
make me something or buy me
something.
Chris Dobbins

I love my mom because she
cares for me when I get hurt, and
helps me with my homework.
My mom is very strict but can be
very nice like when I fall or slip
in mud. Sometimes if I'm very
good she'll get me a toy.
James Robertson

I don't like it when she fixes
bad stuff like brokley, meetloaf,
and chiken casroll. But, she got
us a swiming pool,a soccer goal
and a dream cast. She boght four
PC's. Sometimes she even dose
my homework. She takes me to
Florida. She isn't even close as
striked as my dad.
Matt Hines

My Mom is so special because
when I fell sad she always hugs
me and makes me happy. But
when I go to bed she say so
thing to me and my sister. She
seys sung un bug in a rug. And
she always there when I was
hurt. And that she always smet
like peach.
Emily Butler

I love my mom because she is
very special. She lets me help
bake cookies. One time I had a
bike wreck and my mom came
outside, sat on the steps, and cleaned my scraped knee. My
mom came outside with me on a
nice day and helped me ride my
bike on the road.
Rebecca Garth

SUPER SALE
ON DISHWASHERS
PLUS $30.00 Rebate On Select Models

I love my mom because she is
always there for me when I'm
hurt. Even though she gets made
at me I know I will always love
her. I. would never trade my
mom,because she's the one who
loves me. Roses are red, violets
are blue, sugar is sweet and so
are you.
Nolan Jackson

Pure Pampering For Mom — AVEDATriton" Dishwasher with
TriClean- Wash System
"Quietest in the U.S.A."

Triton" Dishwasher with
TriClean- Wash System
"Quietest in the U.S.A "

Triton" Dishwasher with
TriClean'" Wash System
"Quietest in the U.S.A."

I. MURRAY APPLIANCE Co.
Sales, Service and Free Delivery

The EssentialDay Spa
1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 767-0760
• Massage Therapy • Facials • Paraffin Therapy
• Aromatherapy • Sugaring • Manicure/Pedicure
• Pierre Et Fleur. Hot Stone Massage

11100.„

212 Main St.. Murray • 753-1586
Monday-Friday 8-5
Saturday 8-3
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I love my mom because she is
special. She is special because
she is always there for me when
I am down or hurt. She always
laughs at my jokes even though
some are dumb. She comforts
me when I'm nervous. That is
why I think niy. mom is special.
Ian Boone

I love my mom because she is
loving and caring. She is nice
and kind. If I'm hurt she will
comfort me. I love my mom
because she's the nicest mom on
Earth. My mom is a good mom.
I love mv mom more than
chocklet ice cream. he's sweet.
Jessica Whybark
I

I love my- mom because she
takes care of me when I am sick,
and scared, and hurt. I love her
more then ice cream. She gives
me stuff when we go out. I think
my mom is the greatest mom in
the world.
Ashley Martin

I love my mother, because she
is nice. I love my mom because
she love me. She is nice,
because she buys me CD's. She
is also nice, because she pays
the bills. She is also nice
because she buys me Gameboy
coler games. I love my mom.
Duncan Thurman

My mom is special. My mom
is loving, caring, and helping.
She is always there for me. My
mom is sweet and she takes me
to baseball. My mom is very
nice.
Luke Anderson

I love my mom because she's
sweet and nice. My mom is loving and kind. She loves me a lot.
She takes care of me when I am
sick.
Aaron Cole

4:*

Mother's Day Buffet
Chilled Fresh Fruit
Roast Top Round of Choice Beef
Carved on Line
Succulent Roast of Pork
Old Fashioned Cornbread Dressing
Old Fashioned Chicken and Dumplings
Golden Fried Breaded Shrimp
Chef's Selection of Garden Vegetables
Soup & Salad Bar
Variety of Salad and Relishes
Cheese Bar
A Selection of Favorite Cheeses
Dessert Table
Featuring our Bread Pudding with Sauce
Other Special Desserts
Adults $11.50 • Children $5.75
All drinks $1.00
SERVING NOON UNTIL 8:00 P.M.

KENLAIE RESORT PARK
KENTUCKY STATE PARKS

I love my mom becaus she
helps me on my homeworke. I
thik she is sweet and nice becaus
she is thar for me when I need
her. She alwas tucks me in at
nigh. Every, time I hug her I can
feel her warm heart against me.
Brandy Owen

My Mom is the BEST Mom in
the WHOLE WIDE WORLD,
because when she wants to
spend time with me, or she
knows I feel bad she takes me to
the mall in Paducah. My Mom is
Karan Forth, and I love her.
Megan Ellen Forth

I love my mom because she
was there for me every time I
was sick or I had a problem. I
really love my mom because she
taught me how to write and read.
My mom is the most beautiful
woman in the whole wide world
because she is my mom apd I
love her.
Jekeesha Starks

I'm going to tell you about a
very special, beautiful, loving
and caring mom.I love my mom
because she is special. My mom
cares for me, and she takes care
of me. She also helps me when
I'm hurt or, when I need help.
Mostly because she loves me.
Brittany Nicole Foutch

My mother is special because
she fed me. She never forgot me
and she loves me in her heart.
She cares for me and she is a
good mom. She loves me and
when I'm sad she comforts me.
Nathan Watson

She help me with my homework. When I get hurt she hold
my hand. My mom lets me
spend the night. My mom takes
me to the park to have fun. She
take me the Pine Wood Derby.
Colin Horwood

ETo

I love my Mom for everything
she does for me. Sometimes
when she is sick she will only
ask me to help around the house
because my sister will not do it.
My Mom is the best Mom in the
universe. If you think you have a
better Mom then you think you
have better Mom.
Jacob Jackson
My mom is a very special person to me. When I'm sick she
takes care of me. She sweet and
loving. I love her so much. Her
name is Cherie Thompson.
She's very careful in everthing
she does. She's the best mom in
the world. She takes very good
care of me, and seems to have a
twinkle in her eye.
Jordan Thompson

• See Page 11
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$25'With any
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Estee Lauder
fragrance purchase. Worth $150.00
•3 All-Day Lipsticks
Rosewood, Beautiful Pink, Aegean Pink

•Compact w/Blush &
Eyeshadow Duos
Blush All-Day - Raspberry. E/S - Camel & Pistachio

•Compact w/Blush &
Eyeshadow Dims
Blush All-Day - Pink Cloud, E/S - Fawn & Cameo

•3 High Gloss Lacquer for Nails
White Petal, Naive Rose, Sheer Pink

.More Than Mascara
Rich Black

•8 Note Cards w/Envelopes
*Organza Box

7 Hwy. 68 at 94 on Beautiful Kentucky
—

Lake in Hardin/Aurora Kentucky
Phone: 14300-325-0143

let€ Place
lifTer good while coppliea last Quantities limited
tale girt to a ruatomer during gift time

306C S. 12th St. • 753-5678
•

•
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My mom is very sweet. She
might not buy me everything I
want but she is still sweet.
Sometimes me and my mom just
sit and talk. She is always there
to help me when I need her. She
also helps other people. Every
time I am sick she stays home.
She is a great mom.
Christian Hayes

When my Mom see's me crying, she always comes and comforts me and tries to figure out
what is wrong. When I go to a
sleep-over and I might be scared
she will come and talk it through
or will bring me home. She's
always there with me.
Sydney Smith

THURSDAY, MAY 4, 2000
My Mom is a good Mom.
She's always there when you
need her. She's better than 30
flavors of ice cream. I love my
Mom better than anyone on this
earth. I even love her more than
chocolate. She hardly ever yells
at me. I love my Mom very
much.
Brittany Harpole

PAGE 11

My mom is very spcial. She
hold's me in bed and when I am
scard she is there with me.
When am sick she comes home
from work. She is so good to me
I don't know what to do whith
out her. The important thing is
that I love her.
Mechelle Kay Prescott

My mom is special by the way
she loves me. She isn't just special because she buys me things,
she's the mom I needed. My
mom is better than pokemon.
She gives me a big wet kiss at
night. She is a mom like no
other and I love her.
Chelsey Weaver
I love my mom because she
cares for me. She plays with me.
The things she plays with me is
soccor, tennis, volleyball and all
kinds of board games. When I
get hurt she cleans me up. She
takes to me about my problems
and solves them.
Shelby Blalock
My mom is nice. I love my
mom because she bys me stuff.
She gave birth to me. My mom
is buetful. I love my mom
because she loves me. I love my
mom because she is caring and
generous. I love my mom
because she is special.
Jacob Vaughn
I am going to tell you about a
person who has been with me all
my life. A person who gets me
out of the darkness and into the
light. That person is my mother.
My mother has a motto for just
the two of us and it goes like this
"I'll love you forever I'll love
you for always as long as I'm
living my baby you'll be."
Hannah Richardson
I love my mom because she's
always here for me. She is loving, kind, and generous. My
mom stays home with me when
I'm sick. She attends most of my
basketball and softball games.
She uses her money on medicine
when I'm sick.
Kaitlyn Carpenter
I love my mom because if I get
hurt she is there. My mom
works at home even though she
does, I think she is still great. If
I'm sick she is there just on
Friday, April 21st, 2000 I had a
ear ache and she came and
hugged me.
Amanda Gibson
Why I love my mom is because
she 'helps me with my homework and fixes me food to eat
and a drink and takes good care
of me. When I get hurt on the
bars at home, if I get sick at
school I will tell the teacher then
they will call my mom and she
will pick me up. But most of all
I love mom. She is so special to
me. I tell her to her heart,"I love
,
you so, so, so, so ramp.",
•
?Mica.Oiti.0 •

relaxation ty:
Your Plumbing, Electrical and Hardware Professionals
206 Eost Mom Si • Murray KY 42071 • 27C 753 33ts1
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Munn, Elemenfai).
Mrs, Reeocif's Med Grade C1055
My mom is the best woman in
the world. She is very funny. My
mom has buituful blue eyes, and
her smile is wonderful. We like
to talk to each other and plant
flowers. We play games together
at night. She always hugs and
kisses me. I really love my
mom!
Jacob Bell
I like the way my mom looks
and acts. My mom always looks
pretty, and always acts nice. I
like to play tennis with her alot.
My mom is special becase she
does special things for me! My
mom is great!
Alex Van Sickle
I like the way my mom wiggles
her ears when she's happey. She
buy me toys and give me lots of
hugs. I like when we sit and talk
on beach. My mom is speshol
becaus she is sweet, nice mom
in the world.
Joshua Owen

She's a nice person who hugs
me before I go to bed. She's a
person who cares about me, who
rides bikes with me to the park,
and waches movies with me.
She plays golf with me and takes
me places.
Jacob Hines
What do I like about my mom?
My moms smile makes me joyful. Her laugh makes me happy.
I like my mom to play and push
me in the swing. I also like to
talk with her. My mom makes
me happy. She loves me and she
cares.
Sarah Garth
She acts and looks nice too.
She has a nice smile. And when
she smiles she shows her white
teet. And I smile back. I like to
go to the park. And I wash dishes. My mom buys me clothes
and buys me toys. My mom
takes care of me.
Justin Clere
This is a story about why I love
my mom. Here are a couple reasons why. She is sometimes
funny. She gives me gifts that I
want. We also go lots of places
because of her. I like it when we
play basketball. She is really fun
when we play chess.
Patrick Hughes

I love my mom because she is
my mommy. She is very nice to
everyone. She plays with me
and when Fm sad she make it all
better. Sometimes she even
plays hors, all around the world,
pig, and wed l of fortune.
Kwame Duffy
I like about the way my mom
makes me laugh in funny ways
at home all the time.
Ian Leach

This is why I love my mom. I
like the way she acts because
she acts funny. She takes me to
the park and we get ice crame
and we take walks. My mom is
special because I like her and
she is my mom. That is why I
love my mom.
Jessica Merrell

I love the way you act nice
eveyday. You dress so nice. You
do evey thing for me. You buy
me toys, fix my hair for school.
We have fun on weekends like
spraying each other and playing
cards. Your special cuse you
love me.
Jessica LeeAnn Cook

My mom is the best mom in the
world because she hugs me like
a teddy bear, she takes her time
to play tennis together and she
buys me treats if I do something
that helps. Her face is as pretty
as a crystal candle even prettier.
I love her.
Ali Adams

The reason I love my mom is
because she's special. She's special because everything that she
wears makes her look good. I
also like when she acts really
funny. I like to go shopping and
talk with her. She helps me
when I'm hurt. She's pretty, loving, funny and cool.
Holly Oatman

I love my mom because she is
a realy great mom. My mom
looks pretty all the time. I realy
like to go places with my mom!
My mom realy takes care of me
when I'm hurt or sick. My Mom
is special because she helps me
when I struggle.
Keaton Tate

I love my mom because she is
very nice to me and she cares for
me when I'm sick. I like to talk,
play cards and play mancala
with my mom. I like my mom's
long pretty hair. When I make
her a necklass she wears it.
She's wearing it.
Dana Arneson

I love my mom because she
always has a smile on her face.
Also because she is happy and
encourging. I like to coudle with
my mom and shop with her. My
mom is special because when I
had cancer she was there for me
for 2-1/2 years.
Kelsey Johnson

My mom is so special to me I
love her to much to not love her.
She is so pretty. She takes me
where ever I want to eat. I love
my mom so so so much. My
mom is the greatest.
Kelsey Cavitt

I love my mom because she
acts very funny and has a
buttuful voice, and has very
pretty long curly hair. I also love
my mom because we practice
piano together, and play hide
and go seek in the park. My
mom is specile because she is a
very great mom.
Alyssa Erickson

•,

Paula Chandler, daughter;and
Pauline Ballard, resrt enioy
spending tune together

Hickory Woods
(270)759-8700

•See Page 15
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Retirement Center
84 Utterback Road
Murray, KY 42071

I love my mom beacuse she is
nice, funny, and sweet. She is
#I. No mom can beat her laugh,
her hair and her love. That's
why she is #1 and I love her.
Nikki Hutson

MAY 13th & 14th Only
10% OFF

With A Meal

1111
1k‘
NOW

MESO

With Coupon (Mother's Only) I
Hours: 11 a.m.-10 p.m. 5un.-Thurs.
11 a.m. - 10:30 p.m. Fri. & 5st.
1006 Chestnut (Next to Cheri Theatre)
7'39-9247
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Munn, Etemenfor), - Mrs.
On April 12th, 1991 I met the
greatest women in the world my
Mom. My mom is always doing
things for me, she does my laundry, takes me places, lets me join
in sports, let's me invite friends
over. Also buys me things on my
birthday. And that's why I love
my mom.
Courtney Perry
I love my mom because she
loves me to. She helps me when
I'm hurt. She helps me with my
dishes, she helps with my chores
and with my homework. She
does landry and she makes
money. She is verey nice.
Tara Russell
I love my mom because she
lets me go to the Circus Skateing
Ring and also she doesn't make
me eat what I don't want to eat.
She takes care of me and my little brother because she loves us.
I love her so much because she
buys me stuff.
O'Brian Payne
I love my mom because she is
funny and she cracks me up. She
kisses me good by and gives me
a good by hug. She byes me
things. She takes me out to
Gattiland. I love my mom.
Andrew Windsor
I love my mom because she
does things with me. I also love
my mom because she makes me
meals and gave birth to me if it
was not for mom. I would not be
here right now. And when I'm
down. She plays a game with
me.
Victoria HoIle
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Why I love my mom is becase
she loves me. She is nice me
when I'm sick. She is nice to me
when I have home work to do at
home. She also helps me do my
home work. I love her, becase
shes nice to me. I love my mom.
Paige Selby
I love my mom becuase she
plays with me. We play tree
climers. We clim my favoite tree
and the highest climer win. My
mom takes me places. She takes
me to Michigan Advencher
every year. We go in the big pool
and I fight the big waves.
Jeremy Barnum
I love my mom because she
makes my food. And she takes
care of me, when I feel sick. I
also love my mom because she
buys me stuff I need. She also
lets me go into a creek. I love
my mom because she loves me
alot.
Samantha Ashcraft
I love my ,mom because she
helps me with my homework.
Another reason is she would
never give me up. She does my
laundry. Also she takes me shopping. She buys me candy. She
loves me a lot. She takes us to
the pool every summer. She
loves me.
Katie McAllister
I love my mom because she
plays with me and she taught me
how to play tennis and soccer. I
love my mom because she buys
me stuff like pets. I also love my
mom because she takes me
places. I love my mom because
she gave birth to me.
Cody Rhew

aMppy Aoffict's may!

I love my mom because she
takes care of me. She makes
sure I'm safe. She cooks food
for dinner. I love her because
she helps me with my homework. I love her because she is
my mom.
Bobby Puckett
I love my mom because she
loves me. I love my mom
because she cooks for me. She
helps me with my homework.
She rides bikes with me. She's
ben there when I needed her.
She gave birth to me. She buys
me somthing. She gets me
suprises.
Mike Bokeno

I love my mom because she
takes care of me. She payed for
me to go to school. She gave me
almost every thing I have. I love
my mom because she helps me
with my homework. I love my
mom because she loves me to
and I love her.
Rachael Self
I love my mom because she
takes care of me. She helps me
solve my problems. She helps
me get ready for school. She
makes me happy. She makes me
happy although I am sad. She is
nice to me. She makes me feel
good.
Shelby Louise Richard

I love my mom because she
loves me. She takes care of me
when I am sick. I also love my
mom because she helps me with
my problems. I love my mom
because she tucks me in at night.
My mom is special to me
because she is kind.
Chelsea Campbell
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I love my mom because she
gave birth to me and also she
helps me on my homework. If
my mom wasn't here I woundn't
be here, too. My mom is the best
mom in the world. My mom
makes me happy everytime.
Sudan Loganathan
I love my mom because she
gave birth to me and I also love
my mom because she buys me
things. I do love my mom
because she takes care of me. I
love my mom just for her too. I
love her because she's my mom.
I love her.
Courtney Seely

III See Page 14

fling Hills
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HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852
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Mother's Day Gifts
Hanging Baskets Color Bowls
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'Blooming Lilac Trees
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From Page 13
I love my mom because she
loves me so much. She helps me
when I'm sick. She helps people
when they are sick. She watches
the baby's in case they get hurt.
She helps me with my homework. She plays with me. She
does my laundrey. Her name is
Brenda Kay Hurt.
Cole Hurt
I love my mom because she
takes care of me. She also makes
me happy. I also love my mom
because she gave birth to me.
She buys me things that I love,
want, and need. I also, love my
mom because she loves me. My
mom's name is Lynn.
Kari Lussier
My mom's the best mom in the
world — in the universe! She's
pretty. When she gets dressed

up. I whistle. Her jokes crack me
up. She's also nice like a queen
and I'm her prince. Every night,
she fixes dinner for me and my
family. I love my mom!
Michael Worley
I love my mom because she
takes care of me. And I really
like it when my mom takes time
off from work when I'm sick.
And if it wasn't for her I would
not be here. I also love my mom
because she takes me places.
And she is the best mom.
Allyssa R. Green
I love my Mom because she
takes care of me. She makes my
dinner. She buys so much for
me. I love her because she takes
care of me win I am sick. She
also helpes me eat helthey. I also
love my Mom because she loves
me.
Shaelea McKinney
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I love my Mom because she
takes care of me. She cooks my
food. She takes me places. She
is also nice. I love my Mom (MS) — Mother's Day is a
because she loves me. My Mom
time-honored occasion when
is sweet. I love my Mom
because she gets me presents. we recognize the enormous role
our moms play in our lives —
My Mom is great! I love her.
even when they are no longer
Ethan Thomason
with us.
I love my Mom cause she buys
Marianne
Artist/writer
me what ever I want. She cleans
of a
Gift
Richmond's "The
my room sometimes she always
is a one-of-a-kind
cooks dinner. She always does Memory"
commemorates a
that
keepsake
of
care
takes
my laundry. She
me every day. She has alot of loved one. The book articulates
funny jokes. She tells me where the support and love that friends
to go and where not to go.
and family wish to share with
Stacey McClure
bereaved "children" of all ages.
As a gift, the book promotes a
I love my mom because she
the
between
helps me. She also gives me connection
junk food. When I get hurt she bereaved and the friends and
takes me to the doctor. My mom family who support them, and
cares about me. I also love my offers readers comfort and
mom because she loves me. She hope. Filled with heartfelt poetalso takes me places with her. ry and beautiful illustrations,
My mom is Elaine Wyatt.
Richmond has created a comHarley Wyatt
mon language for the long jourI love my mom because she ney of grief. A journal in the
takes care of me and takes care back of the book allows family
of me when I'm sick. I also Jove and friends to preserve special
my mom because she takes me
places and plays with me. I also
love my mom because she buy's
me stuff.
Lance Sirls

Preserve Mom's Memory

Outstanding Aotheit Qiilwattd

I love my Mom because she The search for an award for
always take care of me. My "Outstanding Mothers of the Year"
mom always tucks me in at bed. began with a concept. The award
She takes me places and buys' had to be contemporary, reflecting
me things at the store! We dye the role of today's multifaceted
moms. Yet it had to be symbolic,
eggs togather when Easter
.to current lifestyles and
relevant
comes. She doesn't go to work
also a timeless thing of beauty.
when I am ill. She cares!
The National Mother's Day
Skye Jones
Committee looked and found
I love my mom because she
Marsha Breslow — an internationmake me fell special. She make
ally known jewelry designer. The
me happy when she staye home committee commissioned Breslow
with me when I am sick. If it to create the OMA award, which
wasn't for her I wonldn't be here she did with consummate artistry
right now. She is the coolest and respect for the values of mothmom in the world.
erhood that inspired Mothel's Day
Beau Bogard

silious.
.

The Smell of Spring.. This luscious array of
colorful spring blossoms combined with the alluring fragrance of hyacinth awakens your home to
the pleasures of the spring season.

The

209 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 767-0350
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 10 am.-S p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

in the first place.
The award, which stands 12 inches
high on its base, is rendered in
gold-finished pewter. Not quite
abstract in its composition, it still
conveys the spirit of the times,
while interpreting the "mothering
role" that forever shall symbolize a
mother's responsibility for her children.
Only enough of the OMA awards
are cast each year to present to the
mothers on the Honors List. Then,
the mold is stored away for another
year and another slate of rolemodel mothers who have profound
influence on our lifestyles.

a -w`42wart.cRf

On Mother's Day, May 14th
One OfA Kind Gifts For
That One OfA Kind Person
Closed Sunday
May 14th
For Mother's Day

Registry
Of Muray,

memories of a lost friend or
family member.
This Mother's Day, remember
and honor those special women
who are no longer in your life
with "The Gift of a Memory."
The book can be ordered
through Amazon.com ($15.95)
or at mariannerichmond.com.

•
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Pier1imports
University Plaza On Chestnut St.
Mon.-Fri. 9-6; Saturday 9-5;
Sunday 1-5
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The Trials of Motherhood 2000
What are the key steps a
mother can take to raise a
well-rounded family in the
new millennium?
In the list of obstacles that
never had to be faced when
mom was growing up, she
must retain flexibility in being
aware of and sympathetic to
new standards of social
behavior; she must be understanding; she must be
involved in group-action programs to achieve a bridge
over the generation gap which
has widened as innovations
change the way people live;
and she must involve herself
in projects that will keep her
children busy in after-school
programs, opening doors for
her children's futures while
keeping them out of trouble.
Motherhood 2000 has placed
new demands on the mothers
who are struggling to give
their children the kind of
background that will enable
their generation to take on
society's values. In an effort
to meet these demands, many
mothers seek solutions in the

workforce.
Today's mother often goes
back to work for many reasons:
I. She feels a necessity to
increase the family income to
provide for new educational
goals and a higher standard of
living for the family.
2. She goes to fulfill her own
dreams of achieving recognition and satisfaction in the
workforce.
3. She may just like working
outside the home.
4. As head of the household,
she may need the income to
keep off welfare.
Today's mother faces challenges that didn't exist even a
couple of decades ago.
Meeting the pressures of
bringing up a child requires
experience to achieve success. Motherhood may be one
of the greatest challenges a
woman ever will have. It will
become a criterion of success
when the next generation
takes over the values by
which all people can live.
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Free Gift for New Moms on Mother's Day
In honor of moms on Mother's Day.
Rolodex® brand will be giving free gifts
to women who become moms on
Mother's Day. May 14. 2000. Any mom
whose baby is born on May 14, 2000. is
eligible.
Moms who meet giveaway guidelines will
receive the stylish Rolodex® Photo Frame
Card File which has the appearance of a
conventional photograph frame for a
favorite memory. With a flick of the wrist,
the frame opens to reveal a specially
designed card-filing system for the home
or office. With categories like baby sitters.
friends, family and more, the card file

organizes important information.
The card files will be given to the first 300
moms who write in. Rolodex®
NecessitiesTM, accessories for the card
files, will be given to the remaining eligible respondents.
To claim their free gift, mothers should
write to -Rolodex® Mother's Day Gift."
do Brown & Martin Inc.. 21001
Watertown Road. Suite 200, Waukesha.
Wis. 53186. Entries must be legible and
include the mother's name, baby's name
and complete address. A copy of the
baby's birth certificate must be attached.
Only one gift per household. All respons-

dr ir

es must be received by September
10. 2003, to be eligible for the
free gift.
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Help Is Just Around The Corner®

FOR MOM
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$19.99

$89.99

Solid Alder
Hardwood Tea
Table

8-Cup
Coffeemaker.

•w,

Automatic drip design,
commercial quality.
Stainless steel tank. 3year warranty.

Ready to assemble and
finish. 14 dia x 23
3/4" high.
M 288 662 1

GRW M 349 647 4
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$49.99
5'Traditional Swing Set
11

From Page 12
I like the way my Mom looks
because she always has a smile
on her face, and when I see that
smile, it britghtens my day! My
Mom is always kind enough to
take me places, and I will
always be glad to go places with
her.
Roman Kelly

High quality, affordable porch swing
in ready-to-finish hardwood. Includes
ceiling hooks. 60L x 22W x 18 3/4"H
overall dimensions fully assembled.

I love my mom because she is
very special to me. Her perm in
her hair is very pretty. She had it
done 2 weeks ago. Every night
we play the computer together.
My mom is very special because
she has two cute sons and a husband to care and love.
Gage Miller

What do I like about the way
mom looks and acts? I like how
she laughs. I like how she acts.
What I like to do with mom I
like to play with her and walk
with her. What things mom does
for me — she helps me do my
homework.
Chelsea Bradshaw

with her. She goes ridding bikes
with me sometimes at Murray
State. She is kind hearted and
caring. She smells like sweet
flowers. I love my mom.
Alex Adams

The reason I love my mom is
because she does a lot of things
for me. She is the nices prson in
the world. I don't now what I
would do without you. You do
very nice things for me and my
brother. My mom is very special. Mom I love you.
Richard Harper

My mom is the best mom in the
world because she can make tortatene and watchies movies with
me. My mom is special because
she is a RA. and can takes care
of me. My mom can make the
funnyiest faces in the world. I
ride horses with my mom.
Grant Adams
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$19.99

$29.99

Garden Weasel

My mom is special and sweet.
The reason I love my mom is
because! like to go to the mall

Garden Claw

cultivates & helps
weed around plants, in
big areas and wide
rows.

loosens & cultivates
soil plus removes
weeds.
S 163 785 B6

S 647 057 B6

Murray Home 8 Auto
Chestnut St.• Murray

753-2571
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No Down Payment!
No Interest!
No Finance Charges!
RECLINING SOFA

$399

For Six Long Months

STATIONARY LOVE SEAT
Easy going styling with a bustle back; textured fabric and end seats that recline.

LEATHER SOFA & LOVE SEAT
top design sr/comfort in mita+
leather with matching vinyl
back. GREAT BUY!

SLEEPER SOFAS

s3BB

Start at
Make room for your overnite guests!

DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS ON

4.

FLOOR SAMPLE BEDROOM
SUITES AS LOW AS

A

699

SEAT $1549
• design in rich floral fabric
"th contrasting welt.

TABLE WA CHAIRS
OR
FARRINIMUSE CHINA CABINET
Dag* white Whisk top butterfly leaf table

Your
Lhoc

$399
ipmegi

itheindle chair*. Solid white curio rabi
not With glass doom

rz.k Beds. • 111 -cil Beds • etwicis
CPChri Chests
Cctbirtet.sGrit
rttert-ctirtmertt C'ert
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TREMENDOUS
CLOVE-OUTV!

s249Q---7 5299 s399%.7
Qu.s'n
Sel

199
Sleek styling &
design makes
this affordable

s299
Plush & comfortable with pad over
chaise feature

1159

Quality leather match
w/pad-over chaise design
makes this a steal.

$199

N/A

Twat Oat

6249

asoi

$269

kMIse

$499

Fan

Good
Crazy Quilt Design
CHERRY OR OAK
JEWELRY
ARMORIES

Sale Hours:
Mon-Fri • 9-6 / Sat.9-5
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Twin %we

$349
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$379
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Better
Plush Comfort

Twin Gat

Best
Posturpedic Finn
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Hwy. 641 North, Murray
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